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ABSTRACT  

 

EFL teachers' education and their production of epenthetic vowels 

 

Fernanda Delatoree 

 

Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina 

2004  

 

Supervisor professor: Barbara Oughton Baptista 

 

This study aims to relate teachers' education and their knowledge about Phonetics and 

Phonology with their production of epenthesis in initial s-clusters, final consonants and 

regular verb past tense. One class for each of the six teachers from two different language 

schools in Florianópolis was tape-recorded and transcribed according to the IPA. After the 

class each teacher was interviewed. All of the teachers were experienced and five of them 

had some knowledge about Phonetics and Phonology but only one was able to give 

complete answers to questions about English and Portuguese Phonetics and Phonology in 

the questionnaire. The rates of epenthesis followed the pattern for Brazilians which means 

that they produced more epenthesis in three-member clusters than they did in two-member 

clusters, almost the same rate of epenthesis for s-sonorant and s-obstruent clusters, more 

epenthesis for final consonants in the context of another consonant, vowel and pause. More 

epenthesis was used to transform the more marked syllable structure in the less masked 

syllable structure in the case of for regular verb past tense that end in both voiceless and 

voiced obstruents and in a vowel while the production of epenthesis in verbs with the 

sonorant in the end had few production due to the difference in the degree of sonority 

among the sononrand, the obstruent and the vowel that would be inserted among them. This 

means that despite having some knowledge about Phonetics and Phonology the teachers are 

not prepared to deal with the materials about pronunciation and, as a consequence, not be 

able to help their students' pronunciation.    
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RESUMO  

 

EFL teachers' education and the production of epenthetic vowels 

 

Fernanda Delatoree 

 

Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina 

2004  

 

Professora orientadora: Barbara Oughton Baptista 

 

Este estudo pretende relacionar a formação do professor e a seu conhecimento sobre 

Fonética e Fonologia com a produção de epêntese em encontros consonantais do inglês, 

consoantes em posição final de palavra e no passado dos verbos regulares. Uma aula de 

cada de cada um dos seis professores foi gravada em áudio e transcrita de acordo com o 

Alfabeto Fonético Internacional além de cada professor ter respondido a um questionário ao 

final da aula. Todos os professores eram experientes e cinco deles tinham algum 

conhecimento sobre Fonética e Fonologia mas somente um foi capaz de dar respostas 

completas para as questões seis, sete e oito do questionário. A produção de epêntese foi 

maior nos econtros consonantais formados por três membros do que naqueles formados por 

dois membros, ao mesmo tempo em que o uso de epêntese foi quase o mesmo para os 

grupo dos sonorantes e dos obstruintes. No caso das consoantes em posição final de 

palavra, o uso de epêntese foi maior quando o contexto era outra consoante, seguido de 

vogal e de silêncio. Os verbos regulares que terminam em obstruintes sonoros e não 

sonoros ou em vogal tiveram a estrutura silábica modificada através do uso de epêntese. Os 

verbos regulares que terminam em sonorante tiveram sofreram pouco uso de epentênse em 

função da variação de sonoridade entre as duas consoantes e a vogal que seria inserida. Isto 

significa que cinco dos seis professores, apesar de terem algum conhecimento de Fonética e 

Fonologia, não teriam facilidade em lidar com materiais que tratam da pronúncia do inglês 

não conseguindo, desta forma ajudar a melhorar a pronúncia dos seus alunos.      
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1 - Introduction  

 Pagel (2002) points out that English is the foreign language most frequently taught 

at Brazilian elementary and secondary schools. He also considers that to teach foreign 

languages to Brazilian students is important due to the necessity of integrating them to 

other people and to the technology developed all over the world.  

In the case of English-teachers, researchers, such as Richards (1998), Gimenez 

(1999), Almeida Filho (2000), Celani (2000), Heberle & Meurer (2001) and Perin (2001) 

consider that these teachers have to be well trained, aware of their reality and reflect about 

their own work in class in order to be able to conduct good classes. However, Berri (2002) 

and Koerich (2002a) claim that teachers have not received training in phonetics and 

phonology during the last decades. Other researchers, such as Richards & Rodgers (1986), 

Brown (1994), Hammond (1995), Seidlhofer (2001) and Cook (2001) claim that the 

approach the teachers have to use in class gives too much importance to communication 

and fluency rather than to accuracy or training. Besides, Holden & Rogers (2002) write that 

students tend to imitate their teachers' abilities, including pronunciation, which implies that 

if teachers have difficulties in pronunciation, their students will probably emulate them.     

 Concerning Brazilian learners of English, Baptista (2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2002) 

identifies their most frequent difficulties and mistakes, especially those related to vowels, 

consonants, syllables, including the production of epenthesis in s-clusters, final consonants 

and ed-regular-verb past tense, stress, rhythm and intonation.      

 Based on this brief description made above, the objectives of this final paper were: 

a) to identify English teachers' pronunciation mistakes concerning epenthesis in the 

production of initial s-clusters, final consonants and the ed-regular-verb-past-tense; b) to 

investigate if there was a relationship among English teachers' knowledge about Phonetics 
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and Phonology and the production of epenthetic vowels, time they had spent abroad, time 

they have been teaching English and their academic background. The importance of this 

study concerns the evaluation of teachers' education about Phonetics and Phonology, the 

establishment of their beliefs about these two topics and the analysis of their pronunciation 

errors compared to those made by other Brazilians speakers of English. 

  

2 - Review of Literature  

 Brazil has received influence from people from different parts of the world during 

the last five hundred years. Generally, as Pagel (2002) points out, this influence is related to 

the degree of cultural-economic superiority, that a particular country has at a certain 

moment in human history. Based on this point of view, he considers that Brazil received 

much influence from the French language during the 19
th

 century and from the English 

language in the 20
th

 century when the United States of America assumed the condition of 

the most important country all over the world. He also mentions that English has been 

taught as foreign language at the majority of Brazilian schools since 1942. In addition, 

Pagel (2002) argues that the two latest versions - 1971 and 1996 - of the Diretrizes e Bases 

da Educação Nacional (LDB), a Brazilian law for Education that organizes the whole 

educational system all over the country, do not pay much attention to foreign language 

teaching in Brazilian schools.  

 

2.1 - Teacher Education 

Concerning English-teachers' education in Brazil, Almeida Filho (2000) writes that 

the Letras courses that prepare students to be language teachers have some problems. He 

mentions that these courses are considered old-fashioned and not prepared to educate the 
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professionals the market needs. Authors such as Richards (1998), Celani (2000), Heberle & 

Meurer (2001) and Perin (2001) corroborate Almeida Filho's position, emphasizing that 

teachers must be well-trained in specific language skills throughout the undergraduate 

course and even after this, taking improvement courses in order to keep up to date. 

Moreover, Richards (1998), classifies Second Language Teacher Education (SLTE) in six 

dimensions: a) theories of teaching, which concern teachers' and researchers' opinions and 

thoughts about teaching; b) teaching skills, which involve the selection and preparation of 

materials, presentations and communicative activities, for instance; c) communication 

skills, which refer to the teachers' ability to communicate, to explain and to give specific 

instructions to the students in class, which is especially important for those teachers who 

are not native speakers of English; d) subject matter knowledge, which includes knowledge 

about different aspects of the language, such as phonetics and phonology, grammar and 

syntax, discourse analysis, TESOL methods and second language acquisition; e) 

pedagogical reasoning skills and decision-making, which are also related to the choice of 

materials that can help students to solve problems they have been facing concerning 

language and f) contextual knowledge, which refers to teachers' awareness of their social, 

political and physical reality.  

 Foreign language teachers can be considered adult advanced learners of the foreign 

language they teach. Authors such as Lightbown & Spada (1993), Brown (1994), 

Hammond (1995) and Ur (1996) claim that these teachers are able to acquire good 

pronunciation because they can deal with great variety of information. This happens, 

according to Lightbown & Spada (1993) due to the advanced development of the brain in 

advanced adult learners. Besides, authors such as Pica (1994), Hammond (1995), Revell 

(1995), Ur (1996), Edge (1997) and Keys (2001) claim that these advanced adult learners 
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can receive information through the use of comprehensible input, which takes the form of 

clear explanations. Baptista (2002) also mentions that research in phonetics and phonology 

can contribute to the teaching and learning of pronunciation. Edge (1997) and Koerich 

(2002a) suggest a new way of dealing with pronunciation based on visual, audio 

information and gestures, including the usage of the International Phonetic Alphabet and 

transcriptions on the board.   

 

2.2 - The Communicative Language Teaching 

As mentioned before, Berri (2002) and Koerich (2002a) claim that teachers have not 

been trained in pronunciation, phonetics and phonology during these past thirty years in 

Brazil. This situation has probably occurred due to the approach the majority of Brazilian 

schools use - the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) - which appeared to replace 

the Audiolingual Method (ALM) used in the 1960's and in the beginning of the 1970's. 

CLT, as described by Richards & Rodgers (1986), Brown (1994), Hammond (1995), 

Seidlhofer (2001) and Cook (2001), is an approach that gives importance to communication 

and fluency rather than to accuracy as it was done by the ALM. Besides, Berri (2002) 

considers that this great emphasis on communication and fluency can cause an increase in 

pronunciation mistakes.  Because of the characteristics of CLT, Hammond (1995) considers 

that the CLT approach does not know what to do with pronunciation in class. 

 

2.3 - The Use of Epenthesis 

Carlisle (1994) writes that the older the L2 learner the greater the use of epenthesis 

is. Weinberger (1994) corroborates Carlisle's claims stating that L2 learners, especially 

adults, tend to use their L1 phonetic ability to modify and simplify the L2 structure 
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inserting an epenthetic vowel to this structure. In addition, Carlisle (1991, 1992, 1994, 

1998), based on his studies, on Weinberger's, on Anderson's and on Eckman & Iverson's 

studies, mentions that epenthesis is the strategy L2 learners most frequently use to reduce 

initial clusters and to eliminate word-final-consonants.  

In the case of initial s-clusters, Carlisle (1991, 1992, 1994, 1998) highlights that 

Spanish speakers learning English tend to use an epenthetic vowel before initial s-

obstruent-clusters more frequently than they do with the s-sonorant-clusters. This means 

that Spanish speakers tend to use epenthesis with more frequency before the more marked 

onsets, the obstruent onsets. Besides, Carlisle, in the same studies, points out that speakers 

of different L1s tend to produce epenthesis more frequently before the more marked onsets 

- the three-member onsets - than before the less marked ones - the two member onsets and 

then the singleton onsets. The two-member clusters are less marked than the three-member 

onsets but more marked than singleton onsets. Carlisle (1994, 1998) also observes that L2 

learners tend to simplify longer and more marked onsets into shorter and less marked 

onsets. This probably happens because L2 learners have much more difficulty in dealing 

with the more marked onsets and, as a consequence, they modify the most difficult onsets 

to the easiest onsets to them - the less marked ones. Carlisle (1994, 1998) claims that L2 

simplify complex onsets in order to keep the Universal Canonical Syllable Structure 

(UCSS) characterized by the less marked onsets made by CV (consonant-vowel) syllable, a 

less-marked-open syllable.  

For word-final-consonants, Carlisle (1994) and Yavas (1994) cite that speakers of 

German and Korean prefer deletion to modify word-final consonant while Brazilian 

Portuguese speakers use epenthesis to modify this structure. Eckman & Iverson (1994) 

claim that L2 learners have much more difficulty in dealing with the more marked single 
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obstruent codas than they have with the less marked single sonorant codas. Eckman & 

Iverson (1994) mention that the environment - vowel, another consonant or pause - has to 

be taken in consideration when analyzing word-final consonants, in this case, specifically 

the production on an epenthetic vowel after the single-word-final consonant. Concerning 

vowels and consonants, Katamba (1989), Baptista & Silva Filho (1997), Eckman & 

Iversons (1994) and McMahon (2002) consider that vowels are more sonorous than the 

sonorants and sonorants more sonorous than the obstruents. In sum, vowels are more 

sonorous than consonants.  

Celce-Murcia (1996) explains the pronunciation of regular verbs in the past. She 

writes that for the verbs that end with a /t/ or a /d/ an extra syllable // or // must be 

added, but, for those regular verbs that end with a voiceless sound other than //, the part 

ending has to be pronounced as a // and those verbs that end with a voiced sound other 

than // or a vowel, the part ending has to be pronounced as a // only without adding an 

extra vowel. This means that regular verbs have stops in final position in the past tense. In 

addition, those verbs that end in consonant, the exception are those that end in the alveolar-

stop-pair /t/ and /d/, always end in a two or three-member cluster which are very difficult 

for L2 learners, in general (Carlisle, 1994, 1998). Major (1986), in his studies with adult 

Brazilian learners of English, writes that Brazilians have a great tendency to use epenthesis 

to deal with the regular verbs in the past. In this study, he concluded that beginners use the 

epenthetic vowel // and more advanced learners use the schwa to deal with the difficulty 

they have in producing the past tense of the regular verbs in English.    
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 According to authors such as Carlisle (1991, 1992, 1994, 1998), Eckman & Iverson 

(1994) and Yavas (1994), speakers of different L1s as Egypt Arabic, Chinese, German, 

Spanish and Portuguese speakers use deletion or epenthesis to modify clusters in final 

position. Considering the use of epenthesis, Carlisle (1994, 1998) mentions that Spanish 

speakers tend to modify more marked codas more frequently than less marked codas. He 

believes the Spanish speakers simplify longer and more marked codas in shorter and less 

marked codas changing the three-member codas in two-member codas and then in singleton 

codas inserting an epenthetic vowel, as they do with onsets. 

 Baptista (2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2002) states that Brazilians have difficulty in 

acquiring front vowel distinctions, for example, the pairs // and // and // and //. 

Concerning consonants, Baptista (2000b, 2001, 2002) points out that English consonants 

that do not belong to Brazilian Portuguese are difficult for Brazilians, such as the 

interdental fricatives // and //. Besides she mentions that Brazilians have difficulty in 

dealing with initial consonants as those in "tease" and "cheese" and in "deep" and "jeep" 

(because of the palatalization process in Portuguese) and initial s-clusters found in words as 

"street", "school" and "snow".  She explains that the difficulty Brazilians have with initial 

s-clusters often causes them to add an extra vowel to the initial s-clusters in English as they 

do in Portuguese. The author also claims that Brazilians generally add an extra vowel to 

English word-final-consonants at the same time they mispronounce words that end with the 

vowel //, which in this specific case, must be pronounced, but is often deleted or devoiced. 

In the case of past tense -ed, Baptista (2000b, 2001, 2002) states that Brazilians have the 

tendency to add a vowel in the past of these verbs in contexts where it should be 

pronounced as only [t] and [d]. 
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 Among all these difficulties Brazilians have in acquiring English pronunciation, the 

production of epenthesis in the context of s-clusters, final consonants and the ed-past tense 

of regular verbs are going to be considered in detail.   

In the case of initial s-clusters, Rauber (2002) points out that differences in English 

syllable structure, Spanish syllable structure and Portuguese syllable structure can provoke 

the use of epenthesis as a strategy to facilitate the production of the English initial s-clusters 

that do not appear in Spanish and Portuguese.  Rauber (2002) corroborates Carlisle (1991, 

1992) and Rebello's (1997) studies finding that both her groups of participants - 

Argentinean and Brazilian - had more difficulty in dealing with three-member clusters - the 

more marked ones - than they had with two-member clusters - the less marked ones. 

Rauber's (2002) findings for two-member clusters produced by Argentineans are in 

agreement with Carlisle's results who claims that Spanish speakers frequently have more 

difficulty in dealing with s-obstruent clusters - the more marked ones - than they have with 

s-sonorant clusters - the less marked ones. However, her results for Brazilians production of 

two-member clusters were not conclusive because Rauber (2002) did not get the same 

results as Rebello (1997) got for the production of epenthesis in two-member clusters. 

While beginning participants in Rebello's produced more epenthesis in s-sonorant clusters, 

the advanced participants in Rauber produced epenthesis in both types of clusters - s-

obstruent and s-sonorant - almost with the same frequency.   

For word-final consonant production, Baptista & Silva Filho (1997) and Baptista 

(2002) state that Brazilians tend to add an extra vowel - epenthesis - with more frequency 

when the next word starts with a consonant than when it starts with a vowel. Baptista and 

Silva Filho's results suggest that Brazilians use epenthesis after another consonant with 

more frequency than they do after a vowel and less frequent than when the environment is a 
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pause to deal with word-final consonant. Baptista (2002) observes that the production of an 

epenthetic vowel by Brazilians is not merely a problem of articulation but also a problem of 

vowel perception. This happens, according to her, because the presence or absence of a 

final vowel does not distinguish meaning of Brazilian Portuguese words as it does in 

English.         

 The production of epenthesis in past tense of regular verbs have not been so 

explored in Brazil as the production of epenthesis in initial /s/ clusters and word-final-

consonants. However, Baptista (2001) comments that Brazilians need to avoid the tendency 

they have to pronounce all the forms of the regular verbs in the past tense with the addition 

of an epenthetic vowel and, as a consequence, of an extra syllable as is done with the verbs 

that end in /t/ and /d/. She also mentions in the same study, that the difficult triple-clusters 

found in verbs, such as asked can be reduced, by omitting one of the consonants. In 

addition, Major (1986) states that Brazilians use the vowels // or // as the epenthetic 

vowel to deal with the codas they have difficulty to acquire.      

 

2.4 - The Syllable 

Baptista (2002) writes that the more complex and more marked the syllable is, the 

greater the tendency it has to be changed. In addition, Katamba (1989), Carlisle (1994, 

1998) and McMahon (2002) observe that L2 learners use the strategies of deletion and 

epenthesis to change the more-marked-close syllables, that are more difficult for them, to 

less-marked-open syllables, that are easier for them to produce. This means that L2 learners 

tend to transform, for example, the more marked CCCVC syllables in the less marked CV 

syllables. Authors also claim that L2 learners change this syllable structure in order to keep 
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the UCSS characterized by a CV syllable. Katamba (1989) also mentions that many 

languages also have the CVC syllable structure as a canonical syllable structure.  

Concerning Brazilian Portuguese, Cristófaro Silva (1998) writes that it tends to 

follow the CV syllable structure. Cristófaro Silva (1998) also points out that Brazilian 

Portuguese can sometimes have two consonants in pre-vocalic position, but this language 

never has the phoneme // in the beginning of this onset CC syllable as English has in s-

clusters. Besides, Baptista & Silva Filho (1997) and Cristófaro Silva (1998) observe that 

Brazilian Portuguese allows only [], [], []. [] or [] in final position. In other words, 

Brazilian Portuguese does not have stops in final position as English has, for example, in 

word-final position and/or ed regular verb past tense. This means that Brazilian Portuguese 

speaking learners of English can have difficulty in dealing with English onsets and codas.  

 

3 - Method   

 The focus of this study was on teachers' pronunciation, especially concerning 

whether or not they produce epenthetic vowels after final consonants, at the end of regular 

verbs in the past tense and in initial s-clusters. The participants were six Brazilian teachers 

of English from two different private English schools of Florianópolis. Six classes, one for 

each teacher, were audio-recorded and all the words with initial s-clusters, consonants in 

final position and regular verbs in the past were transcribed according to the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), analyzed and compared with the literature in this field. The initial 

s-clusters were first divided to three-member clusters and two-member clusters. After that, 

the two-member-clusters were subdivided into s-sonorant clusters and s-obstruent clusters. 

In the case of final consonants, the words with final consonants were classified according to 
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the environment - an initial vowel, or consonant in the following word or a pause. As the 

environment was taken into consideration, it was necessary to transcribe the first syllable of 

the next word. The regular verbs in the past were analyzed considering whether the base 

form of the verb ends with a) a vowel, b) a sonorant, c) a voiceless obstruent other than [], 

or d) a voiced obstruent other than []. The verbs that end with the alveopalatal-stop pair 

were not considered because these verbs require the addition of an extra vowel when the 

past formed.  

At the end of each class, the teachers were interviewed. The interview with the 

teachers intended to identify the reasons the teachers make or do not make pronunciation 

errors, verifying whether there was a relationship between the production of epenthesis by 

these teachers and their a) knowledge about/importance given to English phonetics and 

phonology, b) time spent abroad, c) teaching experience and d) academic background. The 

interview consisted of 8 questions (p. 25, Appendix A). The first five questions concerned 

his/her knowledge of Phonetics and Phonology, experience living abroad, and experience 

teaching English and teacher training programs. The last three questions were specifically 

about the production of epenthesis in initial s-clusters, final consonants and regular verbs in 

the past. The teachers had to read and answer the sixth and the seventh questions they had 

to listen to two versions of the sentence in question eight and explain the eighth question. 

This last question was audio-recorded by a proficient Brazilian teacher of English who 

recorded it with and without epenthetic vowels. The syllables produced with epenthesis are 

in italics. The answers these eight questions are summarized in table 1, Appendix B, page 

26, and the transcriptions of the entire interview are shown in Appendix C, page 28. The 

transcriptions of the six classes are presented in Appendix D, page 36.    
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Concerning the six classes recorded, the first three classes - Teacher A's, Teacher 

B's and Teacher C's classes - were seventy-five minute classes and the last three classes - 

Teacher D's, Teacher E's and Teacher F's classes - were an one hour and forty-five minute 

classes. Teacher A's group was at the pre-intermediate level and there were three students - 

one female and two male. Teacher B's class was also a pre-intermediate level and there 

were eight students - three males and five females. Teacher C taught at the intermediate 

level and there were six students - one male and five females. In Teacher D's intermediate 

level group there were five students - three males and two females. Teacher E had nine 

students - two females and seven males - at the pre-intermediate level. The last teacher, 

Teacher F taught to the pre-intermediate level and there were six students in this class - one 

female and five males.      

  

4 - Results and Discussion 

 This section presents the results obtained with the recordings of six EFL classes and 

shown in Appendices B, C and D. It is organized in three sub-sections. The first subsection 

presents and discusses the results in terms of EFL teacher education and knowledge about 

phonetics and phonology. In sub-section 2, the results are presented and discussed in terms 

of the production of an epenthetic vowel by Brazilian EFL teachers; and in the third sub-

section the results are summarized.    

 

4.1 - EFL Teacher Education and Knowledge about Phonetics and Phonology 

 Five out of the six teachers have a degree in English, but Teacher E's degree was in 

English literature. Only Teacher F does not have a degree in English. She is taking French 

in the Letras course at Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC). In sum, four 
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teachers have a degree in English language. This means that they probably had access to 

some information about English Phonetics and Phonology at some time during their 

academic education. This is totally in agreement with Richards' (1998) claims about 

Second/Foreign (foreign is my choice) Language Teacher Education which states in the 

fourth of its six dimensions that language teachers must have access to different aspects of 

the language they are going to teach, including Phonetics and Phonology. 

 Nevertheless, talking to the teachers after the interview and with other teachers who 

taught at the same schools, they revealed that they had not had any course in Phonetics and 

Phonology and/or pronunciation since they graduated. This situation is not in agreement 

with Richards (1998), Celani (2000), Heberle & Meurer (2001), and Perin (2001) who 

consider that teachers must be well trained in specific language skills, including Phonetics 

and Phonology during the undergraduate course and during the improvement courses they 

have to take in order to keep up to date. However, Berri (2002) and Koerich (2002a), say 

that teachers have not been trained in the field of Phonetics and Phonology in the last three 

decades in Brazil. This can probably be explained by the intensive use of the 

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) in Brazil, an approach that pays a lot of 

attention to fluency and communication (Richards & Rodgers, 1986; Brown, 1994; 

Hammond, 1995; Seidlhofer, 2001; Cook, 2001). 

 This lack of knowledge in Phonetics and Phonology and the lack of training in 

pronunciation probably explain the teachers' inability to answer the last three questions of 

the interview. The only exception was Teacher B, who mentioned in her answer to question 

six, that skut could be an English word with an initial s-cluster. Five of the six teachers read 

correctly the regular verbs shown in question seven but, again, only Teacher B explained 

the difference among them. Teacher A was the only one who could not give a satisfactory 
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answer to questions six and seven because she was a bit confused about the terms she 

learned when she was at university. However, none of the teachers was able to explain what 

the pronunciation errors were in the first reading for question eight. Despite this inability, 

five of the teachers became curious about the questions and the possible explanations to 

them. In this case, the only exception was Teacher A, who was not so enthusiastic about the 

explanations or about the use of Phonetics and Phonology in class in order to deal with 

pronunciation. For the teachers' reactions, it seemed that five of the six teachers were 

receptive and interested to training and to learn about different aspects of the language they 

did not have background of when the study was carried out.  

     

4.2 - Production of Epenthetic Vowels by Brazilian EFL Teachers  

 The second aspect to be analyzed here is the production of epenthesis in initial s-

clusters, final consonants and ed-regular verbs in the past by six Brazilian EFL teachers.  

 Initial s-clusters were analyzed comparing the three-member clusters with the two-

member clusters and the two-member-obstruent clusters with the two-member-sonorant 

clusters. In the first case, the three-member clusters were compared with the two-member 

clusters in order to verify which group was modified more frequently with the addition of 

an extra or epenthetic vowel.  
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Table 1: Production of epenthesis in three-member clusters and two-member  

              clusters by six Brazilian EFL teachers  

Category Cond TA TB TC TD TE TF Total 

3-member Prod 

Ep 

% 

7 

7 

100.00 

3 

0 

0 

21 

16 

75.19 

12 

4 

33.33 

2 

0 

0 

28 

24 

85.71 

73 

51 

69.86 

2-member 

 

 

Prod 

Ep 

% 

90 

89 

98.88 

22 

5 

22.73 

30 

18 

60.00 

33 

23 

69.69 

80 

19 

23.75 

75 

61 

81.83 

330 

215 

65.15 

 

  In this case, as it is possible to see in Table 1 above, although the results confirm 

Rauber's (2002) study, in which the Brazilian Portuguese speakers tended to modify the 

more marked three-member clusters with more frequency than with the less marked two-

member clusters, despite the difference in the rates is quite small and three participants 

followed the opposite tendency.    

 The second comparison involving initial s-clusters was made to verify if the 

teachers produced more epenthesis before s-obstruent clusters or before s-sonorant clusters, 

which, according to Rauber (2002), is not clear for Brazilian speakers as it is for Spanish 

speakers.  

 

Table 2: Production of epenthesis in obstruent clusters and sonorant clusters  

               by six Brazilian EFL teachers    

Category Cond TA TB TC TD TE TF Total 

2-member 

s-obstruent 

 

Prod 

Ep 

% 

85 

84 

98.82 

22 

5 

22.73 

27 

16 

59.26 

24 

14 

58.33 

77 

19 

24.67 

66 

55 

83.33 

301 

193 

64.11 

2-member 

s-sonorant 

Prod 

Ep 

% 

5 

5 

100.00 

0 

0 

0 

3 

2 

66.66 

9 

9 

100.00 

3 

0 

0 

9 

6 

66.66 

29 

22 

75.86 

 

 According to the results shown in Table 2 above, teachers made more epenthesis in 

sonorant clusters which is in agreement with Rebello's (1997) study. However, the rates for 
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epenthesis in obstruent clusters were also high which means that the results are also in 

agreement with Rauber's (2002) results for production of epenthesis for two-member 

clusters who found that Brazilians tend to produce epenthesis in both kinds of clusters. 

Although the difference in percentages was greater here, again there are two participants 

following other tendency.  

 The analysis for word-final consonant took into consideration the environment - a 

vowel, another consonant or a pause - for the last single consonant of the word.   

 

Table 3: Production of epenthesis for word-final consonant in three different 

               environments by six Brazilian EFL teachers 

Categ. Env. Cond. TA TB TC TD TE TF Total 

Final 

Consonant 

Vowel Prod 247 103 115 166 236 145 1012 

Ep 58 4 5 2 2 4 75 

% 23,47 3,88 4,50 1,20 0,84 2,76 7,41 
Consonant Prod 588 287 359 319 715 378 2646 

Ep 144 15 38 11 7 13 228 

% 24,49 5,22 10,58 3,45 0,98 3,44 8,61 

Pause Prod 287 132 201 130 323 375 1448 

Ep 40 1 6 0 1 9 57 

% 14,08 0,75 2,98 0 0,31 2,40 3,93 

 

 The results obtained for the production of epenthesis by these six teachers show that 

the production of epenthesis was greatest before another consonant, a bit lower before a 

vowel and lowest before a pause. This means that these results for production of epenthesis 

after a single word-final consonant are totally in agreement with Baptista & Silva Filho's 

(1997) study.   

 The regular verbs were grouped according to their base form following Celse-

Murcia's classification for the regular verbs in the past. This means that the verbs with or 
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without the use of epenthesis were compared according to the base form of the verbs, which 

ended in a vowel, a voiceless obstruent, a voiced obstruent and a sonorant.  

 

  Table 4: Production of epenthesis for ed-regular verbs by six Brazilian EFL teachers 

Categ.       Env. Cond TA TB TC TD TE TF Total 

Regular  

Verbs 

Vowel Prod 20 5 2 0 4 17 48 

Ep 08 0 0 0 0 10 18 

% 40.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 58.82 37.50 

Voiceless 

 

Obstruent 

Prod 23 21 4 4 14 8 74 

Ep 20 0 0 0 0 0 20 

% 86.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.02 

Voiced  

Obstruent 

Prod 11 10 0 4 9 6 40 

Ep 09 0 0 0 0 0 9 

% 81.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2250 

Sonorant Prod 08 21 2 0 13 2 46 

Ep 02 0 0 0 0 0 2 

% 25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.35 

  

The results in the table above for the use of epenthesis in regular verbs in the past 

tense shows that these participants tended to produce an epenthetic vowel in the verbs that 

end in a vowel with more frequency than they did with verbs that end in a voiceless 

obstruent, in a voiced obstruent and then in a sonorant. The consequence for the addition of 

this extra vowel is the addition of an extra syllable to the verb, as mentioned by Baptista 

(2001). The reason for producing this change is an attempt to form a CVC syllable or a CV 

syllable, the less marked syllable structures that appear in different languages all over the 

world, according to Katamba (1989).     

It is important to point out that the regular verbs that end in a voiceless or voiced 

obstruent form a marked cluster in the coda, which, according to Carlisle (1991, 1992, 

1994, 1998), Eckman & Iverson (1994) and Yavas (1994) are more difficult for second 

language (L2) learners to acquire. As a consequence, the learners can transform a three-
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member cluster into a two-member cluster or a two-member cluster into a singleton 

consonant by the use of epenthesis transforming a more marked CVCC syllable into a CVC 

syllable or a CVC syllable into a less marked CV syllable structure that is easiest for them 

to produce maybe because its syllable structure appears in the native language (NL) of the 

L2 learner. These differences between a more marked English syllable structure and a less 

marked Portuguese syllable structure may explain why Brazilians tend to use an epenthetic 

vowel and transform a three-member cluster in a two member cluster with the addition of 

an extra syllable. The difference in markedness explains why Brazilians use epenthesis to 

modify the verbs which base form ends in voiceless obstruent. Voiceless obsturents are 

more marked than voiced obstruents what make the former more difficult for L2 to acquire 

than the latter (Carlisle, 1994, 1998; Katamha, 1989).   

 On the other hand, the regular verbs, which base forms end with a vowel, received 

the highest rate of epenthesis. One possible explanation is, again, related to the change in 

the syllable structure. By changing the syllable structure with the use of an epenthetic 

vowel, the L2 learners transform the more marked CVC syllable structure in the less 

marked CV syllable structure that is the characteristic syllable structure of Brazilian 

Portuguese 

 Regular verbs, whose last element of the base form was a sonorant, had few 

productions of epenthesis probably because of the sonorant is more sonorous than 

obstruents and less sonorous than a vowel (Katamba, 1989; Eckman & Iverson, 1994; 

Baptista, 1997; McMahon, 2002). This means that it would be difficult for the L2 learners 

to add an epenthetic vowel between these two consonants that are less sonorous than a 

vowel.   
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4.3 - Summary of the Results 

 All the teachers, especially teachers A and E, are experienced teachers and most of 

them, including teachers B, D, E and F, lived abroad for some time. Five of the six teachers 

received some instruction on Phonetics and Phonology, the exception was Teacher F, and 

also five out the six eachers considered that Phonetics and Phonology are important and 

became curious about the topic. The exception in this case was Teacher A. Despite the 

instruction they received during the undergraduate course and their curiosity, five of the 

teachers were unable to give complete answers to questions six, seven and eight of the 

questionnaire. Teacher B was the only one to give complete answers to these questions.  

 For initial s-clusters, teachers produce more epenthesis before three-member 

clusters than before two-member clusters despite the small difference in rates, while they 

produced more epenthesis before s-sonorant clusters than before s-obstruents, but the rates 

were quite similar. This means that these results were totally in agreement with Rauber's 

(2002) findings.  

 In the case of a final consonant, the participants used more epenthesis when it was 

followed by another consonant, a vowel and then a pause, which corroborates Baptista & 

Silva Fillho's (1997) findings.     

 Considering the ed-regular verbs, participants produced a greater rate of epenthesis 

when the base form of the verb ended in a vowel. Almost the same rate of epenthesis was 

made when voiceless and voiced obstrents were the last element of the base form of the 

verb while the verbs which had a sonorant as the last element of base form of the verb had 

the lowest frequency of epenthesis. The addition of an epenthetic vowel to a regular verbs 

whose base form ends in a vowel is produced in order to obtain the CV structure while the 

production of epenthesis in a verb that ends in a more marked obstruent cluster was made to 
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transform this structure is in a less marked syllable structure that is easier to L2 to produce. 

Infrequent epenthesis was added to the verbs that end in sonorant because it is very difficult 

of insert an epenthetic vowel between two consonant that are less sonorous than the vowel.  

 

5 - Conclusion  

 All six teachers observed have some experience in teaching English and four of 

them assumed they have some knowledge in Phonetics and Phonology. Teacher E 

graduated in Literature and Teacher F was an undergraduate student in Letras - French 

language at UFSC. However, three out of the four teachers who had studied Phonetics and 

Phonology were not able to answer to the last questions from the questionnaire. Only 

Teacher B who graduated from UFSC last year, was able to give complete answers to these 

three questions. This situation reflects the work-market-demands and the approach the 

schools adopt, the CLT in both cases, which emphasize the use of communication in class. 

However, this situation does not mean the Letras courses are not preparing the future 

teachers well, as suggested by Almeida Filho (2000). On the contrary, this means that the 

market asks for teachers who should be able to communicate in class rather than to 

understand different aspects of the language they are going to teach.  

These teachers' inability to answer to some questions about Phonetics and 

Phonology - questions six, seven and eight from the questionnaire - leads to conclusion that 

teachers are not able to understand other aspects of Phonetics and Phonology and to deal 

with pronunciation in class. More comments about these topics are going to be made in the 

next section. 

 Concerning the production of epenthesis, the teachers followed the pattern for 

Brazilians found in previous studies. They made more epenthesis before three-member 
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clusters than before two-member clusters, almost the same rate of epenthesis before s-

obstruent clusters and s-sonorant clusters, more epenthesis following a final consonants 

before another consonant, then before a vowel, and the before a pause. For the regular verbs 

in the past, they produced more epenthesis in the cases they changed the length of the 

syllable structure, transforming long clusters into short ones as L2 learners generally do. 

The degree of sonority probably made the insertion of an epenthetic vowel between a 

sonorant and the voiced obstruent [] difficult.      

 

5.1 - Pedagogical Implications 

 As mentioned in the previous section, only teacher B was able to give complete 

answers to the three questions of the questionnaire, while the other five of the six teachers 

were not able to answer the same questions successfully. Baptista (2002) proposed that 

pronunciation manuals should be prepared specifically for speakers of different NLs, This 

situation implies that only Teacher B would be able to understand and use these 

pronunciation manuals with her students. The other five teachers would not be able to 

understand, for example, Baptista's (2001, 2002) suggestions to deal with initial s-clusters 

and word-final consonants in order to decrease teachers' and students' pronunciation 

mistakes. As a consequence, these five teachers would not also be able to attend to Rauber's 

(2002) suggestions that emphasize teachers' responsibility to help their students to acquire 

good pronunciation that is directly related to the practice of accurate targets instead of 

deviant targets defended by Koerich (2002b). In the same study Koerich points out that it is 

the responsibility of the material developers, and especially to of teachers, to make 

resources available for their students to benefit from their background knowledge. In 
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addition, Koerich (2002b) mentions that explicit information can help L2 learners to take 

advantage of effective practice, which could be obtained with the use of audio or visual 

information, including the use of gestures and the IPA symbols on the board (Edge, 1997; 

Koerich, 2002a). The five teachers who were not able to answer the relevant questions, they 

would probably not take into consideration any of these claims and, as a consequence they 

would not be able to help their students to acquire good pronunciation. But there is the 

other side: teachers' curiosity about this study means that if they were well trained in the 

field of Phonetics and Phonology and pronunciation, they would probably be able to revert 

the situation.  

 

5.2 - Limitations of the Study 

 As this study deals with the free production of sentences, the number of target 

words was not controlled by the researcher. There were few productions of three-member 

clusters and ed-regular verbs by the majority of the teachers, and no production of s-

sonorant clusters by Teacher B, which affected the analysis of the production of epenthesis 

in s-sonorant clusters. In the case of teachers' education, the inclusion of one explicit 

question to investigate whether the teachers had some knowledge about the production of 

epenthesis in three different contexts prevented evaluating their answers to questions six, 

seven and eight of the questionnaire.        
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A - Questionnaire 

 

1 - How long have you been teaching English?  

2 - Have you ever lived in an English speaking country? If so, how much time? 

3 - Have you ever studied Phonetics and Phonology?  

4 - Do you think it is important to know Phonetics and Phonology in order to deal with 

pronunciation in class?  

5 - Do you have a university degree in education and/or English? 

6 - Is skut a possible word in English? In Portuguese? (if negative response) Why not?   

7 - What is the difference in pronunciation of the following words: traded, stripped, tagged, 

planned and played?  

8 - The teachers of that school have planned a strike for next week.  
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Appendix B - Tables  

 

Table 1: Teachers' answers to the eight-question questionnaire.  

Question Teacher A Teacher B Teacher C Teacher D Teacher E Teacher F 

1- Time 

teaching  

English 

16 years 6 years 9 years 6 years Long time 6 years 

2- Time 

living abroad 

No Yes 1 year in 

the US and 2 

in South 

Africa 

No 2 times in 

the US 1 

year and a 

half and 3 

months 

Many times 

in the US 

while taking 

courses 

1 year in 

the US 

3 -  

Phonetics/ 

Phonology 

study 

Yes 

undergradu

ate course 

Yes 

undergraduat

e course and 

in the US 

Yes 

undergradu

ate course 

Yes 

undergradu

ate course 

No No 

4-Phonetics 

Phonology  

pronunc.  In 

class 

No Yes - Yes Yes Yes 

5 - 

University 

degree 

Yes, in 

English 

Yes, in 

English 

Yes, in 

English, 

MA in 

Applied 

Linguistics,  

PhD 

student 

Yes, in 

English, 

MA in 

Linguistics 

Discourse 

Analysis 

Yes, in 

English, MA 

in Literature 

No, 

undergrad

uate 

student of 

French at 

UFSC 

6- Skut - an  

English word 

Yes Yes Maybe Yes No Yes 

6- Skut - a  

Portuguese 

word 

No No Probably 

not 

No Yes (escuti) No 

6- Able to 

explain skut 

Yes Yes No More or 

less 

No More or 

less 

7- Able to 

explain the 

ed 

More or 

less 

Yes Conscious 

about the 

differences 

Conscious 

about the 

differences 

Yes Conscious 

about the 

difference

s 

8- Able to 

choose the 

sentence 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

8 -

Explanation 

Proficient 

speaker 

Proficient 

speaker 

Did not 

explain 

Because of 

intonation 

Did not 

explain 

Did not 

explain 
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Table 2: The production of epenthesis in initial s-clusters, final consonants and 

regular   verb past tense made by six Brazilian EFL teachers. 

Categ. Env. Cond TA TB TC TD TE TF Total 

S-clusters 3-member Prod 7 3 21 12 2 28 73 

Ep 7 0 16 4 0 24 51 

% 100.00 0.00 75.19 33.33 0.00 85.71 69.86 

2-member 

s-obstruent 

 

Prod 85 22 27 24 77 66 301 

Ep 84 5 16 14 19 55 193 

% 98.82 22,73 59.26 58.33 24.67 83.33 64.11 

2-member 

s-sonorant 

Prod 5 0 3 9 3 9 29 

Ep 5 0 2 9 0 6 22 

% 100.00 0.00 66.66 100.00 0 66.66 75.86 

Final Cons. Vowel Prod 247 103 115 166 236 145 1012 

Ep 58 4 5 2 2 4 75 

% 23.47 3.88 4.50 1.20 0.84 2.76 7.41 
Consonant Prod 588 287 359 319 715 378 2646 

Ep 144 15 38 11 7 13 228 

% 24.49 5.22 10.58 3.45 0.98 3.44 8.61 

Pause Prod 287 132 201 130 323 375 1448 

Ep 40 1 6 0 1 9 57 

% 14.08 0.75 2.98 0.00 0.31 2.40 3.93 

Regular 

verbs 

Vowel Prod 20 5 2 0 4 17 48 

Ep 08 0 0 0 0 10 18 

% 40.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 58.82 37.50 

Voiceless 

obstruent 

Prod 23 21 4 4 14 8 74 

Ep 20 0 0 0 0 0 20 

% 86.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.02 

Voiced 

obstruent 

Prod 11 10 0 4 9 6 40 

Ep 09 0 0 0 0 0 9 

% 81.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.5 

Sonorant Prod 08 21 2 0 13 2 46 

Ep 02 0 0 0 0 0 2 

% 25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.35 
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Appendix C - Teachers' Interview  

 

Teacher A  

TA: teacher R: researcher 

1 - R: It's a small interview. I'm going to ask you simple questions, right. For example, how 

long have you been teaching English?  

TA: Exactly I started when I graduated in 1987 for... next year will be 17 years. 16 years.  

2 - R: OK. Have you ever lived in an English speaking country?  

TA: No.  

3 - R: Have you ever studied Phonetics and Phonology? 

TA: Yes, at the university time.  

4 - R: OK. Do you think is important to know Phonetics and Phonology in order to deal 

with pronunciation in class?  

TA: No. I think it helps. But when I have to deal with this, it helps a lot in English File, a 

book that we adopted and now we are going to change to another one, so in the beginning I 

needed because I didn't remember the phonetic sounds, ok. So if you have a good material, 

a good background, it's easy to research the things but it helps, ok. But it's not a big 

problem. I think that with my background it's easy in a good book or dictionary of... 

grammar books don't solve the problem.  

5 - R: Yeah, really. Actually the next question I'd like you answer that is related to the 

university degree in English ... 

TA: Yeah  

R: OK . At UFSC?  

TA: Yes. I'd like to make a comment ok, and I think it's important. In my last year, the last 

two semesters, because it was totally different ok, the graduated time from nowadays. I had 

to do two "estágios" only, now I think it's more and twice in the last year, I think now it's 

not ...   

R:  At school. 

TA: Yes.  

R: There is but I'm not taking it this semester. 
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TA: In last year I have some, like private classes with American and English teachers, very 

informal, there is the "básico" building, twice a week we had the meeting...  

6 - R: Now it's my time to play cards. Actually I would like to ask you questions ... for 

example Is this skut a possible word in English or in Portuguese?  

TA: That's a word in English or in Portuguese? For example, if I think this exists in 

Portuguese, skut 

R: Yes. Actually this structure.  

TA: I didn't get the question. First of all, I don't know this word and even if it exits.  

R: I don't know either. But do you think it can exist in Portuguese or in English?  

TA: If it exists, I don't think so, I think it should be English.  

R: Do you have an idea why?  

TA: Because in Portuguese we do not have two consonantal like that together, s and k and 

in English we have school and so on, right. In Portuguese no. Skol it's not.    

7 - R: It's not Brazilian Portuguese. Yeah, it's OK. And the next question, do you think we 

have difference in pronunciation considering these verbs here (the researcher shows the 

words printed in small cards). 

TA: [] tagged, [] stripped ..  Ok, the way we, Brazilian students say simple 

past, they say like [] played, ok, but it's [], played like /d/. Here [ 

tagged, [] traded, we pronounce more it's like the "id",]]] 

stripped, it's like /t/ but it's /d/. [], [] stripped, I think it's like /t/ ok, like they 

say ... I forgot voiceless and voiced, I forgot the expression ok, but it's the // and short /d/ 

in [] planned  like /d/, short, [], short, short, short, [], [] /id/, 

[], [], stripped /d/ the /d/ is just what I did for me.  

8 - R: Ok. Thanks. Now I'm going to play another tape that a friend of mine recorded. She 

read it in two different ways and I'd like you say what you consider correct and why.  

TA: The second one because the speaker is a native speaker or someone who speaks 

English very well. The first one is ugly English.  
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Teacher B 

TB: teacher B R: researcher 

1 - R:  Well. Let me start. How long have you been teaching English?  When did you start? 

TB: I started teaching in 94 but then I taught for 2 years and stopped and then when I 

returned ... In this school I've been teaching for 4 years since 99 but I was teaching another 

school here in Florianópolis before. So, add everything you know it's 6 years, 7.  

2 - R: Have you ever lived in an English speaking country? 

TB: Yes. I lived in the USA for 1 year but many years ago in 1990 and in South Africa 

from 95 to 97.  

R: This fact that you lived in South Africa I've already known because you mentioned.  

TB: Yes, I always mention.  

3 - R: Have you ever studied Phonetics and Phonology?  

TB: Only at university.  

R: Yes, at university.  

TB: And also when I took my .... when I started learning English in the United States my 

teacher of pronunciation gave us a basic of Phonetic and Phonology.  

4 - R: Do you think it is important to know Phonetic and Phonology in order to deal with 

pronunciation in class?  

TB: Yes, very important, very important.  

5 - R: Do you have a university degree in English or in Education? 

TB: About to have. After the strike I get my diploma but I have finished.  

6 - R: The next question is related to ... now it's my time to play cards as I said to the other 

teacher yesterday. Is this a possible word in English or in Portuguese?  

TB: More to English than Portuguese but it's not a word. It's possible in English.  

R: Do you have an idea why? 

TB: Because of the k and also the ... I don't remember how to call the s  

R: S-clusters 

TB: Clusters, yes. We don't have this kind of it in Portuguese. The cluster we have it's like 

ch, I don't know if it's considered a cluster the ch ... but not this cluster sk. We don't have in 

Portuguese.  
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7 - R: The next question is about these verbs in the past. Do we have difference in 

pronunciation among these verbs?  

TB: From one to the other?  

R: Yes.  

TB: Yes. Like this one (traded) the ed sound, the "t" sound in stripped and the "d" sound in 

tagged, planned and played.  

8 - R: The last question is actually a recording that a friend of mine made for me. I think 

you are going to discover who she is, she is a student at UFSC. She recorded the same 

sentence twice and I would like you told me which one you believe that is the best or has 

the best pronunciation. Let me play the tape.    

TB: The second is the best. The first one is like Chines or Japanese.  

 

 Teacher C 

TC: teacher C R: researcher 

1 - R: It's a small interview about you and knowledge about Phonetics and Phonology. The 

first question is how long have you been teaching English?  

TC: Nine years.  

R: Nine years.  

TC: Seven years in the same school, here.  

R: Here, I was a student here once. Eight years ago.  

TC: Eight years ago, I was teaching.  

2 - R: Have ever lived in an English speaking country?  

TC: No, never.  

3 - R: Have you ever studied Phonetics and Phonology?  

TC: Yes, when I was an undergraduate student.  

R: And in your Master?  

TC: No, never. Because I'm in Applied Linguistics.  

5 - R: Do you have a university degree in English or in Education?  

TC: In English, "Letras" and the Master.  

6 - R: OK. Now I'm going to ask some questions, specific questions ... The first is related to 

this. Is it a possible word in Portuguese or in English? What do you think?  
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TC: I don't know. In English.  

7 - R: Do you think we have difference in pronunciation considering these verbs?  

TC: Yes. For sure!  

R: And do you have any idea how to read or ...  

TC; [] played, [] planned, [] traded, [] stripped, [] 

tagged.  

R: Very nice. There are many teachers who have difficulty in pronunciation. 

TC: Yeah, they don't know how to pronounce de ed sound, the three ways to pronounce it.  

8 - R: Yes, yes. Now I'm going to play a tape but I think you are not going to have 

difficulty in answering. All you have to do is to say to me which one you consider the best 

in pronunciation. A friend of mine recorded it in two different ways and then I'd like to 

know which one you consider the best concerning pronunciation.  

TC: The second one.  

 

Teacher D 

TD: teacher D R: Researcher 

1 - R: Now it's OK. How long have you been teaching English? 

TD: Since 1997. I think yes,  

2 - R: Have you ever lived in an English speaking country?  

TD: Yes. I lived in the United States.  

R: How much time?  

TD: The first time I was 15 and stayed there for 1 year and a half and the second time I 

stayed 3 months.  

3 - R: Have you ever studied Phonetics and Phonology?  

TD: Yes, in university.  

R: At Master?  

TD: Graduation.  

4 - R: OK. And do you think is important to know Phonetics and Phonology in order to deal 

with pronunciation in class?  

TD: For sure. Definitely.  

5 - R: Do you have a university degree in English or in Education?  
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TD: In English, "Letras Inglês". 

R: And your Master?  

TD: Linguistics. Discourse Analysis. 

6 - R: OK. I'm going to ask you questions related to the topic I'm investigating. Is is a 

possible word in Portuguese or in English?  

TD: In English.  

R: Do you have an idea why?  

TD: Because, first of all, because we have a "k" here and ... I don't know, this "u" is strange 

too, the final "t". What else? I don't know. But now it made me curious. Yes, because of the 

"k", this is the first one, the word in Portuguese never finishes with a "t". I don't remember.  

R: The next question is related these verbs, the pronunciation of these verbs. Many people 

confuse here in Brazil, they are Brazilian.  

TD: Because they pronounce the long "e", in the end?  

7 - R: Do you know if we have difference in pronunciation concerning these verbs?  

TD: I know the final ed. Sometimes it sounds like a "t", sometimes like a "d", sometimes 

"ed". 

R: OK. I just wanted to know if you have the idea that the difference in pronunciation.  

TD: Yes, yes. Usually they say /planed/ planned, they tend to pronounce the "e".  

8 - R: The last question is one sentence that a friend of mine recorded for me. She recorded 

the same sentence twice but in two different ways. I'd like you to say to me which one you 

consider the best or which one has the best pronunciation.  

TD: I think the second one. Because of the intonation.  

 

Teacher E 

TE: teacher E R: Researcher 

1 - R Now it's OK. How long have you been teaching English?  

TE: Along time, very long time, very long time when I finished my Master degree.  

2 - R: Have you ever lived in an English country?  

TE: If I have lived there, no. 

R: But you have an excellent English.  
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TE: I haven't lived there, I took some courses there, I took courses abroad. I haven't lived 

there, except the time I was taking the courses.  

3 - R: Have you ever studied Phonetics and Phonology?  

TE: No. I graduated form Literature. I don't like really linguistics. It's not my area. I'm 

interested as for it provides me tools, it's good for me as a teacher. But I don't like it. I'm 

not fan of this area very much. But I'd like to take a course on pronunciation.  

4 - R: Do you think is important to know Phonetics and Phonology in order to deal with 

pronunciation in class? 

TE: Yes, I think it is. Yes. Absolutely. I think that you have more conscious focused on .. 

even for teachers I believe that once in a while we should get together and get someone. I 

don't know, a native speaker, not necessarily a native speaker, someone that really knows 

the area well to show you how the sound ... a kind of recycle.  

5 - R: Do you have a university degree in English or Education?  

TE: A university degree? In English. I'm a Master in Literature.  

6 - R: I'm going to ask some questions related to the topic I'm investigating. Do you think it 

can be a word in Portuguese or in English?  

TE: I think it can be Portuguese. Escuti, that's Portuguese, it could be. I don't know. In 

Portuguese they say escuti, they say "i" in the last. That's the way we speak. I don't know 

why they drop it and then in English they add it. Have you notice that students they don't 

say ... they are unable to say [] like, they say [] like. This final vowel is always 

stressed. But then in Portuguese if you go to this, you see, they cut if off, escuti, they don't 

say escute. Nobody talks like that. They cut it off. They cut it off. We too probably. You 

too probably. 

R: Yes, probably. In English we have to avoid it.  

TE: Yes, we have to avoid it but then they add it in English. They don't say [] avoid, 

they say [] avoid, I'm [] going.  

7 - R: The next question is related to the past of these verbs. Do you think there is 

difference in pronunciation concerning these verbs? 

TE: [] planned, [] played, [] stripped, that's the sound like a "t", 

[] traded and [] tagged.   
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8 - R: The last question, a friend of mine recorded to me. She read the sentence in two 

different ways. And I would like you to say to me which one you consider the best or which 

one has the best pronunciation.  

TE: The second one. For sure.  

 

Teacher F 

TF: teacher F R: Researcher 

1 - R: How long have you been teaching English?  

TF: 6 years.  

2 - R: OK. Have you ever lived in an English speaking country? 

TF: Yes, I lived in the United States for a year, I was an exchange student there.  

3 - R: have you ever studied Phonetics and Phonology?  

TF: No, never.  

4 - R: Do you think it's important to know Phonetics and Phonology in order to deal with 

pronunciation in class?  

TF: Yes. I think it's very important. In fact, I'm going to take this subject at the university 

this semester. I think so, not sure.  

5 - R: Do you have a university degree in English or in Education?  

TF: No. I study French at the university but I haven't graduated yet.  

6 - R: The next questions are related to the topic I'm investigating. Do you think it can be a 

word in Portuguese or in English?   

TF: In English.  

R: Do you have an idea why?  

TF: First, probably because it has "k" and we don't have the letter "k" in our alphabet. 

Second, it seams like it comes from another English word like skate, skirt, it seams like it 

comes form an English word.  

7 - R: And do we have difference in pronunciation concerning these verbs?  

TF: The difference in pronunciation.  

R: Yes. Especially in the end of the verbs. All of them are regular verbs.  
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TF: [] planned, [] stripped, [] traded, [] played, [] tagged. 

Yeah, yeah, because, for example play, played, the past, the pronunciation at the end would 

be [] played. 

8 - R: And the last question is recorded. A friend of mine recorded for me and she read one 

sentence twice, in two different ways. And I would like you to say which one you consider 

the best according to pronunciation.  

TF: The second one is the best.     
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Appendix D - Transcriptions  

 

Teacher A 

TA: teacher A S1: student 1 S2: student 2 S3: student 3  

+ short pause ++ long pause .... incomplete sentence  

 

01 TA: We are dealing [] with [] especial dates, OK. So I [] asked them 

last [] week [] on Wednesday a kind ] of [] research [] to bring me when 

you [] commemorate [] the carnival, [] not [] the Easter [] that 

[] is 40 days after carnival. A kind ] of [] research [] I [] asked my 

other [] group [] last Wednesday. So last Monday, 14 people nobody [] got 

[] the answer, Ok. Tomorrow is my [] group [f] of [] Tuesdays and 

Thursdays so somebody brings me the answer, sorry it's [] done [] but [] if 

[] nobody brings me the answer then we can try again next class, [] that [] 

is tomorrow [] but [] Gustavo has already [] brought [] and it's OK 

and Juliana... [] that [] we are going to [] check [] now, so the winner    

02 S1: Is she, she knows the...  

03 TA: There is + the answer [] about [] if [] it's 47 or 40 days?  

04 S1: Yes, she knows. She brought this.  

05 TA: OK.[] Because, even in books, [] since [] I was child, [] not [] a 

long ago, I remember people saying Easter is 40 days after the carnival. [] But [] I 

never [] understood, and carnival? [] Because [] sometimes we 

[] did [] it [] in February sometimes in [] March [] and I never know 

why, Ok. So, Gustavo found the answer and ... [] but [] interesting. And [] 

I've [] already [] asked a priest [] some [] years ago, "padre 
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Bianchini", you know, it's kind [] of [] known here in Florianópolis, he told me a 

[] lot [] of, lots [] of [] things, nobody [] understood.  

06 S2: About the moon. 

07 TA: Ok, I remember something [] about [] the moon [] but [] I don't 

remember [] it [] right. Gustavo found [] it, as you know, he's the winner, the 

[] prize, a box [] of [] chocolate, he's going to [] share [] with 

[] everybody next class.  

08 S1: Next class, the video class. 

09 TA: Yes, next class.  

10 S1: And the popcorn, teacher?  

11 TA: What's the problem?  

12 S1: Ah, Ok.  

13 TA: [] What [] do you think Rodolfo popcorn and [] chocolate? [] 

Good, "né"?! 

14 S3: Yes, for me.  

15 TA: Just a question guys, [] what [] I'm really [] not [] sure. [] Did 

[] I [] give [] you last class the song or the [] videotape?  

16 S1: This is. 

17 TA: [] Did [] I [] give [] you a song? [] Did [] we [] check? Do 

you remember?  

18 S1: Yes.  

19 TA: The answer is OK [] but [] I mean [] did [] we [] check [] the 

meaning? Do you [] have [] doubts? I don't think so.  

20 S1: And I lost it.  

21 TA: No problem. [] If [] you [] need [] more, I [] have [] it [] here. 

Ok, so Juliana  ... for you to see your answer.  

22 S2: I need to give you a paper?  
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23 TA: No, no. Just say [] it. The [] chocolate [] is already given OK, [] let 

[] me tell you. I [] have [] just a [] doubt. Let's see [] if [] you can 

// spend this [] doubt. Gustavo has shown [] it. Let's see [] if [] it's the 

[] same [] answer.  

24 S2: The Easter is calculated after the Eclesiastic Moon  

25 S1: What?  

26 TA: Eclesiastic Moon, I think.  

27 S2: One + the next Sunday.  

28 TA: Ok.  

29 S2: But this, the Eclesiastic Moon isn't real. It's something up to the church + and has a 

"um jeito" ... 

30 TA: A [] right. um jeito, um jeito?  

31 S1: A way.           

32 TA:  A way.  

33 S2: .... a way to calculate that, very complicated. 

34 TA: It's the way Gustavo [] brought [] me, Ok.  

35 S2: But then I found another but this + to 1119 to 2199.  

36 TA: Crazy.  

37 S2: You dived the years by 19 and the rest you plus one ....  

38 S1: A calculator would be good.  

39 S2: ... plus one and depends on the date + you fill its "tabela" and ... 

40 TA; The table 

41 S2 ... and the next Sunday will be the "Páscoa", the Easter. Then the Easter is 47 years 

after ... 

42 TA: Days. 47 days.  

43 S2:  ... days after the carnival.  

44 TA: The carnival.  

45 S2: Yeah. 
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46 TA: Yeah, [] but [] people say, [] I've // looked [] out [] 

always for [] that, [] since [] I was a child, ah, 40 days after the carnival. It's 

[] not [] 40, it's 47. I saw [] with [] Gustavo. The carnival [] of [] 

this year and the carnival [] of [] next year and [] it [] says 47 days. So people, 

it's Ok. So they say, people say [] that [] Easter is celebrated 40 days after the 

carnival. So we think [] that [] to know when the Easter is they [] have [] to 

know when the carnival is, Ok. [] Of [] course. Wrong, "né" Gustavo. Carnival is by 

Easter [] because [] Easter is always after 21
st
 of [] March, [] that 

[] is the "Equinócio", a spring, so this is from Latin OK, in [] Europe. So then, [] 

of [] the first Sunday after the full moon, you [] have [] to discover first, [] of 

[] course, when the full moon is after the 21
st
  of [] March, OK. So it's 

[] like [] that. You [] take [] a [] look [] in the calendar, 21
st
 [] of 

[] March [] and see the full moon. [] Some [] calendars [] 

have [] it, [] some [] don't. For example, my agenda has, Ok, my agenda has 

all the moons. So, after the 21
st
 [] of [] March [] you know when the Easter is. 

Now substrat the Easter 47, [] not [] 40, days and you know when the carnival is. 

Easy, yes Gustavo, really easy. Very [] good [] Gustavo. ... just correct 47 

days. [] Right, Gustavo?  

47 S1: Yes.  

48 TA: Gustavo, [] if [] you can, now [] that [] is corrected, can you bring this 

for me next class for, then I ask the secretaries to [] have [] this in the computer.  

49 S1: Not like this.  

50 TA: No, just correct [] it. [] Because [] I will [] give [] them to [] 

put [] it [] in the computer.  

51 S1: "Mas mesmo assim todo enrolado? " 
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52 TA: "Não mas" no problem then I'll  [] rewrite [] if [] necessary [] 

but [] just [] one .... [] because [] tomorrow I [] forget 

[] the details [] about [] this "Equinócio" yeah, I can [] forget [] 

that, all [] right. Very [] good, Ok. So ... next class ...  

53 S2: I ... I will ...  

54 TA: [] Get [] something? Congratulations, OK [] but [] 

Gustavo was the first [] one. OK, [] right. [] But [] no problem Juliana 

[] 'cause [] Gustavo [] said [] he is going to open [] here [] and 

[] share  [] with  everybody the [] chocolate. Yes, Gustavo? 

55 S1: Yes, ... to have a pot of popcorn.  

56 TA: A [] pot [] of [] popcorn. OK, we are going to [] solve [] this 

problem, don't worry. So people we go, next class is the video, OK, [ not [] only, 

video also, OK. So, we can [] have [] popcorn, soft drink and Gustavo's 

[] chocolate. Very [] good. OK. So people to [] start, [] about [] 

the [] workbook, you [] did? Yes. So, I just want to [] write [] down 

first. You see in class OK , [] not [] now... [] I've [] done [] this [] 

with [] my other [] group [] and it's really [] good. You [] check 

[] the oral questions, in the correction, OK  

57 S2: I don't know...  

58 TA: So, [] what [] you don't know Juliana?  

59 S2: No, I know.  

60 TA: You know. No problem. OK So attention. As you know by heart in this lesson they 

are going to deal [] with [] especial dates, OK. So I [] put [] here 

[] some + questions [] about [] dates, I [] would [] play [] "Hot 

[] Potato" [] but [] for 3 people [] it [] would [] be funny. So, 
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[] what [] are [] we gong to do? It's [] not [] a potato [] but [] 

talking [] hot. [] because [] everybody is going to [] get [] one 

[] card an' answer. For example ... So father's day. Where is [] it?  

61 S3: Second Sunday of August.  

62 TA: Very [] good!  Second Sunday [] of [] August. So we are going to do 

this. You answer. I know you don't know all the answers, [] if [] you don't know, you 

don't answer, no problem. OK. So Juliana, [] take [] this and pass the [] bag.  

63 S2: Children's day. ++ 12 of October.  

64 TA: OK. Ah, just a [] minute. Remind your mother, don't [] forget. 

children's day.  

65 S3: Easter  

66 TA: Easter.  

67 S3: 47 days after the carnival.  

68 TA: How do you [] celebrate? ... family.  

69 S1: Chocolate.  

70 S3: Yes.  

71 TA: [] But [] how? You [] get [] an Easter [] basket, you [] 

get [] a [] chocolate. I don't know your mother gives you a gift [] like [] 

"tennis shoes", clothes, there are many ways. How do you [] celebrate?  

72 S3: My mother gives me chocolate.  

73 TA: [] But, in the morning, [] at [] night, in your hands, you [] look [] 

for [] it, it's [] beside [] your // bed. How?  

74 S3: In the morning.  

75 TA: In the morning. In your hands?  

76 S3: In my hands.  

77 TA: [] Not [] beside [] your [] bed.  

78 S2: Sometimes the first thing I think it would be, I open it's there.  
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79 TA: It's there, OK. So you're always thinking a ridiculous places. Just a [] minute, 

you never [] had [] to [] look [] for your things 

80 S3: Yes, when I + my friends go + and his parents was in my home ++we eat the 

chocolate and the chocolate has a + "pista".  

81 TA: Ah, hits. It's [] hot, it's cold. Go [] ahead. Do you [] like [] that?  

82 S3: I had 7, 8 years old.  

83 TA: Yeah, you were 7, 8 years old, nowadays ... Ah, [] but [] it's [] nice 

[] sometimes. So, Valentine's day  

84 S1: Oh, teacher, I don't know about the Valentine's day. 

85 TA: Valentine's day. 

86 S2: I don't have.  

87 TA: I don't [] have [] either a boyfriend, so yeah.  

88 S2: No, I don't know. 

89 TA: You don't know. OK. In Brazil?  

90 S2: I don't have idea.  

91 TA: In Brazil?  

92 S1: Ah, it's June. 

93 S3: 12 of June.  

94 TA: In Brazil, [] 12 [] of [] June. Oh, Rodolfo, [] come [] on, you 

[] should [] know.  

95 S2: in the States is 14 of February. It's the day of my brother's birthday. 

96 TA: So, [] 14
th

 [] of [] February there and [] 12
th

 [] of 

[] June, here.  

97 S2: 12 of June is Tiago's birthday.  

98 TA:  Of [] June? I don't [] believe [] it. Oh, [] romantic.  

99 S2: Independence Day. Here?  

100 TA: [] Here, in Brazil.  

101 S1: I have to know this.  
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102 TA: Ah, people, [] come [] on. [] 7

th
 [] of [] September. 

And in the United [] States? 

103 S1: 4
th

 of July.  

104 TA: [] 4
th

 [] of [] July. Do you [] march? When you [] used to 

[] march, [] did [] you [] like [] that?  

105 S2: I never ... 

106 S1: I never...  

107 S3: Never... 

108 TA: So, what's the problem [] with [] you?  

109 S3: The school I...  

110 TA: Ah, the [] school [] that [] never ...  

111 S1: Is the problem of the school.  

112 TA: In my [] schools [] still I don't remember now the [] grade, [] it 

[] was till [] 8
th

, "oitava", OK, in Brazil. [] It [] was "Coração de Jesus" and 

other [] place [] I // lived. We [] marched, everybody, the whole 

// school, [] since [] primary, OK.  

113 S3: In my school I listen the ... 

114 TA: hyfen the hino. Yeah, in my [] school, the September [] week, the 

September [] [I] that [] we were to [] march, a Friday or a Saturday, so 

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, till Friday we [] had [] to [] put [] the [] 

flag [] up [] and sing the  Independence hino and "salve o lindo" 

the [] flag, yeah, "da bandeira" 

115 S3: My school has a TV ... 

116 TA: In the classrooms. 

117 S3: Yeah, + a circuit.  

118 TA: [] Like [] intercom, "interno” and...  
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119 S3: ... and the persons, the people go to the + the circuit and the + in the sing the 

independence hino about Brazil and + the hino. How do we say "tocado"?  

120 TA: [] played.  

121 S3: Played.  

122 TA: To all classes.  

123 S3: And always on Friday have a circuit and we play the hino,  

124 TA: Only September or the whole year?  

125 S3: The whole year.  

126 TA: Every Fridays. Oh, [] nice. My [] school was in September [] 

week, the [] week [] about [] the [] flag [] and the Brazilian hino 

and sometimes [] like [] we [] have [] "gincanna" [] week, I don't 

remember now, the gincana [] time, we [] used to sing the [] school hino, 

Ok. I don't remember the [] one [] about [] "Coração" [] it [] 

was very [] nice, very beautiful, Ok. I don't remember.  

127 S3: In my school + .... 

128 S2: I don't know ... about "Catarinnese".  

129 TA: "Catarinense" has a beautiful [] one. 

130 S2: No, no, the celebration, the ... 

131 TA: [] But [] usually, I think they do this, the [] week [] of [] the 

activity, next [] week, next [] week. 

132 S1: And there are people who were born in ... 

133 TA: In September? Yes, Regina's son, Fábio is September [] 7
th

.
  
The hino from 

"Federal" is beautiful. I remeber... 

134 S2: Here they close the 

135 TA: Yeah, they [] close [] the "Lauro Linahres", "Benvenuta", part [] of [] 

the "Lauro Linhares". I think from "Comper", this video, they [] close. Pay attention, 

the day we [] have [] classes. It's on Thursday. Gustavo, for you no problem 
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[] 'cause [] you come from here, [] but [] Juliana and Rodolfo. 3

rd
 [] of  

[] September is next [] week [] on Wednesday. Next [] week [] 

on Wednesday, the day we [] have [] classes.  

136 S1: No, we have classes on Thursday. 

137 TA: Ah, we [] have [] classes on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It's a problem 

for my other [] students. Monday and Wednesday. They [] close [] the 

[] street. Here is impossible to [] have [] classes. We [] have [] to 

[] have [] classes in the [] back. When I [] have [] classes here 

or there, these days, usually, [] 'cause [] sometimes they [] had [] 

two days, two different parades, now it's only [] one. Thanks [] God. I [] had 

[] to [] stop [] the classes. [] 'Cause [] everybody wants to see the 

people, there are friends, brothers and sisters, whatever, so everybody goes to the front [] 

of [] CCI, it's impossible for [] some [] teachers to [] come, it's [] 

closed. So, maybe this day we are [nt] not [] going to [] have [] classes 

in the afternoon. It's for them, [] not [] for you.  

138 S2: My brother has classes on Wednesday.  

139 TA: So, probably he's [] not [] going to [] have. Probably, Ok. [] 

'Cause [] sometimes, the first [] group [] or the second [] one?  

140 S2: The first.  

141 TA: Ah, so for him yes. The second [] group [] is [] more [] 

difficult. [] But [] the first [] one, they say [] it [] start two [] 

o'clock, [] but [] in Brazil two [] o'clock [] means three. And the class 

finishes three-fifteen, so when, only the end [] of [] the class is the [] time [] 

that [] is going to be a problem. Then, they [] start... [] but [] the end [] of 

[] the class. [] But [] the second [] group, it's impossible, the whole class 
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people are playing and sometimes singing and they [] like [] to see the show. I [] 

like [] it [] and Gisele, from "Bardal", she always goes to the ...she has the ... she has 

children there.  

142 S3: December 25
th

.  

143 TA: How do you [] celebrate? Do you understand my question? 

144 S3: My family went to my home and ++... 

145 S2: Uncle? Grandmother?  

146 S3: ... we have dinner  

147 TA: [] What [] time? [] Midnight?  

148 S3: Midnight.  

149 TA: [] Midnight? Really! How do you [] get + till [] midnight + 

[] without [] eating?  

150 S2: Eating. drinking ...  

151 TA: You do something [] before, [] of [] course!  

152 S3: No.  

153 TA: Nobody, kids or old people, they can't [] stay [] eight, [] nine, ten, 

eleven, [] twelve, [] five [] hours.   

154 S2: But they arrived ...  

155 TA: Yeah, [] at [] time they [] arrived in your [] home?  

156 S3: They arrived at ... 

157 TA: [] Nine. My family [] it [] never [] worked. They say, ah next 

year, year [] at [] midnight. Till ] midnight [] it's [] 

24
th

, it's [] not [] the Christmas, in fact. Only after [] midnight. To [] 

some [] families, they [] have [] the dinner after [] midnight. In 

my family, ten [] o'clock...  

158 S2: In my family we + have the "ceia" and another, the lunch in the other day.  

159 TA: The rest [] of [] the [] food [] and other things... 
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160 S2: Yeah.  

161 S3: In my family we have the dinner and..  

162 TA: The gifts... After the dinner, the [] same [] day, the present. My family, 

yeah.  

163 S1: Mine is .... my family gifts.  

164 TA: Yeah, [] but first you [] have [] the gift and then....  

165 S3: But it always one present in .. to person to person because + the people, please, the 

children, give to me.  

166 TA: And when you [] were [] kids, any [] time, [] did [] you [] 

have [] the,  [] someone, [] of [] course, [] dressed as father-

christmas? No.  

167 S2: Yes, last year my ...  

168 TA: Ah, yeah.  

169 S2: Because my cousin has 2 years. Then my uncle decided to ... very funny. Because 

he had 25 years and he decided to do because when he was a child, another uncle did it. 

Very funny!  

170 TA: Was he OK [] dressed as father-christmas? [] Did [] he [] put [] 

a belly?  

171 S2: Yes, very funny! Because it was a surprise for everybody.   

172 TA: OK. Very ... [] thought: maybe he really exists.  

173 S3: When I ....  

174 S2: They were ...  

175 TA: [] Choked.  

176 S2: No. Not really. Laughing  

177 TA: And [] did [] the child, [] did [] he ... he or she? Your cousin?  

178 S2: I think he loved it because the whole year ...  

179 TA: He, he.  

180 S2: He.  

181 TA: Yeah, [] did he [] get [] scared? [] Did [] he ...  
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182 S2 I don't remember. But the whole year he stays talking about father-christmas.  

183 TA: Yeah, yeah, [] 'cause [] this year, this [] age. two, three, four, [] 

five, after [] five, they, they, I think they // start thinking. Umm, // 

strange, [] but till [] five, I think is very [] nice.  

184 S2: The next year, probably we will have because the son of this uncle will be 

"nascer"...  

185 TA: Is he going to be a father? He's [] twenty-five [] years old.  

186 S2: Twenty-six. 

187 TA: [] What [] a [] crime! So, so young. The first [] one?  The first 

son?  

188 S2: Yes. When my father-uncle heard that, what?   

189 TA: I think [] twenty-five [] or six, whatever, OK, [] 'cause nowadays, 

a guy [] twenty-five [] years old is a boy, in my opinion. My father [] 

got [] married twenty-four. [] But [] twenty-four, years ago, was a man.  

190 S2: His wife is thirty-one.  

191 TA: Ah, she's older than he. This is [] average [] for me,] 

average. But, a boy, a guy, [] about [] twenty-six years. During Christmas, 

this year, she is [] still pregnant. So, Rodolfo. 

192 S3: Ah, + my dad's friend, my friend's dad ++ 

193 TA: "Amigo do pai"? 

194 S3: No, "o pai do meu amigo". My friend's dad dressed ... 

195 TA: As father-christmas.  

196 S3: ... as father-christmas and ++ help the people "carente" 

197 TA: The careless people.  

198 S3: Next, + he + pass the other home. In my home everyone have the ...  
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199 TA: Gustavo, and you, [] did [] you [] have [] this [] 

experience [] or no? [] Still [] about [] father-christmas when you were 

kid. Never?  

200 S1: I don't remember.  

201 TA: This year, last year, December,[] it [] happened something really funny. 

My daughter is [] five. She was[ ] five [] in November. So, she was [] one 

[] month [] about [] five [] years old and I [] took [] her to 

"Beira-Mar Shopping" to see father-christmas. Do you know the father-christmas [] of 

[] "Beira-Mar Shopping? He's a very young guy, [] fat, he's really [] fat, his 

[] face [] is enormous, the hands very [] big, and this year, she started thinking 

[] but [] in the // there are the "pigs" [] "spirit" [] as I say, in the 

[], there, they say: "Ah, it's only a person [] dressed". Then, she [] asked 

me: "OK, is it really, father-christmas? Or is [] someone [] dressed?" Then 

I [] said: "OK, I think this [] one [] is real. I think this [] one[ ] is real." 

And then next year they [] had [] two father-christmas [] at [] "Beira-

Mar Shopping" Are real [] one, I mean, real [] wore, yeah, the real [] one 

[] and the [] fake [] one. Remember I [] took [] her, [] it [] was 

[] not [] the real [] one, [] but [] this [] fat [] guy, the [] 

same [] of [] two years ago, And then OK she [] got [] a little nervous, she [] 

did [] the [] picture [] and then she [] asked me: "He's [] not [] 

real, yeah mum, [] because [] of [] the beard?" I [] said: "I really don't 

know, [] because [] maybe the real [] one [] is very busy and 

sometimes other people help him. So, I don't know [] if [] this is the real [] one 

[] or [] not. And then, another day [] that [] we went [] not [] to [] 

in a row, [] but [] the row, "fila" is enormous. We [] stayed [] twice. 
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This day [] that [] we went to "Beira-Mar Shopoing", [] one ] week [] 

before [] the Christmas, [] that [] we were  not [] planning to go to 

row, the real [ one [] was there [] but [] the [] line [] was 

enormous. Then I [] asked a clerk to enter and the guy [] said: "No, now it's 

impossible. This woman is the last [] because [] we [] have [] to [] 

close." [] It [] was [] nine-thirty and "Beira-Mar Shopping [] close 

[] at [] ten. And then I [] said: "Oh, [] come [] on. It's for my daughter". 

He [] said: "Well, many people ask me. I can't open exceptions".[] But [] them 

she saw... (It's the end of side A. In side B, the teacher continues talking about her 

daughter's beliefs about father-christmas). ... and then I [] said: ", Yes, [] of [] 

course, he [] speaks, [/] speaks." Ah, "I want to see him now", "no, now it's 

impossible."  And then, the other day I couldn't go. So, only [] some [] days they 

[] stay there, [] not [] every day. [] But [] is very [] nice [] to see 

by this [] time, [] five [] years old, six, they [] notice [] it's [] 

not [] real [] because [] nowadays they see on TV people [] 

dressed and there is a [] story [] about [] the "Cebolinha", very beautiful, 

and [] it [] was [] about [] "Cebolinha's " father dressing as father-

christmas, so she [] started asking, "Ah, sometimes people dress, father, uncles, 

friends". I, "yeah, you know [] that, sometimes [] some [] people do this 

[] but [] there [] is the real [] one". And in "Corrego Grande", you know 

yeah, [] there [] is a guy [] that [] passes in our building, the guy is very 

thin and [] one [] day, the day we were coming from the [] beach [] and 

the guy were giving candies yeah, and he was ridiculous, he was very thin and he [] 

put [] very [] large [] clothes, very [] big, very [] big, so [] it 
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[] was ridiculous and the beard was [] made [] of [ cotton, "algodão", 

OK, [] it [] was very [] hot, and then she [] said: "Ah, mum, this father-

christmas is ridiculous!" and then I [] said: "This [] one [] is just a guy having 

fun and giving things to kids, he's a very [] nice [] guy. He's just helping father-

christmas, he's [] not [] the real [] one. "Oh, yeah mum, he's ridiculous". Then I 

told: "Why people do this? The idea is [] good, [] but [] if [] he wants to 

pretend he's a father-christmas, [] at [/]least [] he // put [] a decent beard, 

[] not, OK. So, Gustavo yours.  

202 S1: Birthday. 

203 TA: Birthday. [] About [] yours, [] talk [] about [] yours.  

204 S1: 14 of September.  

205 TA: How do you  celebrate?  

206 S1: I don't know.  

207 TA: Ah, Gustavo, you don't know.  

208 S1: Ah, sometimes...  

209 TA: Gifts. You [] have [] gifts? 

210 S1: Yes.  

211 TA: Yeah, you [] have [] a party for family, friends ... 

212 S2: What did you ask this year?  

213 TA: Yeah, this year, [] what,] what [] are [] you going to ask? [] 

Because [] you know, two weeks for your birthday.  

214 S1: I don't know.  

215 TA: No ideas. I know [] one [] year [] before. [] What [] are [] 

you asking? You don't know? 

216 S1: I don't know.  
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217 TA: Do you [] have [] a especial [] lunch? Ah, today is your birthday, and 

the [] food [] you [] love.  

218 S1: No, my mother just prepares the cake.  

219 TA: Just the [] cake, [] that [] cake. 

220 S1: Yeah.  

221 TA: OK. Any other?  

222 S2: What did you ... 

223 TA: I [] imagine [] Gustavo [] asked the [] 

chocolate [] with, no ...  

224 S2: Ah, black ... 

225 TA: ...[] carrot, carrots and [] chocolate. Carrots and [] 

chocolate. The [] one [] you [] have [] asked.  

226 S2: Black-forest.  

227 TA: [] About [] black-forest?  

228 S1: Black-forest. It's good.  

229 TA: All [] right. [] Here, the [] bag, is // it [] over?  

230 S1: No, no.  

231 TA: [] Are [] you [] sure [] it's // not [] over?  

232 S1: Eh, Rodolfo. 

233 S2: It's only a class that ... 

234 TA: Next [] week, yeah Rodolfo. Next [] class [] we [] have [] to 

[] talk [] about [] that, the Monday party. 

235 S2: yes, But I don't know when ... 

236 TA: Let's see.  

237 S2: Because is the Olympic Games and I don't know if I ...  

238 TA: When can you know for [] sure?  

239 S2: I don't know. I don't know.  
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240 TA: Ah, it's a pity [] because [] then we are going to [] combine ... 

Yeah, let's [] combine [] considering you [] are [] coming. 

[] If [] not, just call me. I think I'm going to ask you to bring the soft-drink. [] 

But [] if [] you don't [] come, it's easy to [] get [] here. So,  

241 S2: Mothers' Day. Second Sunday of May.  

242 TA: How do you [] celebrate?  

243 S2: Going to my grandmother's ... 

244 TA: [] House, having a [] great [] lunch.  

245 S2: Yes, then + I have a ++ "café da tarde" ...  

246 TA: A [] snack.  

247 S2: A snack in other grandmother's house.  

248 TA: So, it's a day [] that [] you [] eat [] a [] lot.  

249 S2: Yes.  

250 TA: All [] right.  

251 S2: New year.  

252 TA: You [] get [] what?  

253 S2; New year.  

254 TA: New year. And now?  

255 S2: My grandmother's birthday.  

256 TA: Yeah, my grandmother was thirty [] of [] December and my 

grandfather, her husband, [] twenty-nine [] of []  December. [] One 

[] day. So ... 

257 S3: Thirty-first of December.  

258 TA: Yeah. OK. [] Great! [] But, [] what, how do you [] 

celebrate? Again, your family.  

259 S3: We have a dinner... 

260 TA: Then, it's OK. This day [] midnight, yeah? 
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261 S2: No, midnight no.  

262 TA: No.  

263 S2: I think ah, eh, + I think we always went to "Balneário Camboriú".  

264 TA: Ah, you [] lived in "Campeche", you don't [] live [] anymore. You 

don't [] have [] a [] house [] there. OK. And you [] have [] a [] 

house [] in "Camboriú"? 

265 S3: My, my + how do you say "madrinha"?  

266 TA: Your godmother. She lives [] there. She has a [] house, an apartment.  

267 S3: Apartment. And ++ she is my ant (he wanted to say aunt). 

268 TA: And is [] it [] beautiful in "Camboriú", the first [] of [] the year?  

269 S3: Yeah, ++ how do you say "mais ou menos"?  

270 TA: So so, [] more [] or less.   

271 S3: So-so, more or less ...  

272 TA: No. Or so-so or [] more [] or less. [] More [] or less ... 

273 S3: More or less fifteen minutes of ...   

274 TA: Fireworks, "fogos de artifício". 

275 S3: ... Eh, + but + this new year + I stayed in my home, my new home because it's near 

Beira-Mar and then ...  

276 TA: Then you [] could see ... 

277 S2: The ... 

278 TA: Yeah.  

279 S3: And have dinner at ten o'clock.  

280 TA: Yeah, yeah, how [] are [] you thinking? My family too. It's [] not 

[] midnight, never [] midnight, ten.    

281 S1: When my family is here, in my house, it's midnight, but when is another place like 

"Ingleses"...  

282 TA: Yeah, then ...[] before.  

283 S2: I don't know.  
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284 TA: [] But [] I [] like [] to [] have [] a dinner [] before [] to 

see the things later and sometimes we go to clubs ... So [] if [] you [] have [] 

dinner [] midnight [] and think [] about [] going to a [] 

club [] one [] o'clock, you [] get [] crazy. You // spend lots [] 

of [] time.  

285 S1: You stay with your family?  

286 TA: Yeah, yeah. I always [] since [] I was eighteen, nineteen, teenager, I [] 

like [] to [ stay [] with [] my family and later waiting to go to a [] club 

[] and so on. [] But, nowadays is hard, [] 'cause [] nowadays [] if 

[] you go after [] midnight [] to a [] club, you [] stay on the [I] 

line, "fila" lots [] of [] hours. You lost many minutes and I [] hate [] this 

sensation. OK. [] Some [] years ago, [] five [] years ago, four, six, I don't 

know, I [] tried to go to "LIC" and "LIC" is very [] close [] to "Santa 

Mônica", very [] close. So I [] had [] the dinner and then after an hour, I [] 

ate []a as a ... very fast. [] Half [] an hour I was in the car going to the [] 

club, I [] stayed [] one [] hour and a [] half [] from my [] 

home [] here [] "Santa Mônica" to "LIC". I swear, never [] more [] in my 

[ life [] I will do this", horrible. We  [] stop [] the car, I and my husband, 

and [] stay [] there and then people passing "beer, whiskey", selling things, yeah. 

And then you turn on the car you [] move [] two meters, [] stop [] there. 

And then, oh no [km] come [] on and then the parking car [] closed, no 

[] place [] to [] put [] the car so we [] get [] a little [] afraid [] 

of these boys, horrible. I never [mr] more [] went. And I [] hate [] the 

[] midnight [] time, when people [ start, ah, [] nine, ten, this 
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counting, I think is very [] depressive, OK. [] 'Cause [] people [] 

start: "Ah, [] one [] more [] year [] that [] passed, ah my [] 

God". I don't ] like [] that. [] But [] I [] hate [] the minutes [] 

before [] that [] people [ start saying: "This year, next year I will [] lose 

[] ten kilos, I will [] start doing ] that". After, OK, [] but [] this 

moment.  

287 S1: And the person almost never ...  

288 TA: Never do what they say.  

289 S2: My grandparents go to bed. 

290 TA: It's a little embarrassing. That's this. I understand. For me, frankly, I [] love 

[] Christmas. I [] love  carnival. I [] hate [] new years [] 

eve. [] Because [] of [] this idea, [] it [] seams [ that [] in [] 

one [] minute, people want to drink and [] eat [] everything they can, they 

[] get [] crazy, they [] get [] stupid. It's only a new day for me. [] 

But [] people, ah, ah, ... I remember, two thousand, remember?  

291 S3: It's a commercial date. My father said it. Ah, I don't know. How do you say "a data 

do comércio"?  

292 TA: It's a [] trade [] date. Yeah, I agree. [] But [] people buy lots 

[] of [] fireworks, "fogos de artif[cio", OK, many [] stupid [] 

people burn their hands, and I [] hate [] that, [] but [] it's very beautiful the 

show, OK.  

293 S2: Two years my father's hands got ... It explodes ...  

294 TA: In himself. [] Did [] he hurt a [] lot + himself?  

295 S2: More or less.  

296 TA: I remember [] some [] years ago, my cousin, she was sixteen or fifteen, 

I'm [] not [] sure, and she hold, yeah, [] that [] thing [] that [aI] I 
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[] hate, makes "tuf". I [] hate [] that. I think so. It makes just "tuf" and then 

other [] noise. [] But [] we [] had [s] some [] things to [] put, 

we don't [] need [] to hold [] but [] she wanted to hold and the thing exploded in 

her hand. She [] burned the whole hand [] here. She ] stayed the whole 

from [] midnight [] to [] one [] o'clock, OK, I remember, [] like 

[] this, [ screaming, OK. They [] passed many things they // had 

// at [] home. I remember, a kind of cream, "cetamol, paracetamol," I don't 

remember now, [] but [] she [] cried a [] lot, crazy, [] but [] crazy, 

[] one [] hour. So [] it [] destroyed the dinner, my aunt, my uncle 

[] got [] crazy and we couldn't go to the hospital [] because [] we were in 

"Canasvieiras", you know, "Cachoeira", you know "Cachoeira"?  

297 S3: Yes, my ++ has a ... 

298 TA: It was horrible [] because [] we [] tried to go "Canasvieiras", 

impossible, no way to go. To go [] here, [] it [] would [] be crazy, very distant. 

So he [] said: "Well, we call the hospital" and they [] said [] to pass this thing 

[] that [] I don't remember the [] name, and [] someone [] said: 

"[a] Ice", and the doctor [] said: "No way, [] [] no, no way. It's [] 

burned" And [] someone [] said: "[] Put [] toothpaste [] 

and the doctor "No way. Don't do [] that". [] But [] if [] you [] put 

[] toothpaste [] the sensation is [] great, [] right. [] But [] it 

[] destroys the [] skin, OK, [] because [] of [] the whole, the 

whole, and then they [] put [] the thing [] that [] I don't remember the 

[] name. After [] one [] hour and I don't know how many minutes, she 

[] got [r] better. [] It [] was horrible [] 'cause [] everybody got 

[] nervous, [] stressed. OK and by [] one [] hour "I'm better, I'm 
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better". I swear after this I [] have [] a trauma. I [] hate [] this things and in 

"Jurerê", usually where I [] use [] to go, they [] explode [] the "Jurerê". 

It's horrible. I don't [] like [] the "rojão" [] noise, I [] like [] the 

fireworks. [] But [] this "tuf, tuf", I think is irritating and I think [] about 

[] kids, [] small babies.[] Come [] on! It's horrible.  

299 S3: My mother had a .... I know that, a problem, a sensation ... 

300 TA: [] Because [] of [] this?  

301 S3:  ... no, the "pânico"...  

302 TA: Ah, [] panic, yeah. [] Because [] of [] this. 

303 S3: No because of this but...  

304 TA: No, she [] had [] a, I remember.  

305 S3:  And one year we go ...   

306 TA: Went.  

307 S3: ... to "Camboriú", then we went to the beach and had person, people in that and my 

family had a circle and when the, the ...  

308 TA: Fireworks 

309 S3: ... fireworks, ah, ah,  

310 TA: [] start 

311 S3: ... start, my mother "Oh, go home, go home" because "não tinha pra onde sai", you 

know and... 

312 TA: Yeah, lots [] of [] people and she [] got [] like + "asfixiada", yeah.  

313 S3: ... and, ah, the, the ...  

314 TA: The [] noise. 

315 S3: ... the noise is very ... 

316 TA: [] Loud.  

317 S3: ... laud.  
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318 T: Yeah, I [] hate, I [] hate [] it. I [] got [] scared. I [] hate. 

You [] are [] talking to people, trying to [] talk, trying to [] eat [] and 

"pã", "pã", ah, it's horrible. I don't understand why people [] love [] that [] and 

nowadays ...[] because [] of [] that.  

319 S2: You never saw...  

320 TA: [] Come [] on, it's horrible. I [] stayed [] one [] year [] 

here. I [] tried to [] stay [] at [] home. Ten [] o'clock, eleven 

[] o'clock, the "mané" [] start "tun", "tun", "tun", impossible to do anything. 

321 S2: This year I was in "Bombinhas", near "Bonbinhas" and "Pavan" was there, have a 

house there ++ and ... the fireworks ...  

322 S3: In my house it's very beautiful because eh, + the, the fireworks is + two 

"quilômetros".  

323 TA: So, you see the show...  

324 S3: I see the ... and the noise ...  

325 TA: The [] noise [] is [/] not [] loud. Yeah, I [] like [dI] this, 

OK. Usually in "Cachoeira" it's [] like [] that. I never went to the [] beach. I 

[] stay in a [] house [] seeing the show [] there, [] there and listening 

[] like [] this "tiun", "tiun". That's OK. [] But [] in "Jurerê", I'm eating [] 

here, [] here [] is the animal ... ah, [] come [] on.  

326 S2: Two years I pass in "Itália", a city near "Santa Maria". And + the ++ very good. It 

was hot like "Santa Maria" and in the "mesmo no verão"?  

327 TA: Even in the summer. 

328 S2: Even in the summer we needed to use a "coberta" ...  

329 TA: A manta.  

330 S2: ... at night.  

331 TA: In 1997 to 1998, when my daughter was [] one [] month, two months, 

she is from November, the end of November, when they [] started, she [] 
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start [] like [] this, OK, jumping, [] like [] a kangaroo, crazy. So, I 

[] stayed into a car [] because, you know, the car makes the [] noise 

[] disappears, so I [] entered [] in the car [] with [] her, [] 

with [] that [] kind [] of [] set, you know, [] that [] you [] put 

[] babies, I [] put [] her [] here [] and [] stayed into the car till 

[] midnight [] ten. I [] have [] this problem in "Florianópolis": the 

summer [] schedule. So when [] it [] is [] one [] o'clock, again then 

they [] start: "Ah, now [] it [] is [] midnight", yeah, so, they [ 

started again. So, [] five [] to [] one [] I [] entered in the car again, I 

was crazy,[/] stayed [] in the car and then she [] stayed [] calm, 

[] but, [] each [] firework she []  jumped. My mother [] said: 

"My [] God, she's going to [] explode" 

332 S2: In 'Itália" we forget midnight. Then, we celebrate one o'clock.  

333 TA: Yeah, yes, OK, funny. So guys, is over? People, let's go to our books. OK. Let's 

[] celebrate, OK. [] Page [] fifty. In the first part [] here, we [] 

have [] some [] dates, [] that [] most [] of [] them, we [] 

have [] already [] talked, so let's see now. I will [] read [] the [] 

date, tell me [] what [] we [] celebrate [] here. So the first [] one, 

OK, [] 25
th 

[] of [] December, 31
st
 of October. [] What [] you 

[] celebrate?  31
st
 of October. People in Brazil, now [] because [] of [] 

the [] English [] courses and so [] one, we [] are [] 

celebrating, OK. Many people go to the [] street, in my building [] there [] are 

[] many people []  "trick [] or tricks", so they say: "Travessuras ou gostosuras".  

334 S2: I did it.  

335 TA: You [] did [] it?  
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336 S2: One year and we get/got a lot of ... 

337 TA: Yeah, in my apartment,[ because [] I'm [] used to this, they know 

I always [] give ... the [] name  of [] that ... "Biss", "Biss", yeah. So, I 

always buy a box of "Biss", I don't [] give [] a box, I [] give [] five [] 

because [] they go ten times and then my husband was paying attention  last year, the 

[] same [] people, they [] were [] going [] there, OK, four guys, 

OK and we [] start talking and they [] said: "You [] are [] the only ones 

[] here [] who [] give [] something and don't complain [] because 

[] the others [] are [] very [] stupid [] with [] us". And [] had 

[] nothing [] more, [] but [] we [] gave [] candies "bala", 

"Biss" and I don't remember other thing, a "confete" the [] small [] one, and then 

my husband [] gave [] a banana, [] but [/I] he [] did [] very serious, he 

[] said [] like [] this: "Oh, sorry, sorry, we [] have [] only this". And 

the guys [] said [] like [] that: "OK, OK. Thank you" and then she [] 

said: "Ah, banana, acabou". [] It [] was very funny, OK. I was looking, OK.  

338 S3: One year I went to a ... how do I say "condomínio"?  

339 TA: Condominium.  

340 S3: ... condominium in "Lagoa". The person "decora" ... 

341 TA: [] Decorate.  

 342 S3: ... decorate the, the house and the people went there. 

343 TA: [] Trick [] or tricks, [] tick [] or tricks. 

344 S3: And when the person don't ... 

345 TA: Yeah, [] what [] they [] did?  

346 S3: With my group, don't do nothing but + tomatoes, eggs and eh, +  

347 TA: Ah, [] stupid.  

348 S1: How do we say "taco"?  
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349 TA: Depends on the "taco", ah, [] bat. [] Bat. 

350 S1: Once ... and his friends went to a house and then the guy didn't give them anything 

and then they started to throw eggs, then one egg entered through the window, the guy open 

the door with a bat of baseball and started to run after them.   

351 TA: [] Imagine [] the [] scare. I [] have [] an [] 

experience. In my building they do this, it's a little boring [] but [] not [] so 

[] bad. [] If [] you [] give [] nothing, they throw the door, [] like 

[] the [] carpets they throw [] piece [] of [] paper. You [] have 

[] to clean. It's boring. It's boring. "Chatinho", OK. [] But [] just do this, yeah. 

Very [] small. I think they do [] with [] that [] machine [] that 

[] you [] make [] balls [] of [] paper, balls [] like [] 

"confete" [] but [] kilos [] of [] "confete", OK. So, in all my lobby (she 

mispronounces the last syllable, she doesn't say the y.) [] like [] "corredor", 

[] there [] are [] lots [] of [] balls, in my no. [] But [] just in 

[] mine. The other day, I saw the neighbors saying: "why, why in Ana's no". Then I 

told her: "Ah, it's [] because [] of [] Halloween, I [] gave [] 

something, "Ah, we [] are [] in Brazil". I [] said: "Ah, ... getting the [] 

spirit. [] Give [] something". "Ah, I don't want to [] give [] 

anything". So, clean your [] carpet. Sorry, OK, [] what [] can I do. So, the 

next [] one.  

352 S2: We gave... 

353 TA: Ah, they go to your [] home [] too?  

354 S2: Yes. We give but my brother hates because he loves chocolate and candies that we 

give then we give very ...  

355 TA: [] small.  

356 S2: ... small things.  
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357 TA: Ah, yeah. [] But [] I [] opened the door and saw[ ] five [] 

kids, I [] gave [] one [] "Biss" to [] each [] one. They [] got: "Ah, 

[] five [] "Biss" and then they [] started asking many times. [] It [] 

was funny [] because [] the dressing, [] it [] was [] not [] related 

to Hallowen, all of them. [] One [] was [] like [] a "baiana". Then when I 

saw, I ...[] "what [] are [] you"? "I'm a "baiana, tia"" . And then I [] said: "Ah, 

beautiful". And "homem-aranha", little boy [] like [] spider-man and then I 

[] said: "You are a [] spider-man". "Yes, I'm a [] spider-man". It's 

very funny. So, the next [] one. [] Let [] the other [] one [] you don't know 

for the last [] one. [] 14
th 

[] of [] February, OK. We [] talked. 

Valentine's day. 31
st
 [] of [] December is the ... The 1

st
 [] of [] 

February they call New Year, 31
st
 [] of [] December they call New Years [] 

Eve, OK? New Years [] Eve, and the other is New Year Day. [] 24
th

 [] of 

[] December is [] like [] Christmas [] Eve, it's [] like 

[]"véspera". And [] 5
th

 [] of [] November, do you know? I think 

you don't know. No. It's something [] celebrate [] more [] in Britan, [] 

not [] in the United [] States. And there is a guy [] called guy "Falk".  He 

[] tried to burn, he [] tried to burn something [] that .... 

358 S1: Is he the king of the hats? I remember there is a guy ... 

359 TA: No. [] About [] the crazy [] that [] tried to [] burn [] a 

... [l] like [] here [] in "Florianópolis", the [] "Pink [] Palace", "o 

Palácio Rosado", downtown and [] someone [] tried to burn. So they [] 

got [] the guy, the [] got [] the crazy guy. So, this day, [] 5
th

 [] of 

[] November is the guy Falk's [] month. So, [] what [] they do. It's 
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very [] stupid. Only guys go to bars, OK, many bars and they drink. So, [laiki] 

like [] this. Around, "de madrugada" they drink, beer, then they go to another bar, 

whiskey, then they go to another bar, [] wine, another, "cachaça". So, different drinks 

in different bars till they fall and then [] shout. OK, very [] stupid.  

360 S1: How is it related to the guy?  

361 TA: To [] celebrate [] and they usually [] at [] the end, now is the 

end, [] at [] the end they [] make [] a kind [] of doll, do you know "malhar 

o judas" in Brazil? Do you know [] what [] it [] is? Do you know? Is to [] 

make [] a doll [] made [] of ...  

362 S2: Ah, yes, yes.  

363 S1: And they burn the ... 

364 TA: Yeah, people [] hit [] and later all they burn they ... So, they do a doll and 

sometimes they [] hit [] and then [] put [] fire. [] But, first they drink. 

Only guys. Girls can't go to this [] group, OK? Very [] stupid [] in my 

opinion [] but [] if [] you pay attention, [] it [] is a little ] stupid [] 

too. To [] make [] a doll and then ... a little [] bit [] of ... So, [] about 

[] number two, attention. [] Which [] days or day do you [] 

associate [] with [] this things? Considering the things we [] talked, I will say 

the things and you tell me. Ah,  ... I don't know. Juliana, fireworks. 

365 S2: 1
st
 of January.  

366 TA: OK. The first thing [] that [] comes [] up [] to your mind, 1
st
 of 

January. Cards, Rodolfo, cards.  

367 S3: Cards?  

368 TA: Cards. Gustavo, cards. 

369 S1: Cards? Ah ...  

370 TA: Valentine's day. [] Midnight, Juliana.  
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371 S2: 31

st
 ... 

372 TA: OK. 31
st
 [] of [] December. Presents? Rodolfo.  

373 S3: Christmas.  

374 TA: A day [] off [] school in your opinion, [] not [] work. A day [] 

off [] No [] school.  

375 S1: No school. Father's day.  

376 TA: Related to holidays. [] Because [] there [] are [] some [] 

holidays for me, [] that [] means nothing, to me is no [I] school or no work. 

377 S1: I don't know.  

378 TA: For example, [] 15
th

 [] of [} November. Do you do something 

especial or your family? So, it's only a ...  

379 S3: But I have school.  

380 TA: No. Nobody has [] school in [] 15
th

 [] of [nvmbr] November.  

381 S3: I have it.  

382 TA: No, you don't. It's a holiday in Brazil.  

383 S1: So, is this some Saturday?  

384 TA: Ah, no. This semester [] there [] is no [] week-holiday in Brazil. 

All holidays [] are [] Saturdays or Sundays. A [] coincidence. 

Yeah, this semester. [] if [] it [] were [] from Monday to Friday, [] it 

[] will be a holiday for [] sure. So, children asking for sweets.  

385 S2: 31
st
 of October.  

386 TA: OK. And Rodolfo, last [] minute [] shopping. You remember, "Uh, I 

[] have [] to buy .... [] because [] of ...bä, bä, bä ."  

387 S3: Birthday.  

388 TA: I  think [] more [] Christmas. [] Because [] birthday...  

389 S1: Father's day.  
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390 TA: No question. Ah, [] come [] on, Father's day last [] minute [] 

shopping, Gustavo. 

391 S1: My father's day.  

392 TA: OK. I don't agree. [] Look [] people, Christmas [] because [] you 

[] give [] gifts to many people and sometimes you remember, uh my neighbor, ah 

my cleaner, ou my dentist (she mispronounces the last t), OK. So you [] have [] to 

go [] there [] and buy something.  

393 S1: My dentist.  

394 TA: Aren't you going to [] give [] anything to your dentist?  

395 S1: No. 

396 TA: No. OK. All [] right. Let's go. So, [] about [] this ... we have already 

[] talked. Just tell me the number 3, Gustavo. The holiday [] that [] you 

[] like [] the most.  

397 S1: Easter.  

398 TA: Ok. I'm [] not [] going to ask why. Easter [biks] because [] of 

[] chocolate. Rodolfo, the holiday [] that [] you prefer.  

399 S3: Eh, the Christmas because ....  

400 TA: Vacation.  

401 S1: Vacation and presents.  

402 TA: And also [] if [] you [] like [] summer, is summer, OK, in Brazil. 

Juliana. 

403 S2: The ones that ...  

404 TA: The ones ...  

405 S2: ... the one that are on Thursdays.  

406 TA: Ah, then you ... (it's the end of side B, 1
st
 tape. The conversation continues on the 

next -2
nd

 - tape). ... [] but [] British people, you know, sometimes they [] are 

[] shy, sometimes they are the... sometimes they do. Usually in the past, a person having 
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birthday [ stays on the table or has to [] dance [] or do something to pay a 

"mico", OK, usually.  

407 S1: And the songs there.  

408 TA: Yeah, yeah. The horrible songs. So, Priscila's. I think is horrible. I [] hate 

[] this song.  

409 S1: In my birthday  ... they stop, they just say the name of the person ..  

410 TA: Sometimes they sing differently. 

411 S1: ... they say the name of the person and then stop.  

412 TA: Ah, it's ridiculous!  

413 S1: They just say the name of the person ...  

414 S3: In my class ... they say everything ...  

415 TA: They say everything? 

416 S3: They say everything because the guy was in the classroom.  

417 TA: So, they [] did [] too long, yeah. "And then they [] got [] 

married again ...". Ridiculous! [] Come [] on!  

418 S3: Yes, come on!  

419 TA: New Year. [] Like [] here, OK. Valentine's Day. A [] big [] 

difference. [] Here, people usually they [] exchange [] gifts [] like 

[] this: girls ... boys and girls, OK. Usually. So, fathers, mothers, boys and girls and so 

on. Valentine's Day, [] there, is people, so, [] give [] teachers and 

[] students, can be father and son. So people, [] not [] only boys and 

girlfriends. [] [] Not [] only [] that.  

420 S2: Then it's like Christmas.  

421 TA: [] More [] or less, OK. [] But [] usually the gifts [] are 

[] cards and they [] write [] things in [] schools and they display 

[] like [] I [] did [] last year, remember? This year, this year. And they 

display in a kind [] of [] a board, from Ana Lúcia to Gustavo, Gustavo, I [] like 
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[] very [] much. Form Gustavo to Juliana, Juliana, you [] are [] a very [] 

nice [] friend. So, people send messages, OK. We [] did, didn't you see? 

422 S1: No.  

423 S3: My friends .... 

424 TA: Ah, people [] come [] on, I [] gave [] you cards.  

425 S1: No.  

426 S2: No. 

427 TA: [] Red [] cards?  

428 S3: You didn't.  

429 S1: No.  

430 S2: Mo.  

431 TA: [] Did [] you remember [] that [] we [] did?   

432 S2: No. You didn't give. 

433 TA: I didn't [] give [] you cards? You didn't see [] here?  

434 S2: No.  

435 S1: No.  

436 TA: Ah, [] but [] you [] are [] very ... 

437 S3: I see, I saw the ...   

438 TA: The cards on the ... 

439 S3: ... the cards I, I, I + how do you say "achei estranho"?   

440 TA: I [] though [] it [] was [] strange.  

441 S3: I though it was strange.  

442 TA: Are you [] sure [] I didn't [] give [] you? 

443 S2: Yes. 

444 TA: Yeah, people, so I [] have [] to tell you: "I [] forgot". [] 

Because [] I [] gave [] to all my [] students. [] But [] you, OK. 
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You [] are [] sure [] I don't or then you [s] said: "No" [] but [] I [] 

gave [] the option so people didn't want. Didn't I ask you and you [] said no?  

445 S1: No.  

446 TA: You think no.  

447 S3: I don't remember teacher.  

448 TA: Ah, Juliana, you [] received your brother, no? No. [] Strange. 

[] There [] are [] some [] beautiful ...  

449 S3: I want to send some ...  

450 TA: Many [] students sent. I [] have [] brothers in other 

classes and they send:  "fulano", "you know, you [] are [] very especial to me" or "I 

[] hate [] you". [] There [] are [] many [] nice [] 

messages. []Some [] are [] beautiful and [] some [] are [] very 

[] stupid, usually brothers and sisters. So, I [] hate [] you and other 

messages, [] but [] nothing so [] bad. So, to [] finish ... 

451 S3: My sister, eh, put ...  

452 TA: She puts something for you?   

453 S3: No ...  

454 TA: No.   

455 S3: I don't remember what she ... 

456 TA: I think is very [] strange, you didn't want. I think you didn't want.  

457 S1: I think that you didn't give.  

458 TA: [] Because [] many [] students, all my [] 

students.  

459 S1: Ah, teacher.  

460 TA: So I [] forgot [] you, for [] sure. Sorry people. Next year ... 

461 S1: Ah, next year ... 
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462 TA: Ah, is so [] nice. You can [] start loving somebody [] at [] the 

activity. [] There [] was a [] message [d] stayed [] here [] one 

[] week [] because [] the girl didn't [] come. ... for her [] like [] 

this: [] "Take [] me'" and nobody [] took, yeah. Then the other day she 

[] came, [] it [] was from a friend to another. So, attention, for [] home. 

Homework. [] Not [] workbook. Homework. I want you to [] read [] 

page [] 50. [] There [] are [] four texts, short, very simple.  

463 S3: I do it.  

464 TA: You did.  

465 S3: I did. 

466 TA: So, you don' [] need [tU] to. Only Juliana and Gustavo. [] Read [] this 

four texts, [] underline [] your questions, [] if [] you [] have, and do 

the [] exercise [] two. You [] have [] to [] read [] the texts and 

[] match [] the days [] with n[] the descriptions. [ What [] days: 

birthday, Christmas, New Year, Valentine's Day. OK. Reading this information you [] 

are [] going to [] match. Only this. [] Because [] page [] 

21 [] is the [] practice, you do "fastly" (she probably would like to say, quickly) 

and then we [] are [] going to [] have [] the video. All [] right. Don't 

[] forget, OK. And [] give [] me your workbook [] with [] your reads.              

       

Teacher B 

TB: teacher B  

S1: student 1 S2: student 2 S3: student 3 S4: student 4 S5: student 5 S6: student 6 S7: 

student 7 S8: student 8 SS: more than one student  

(...) some time later  ... incomplete sentence + short pause ++ long pause. 

 

01 S1: ... "Ah, mas..." 
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02 TB: Yes, yes. [] Speak [] English.  

03 S1: Very difficult to speak loud.  

04 TB: I always want you to [] speak [] English, Lara. Every class I say: [] 

"Speak [] English". Hi Clarice. Hi João. Do you know [] about [] 

Daniele? So, for next class I want units 2 and 3 [] of [] homework. The others 

I didn't [] give, I'm correcting [] 5, [] 1, 2 and 3. Clarice, 4, [] 5, [] 1, 

2. [ But [] please, [] please, next class, OK, next class. The ones [] that 

[] are OK,  are OK. And the next class I will do [] one [] of [] the 

[] exercises in class [] because [] all [] of [] you, Daniele and 

João, [] have [] some [] problems. So, I also do [] it [] in class. [] 

Let [] just [] write [] down the exercises in [] unit [] 2 you don't 

[] have [] to do. So, in [] unit [] 2, you don't do 1, ...  

05 S1: "Ah, tá, é melhor pegar do começo, porque se não ... 

06 S2: Ah, teacher, "não é pra fazer a 1?  

07 S3: "A 7 não é pra fazer? " 

08 TB: No. Only [] that.  

09 S3: "Tem que fazer a 7? " 

10 TB: Numbers [] 5 [] 6 ... No .You [] have [] to [] write [] 3 

sentences, [] not [] 5, OK? Number 3, you do only A, B and C, OK? Don't do 

number 3 and [] 5 + and 6.  

11 S1: "Esse aqui é pra fazer? 

12 TB: It's a composition, you [] have [] to [] write [] something. It's a 

little composition.  

13 S1: "O que que é pra fazer," teacher?  

14 TB: [] Write [] about [] what [] has [] happened to people 

in New York after [] that [] crash [] the World [] Trade [] Center. 
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A [] lot [] of [] people [] diedother people lost their jobs, lost their family, 

so you [] have [] to [] write [] what [] happened. It's a composition.  

15 S2: Teacher, what's the meaning of themselves?  

16 TB: Where?  

17 S2: In exercise number 3.  

18 TB: .. represent themselves ... myself. [] If [] I look [] the mirror, I'm looking 

[] at [] myself. [] If [] they [] look [] in the mirror, they are looking 

[] at [] themselves.  

(...) the teacher explained the exercise the students were doing, individually. She explained 

the homework to the student who had arrived late.   

19 TB: Number 1 you don't do. Pay attention. [] 5 [] and 6 you do only 3 

sentences, [] not [] 5. In [] unit [] 3, you do only A, B and C. You don't 

[] have [] to do [] 5. So you do 1, 2 and 3. D and E you don't do. Then you don't 

do number 3, don't do number [] 5, don't do number 6. And I ... I [] repeat [] 

again. [] If [] you do, you will be [] confused. Is better [] not [] to do. 

Clarice, how was the review? OK? (...) Last class we were talking [] about [] 

things [] that ... remember the last activity? [] That [] we [] talked [] 

about [] if [] you [] had [] won [] five [] million dollars [] 

what [] happened in your [] life. So, things [] that [] changed in 

your [] life. Do you remember [] what [] did your [] friend say?  

20 S5: No.  

21 TB: Nothing? You don't remember anything? I remember I [] interviewed 

Christiane and she [] said [] that [] she + [] had [] bought [] a new 

[] house + [] with [] five [] million dollars and she [] had + 

[] helped [] her parents, her family. [] Because [] I [] asked [] her 
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[] if [] she [] had [] helped the poor and she [] said: "No. I'd help my 

family". OK? So, last class, in the pairs, [] what [] did [] your pair say? [] 

What [] do you remember?  

22 S1: I don't remember. 

23 S2: You forgot?  

24 TB: Everything?  

25 S1: "Ela".... she ... 

26 S2: Help the poor.  

27 TB: OK. She [] helped the poor. She [] said [] that [] she [] had 

[] helped the poor. "É', [] what [] your friend [] said. And you João, who 

[] did [] you interview? Gabriel, [] what did [] he do?  

28 S3: I don't remember.  

29 TB: You don't remember. And you Gabriel?  

30 S5: Help the poor.  

31 TB: Help he poor. Has anybody [] traveled? Christiane has [ traveled 

to the USA. And you?  

32 S4: I have traveled to Indonesia, Indonesia?  

33 TB: Indonesia. And Daniele, has she [] traveled?   

34 S4: No. 

35 TB: And Lara, [] what [] Tatiana, [] what [] has she [] done? 

[] What [] did she answer? 

36 S1: Ah, ++ I don't remember.  

37 TB: You don't remember.  

(...) the teacher is explaining a warm up activity they are going to play on the floor.  

38 TB: We are going to [] compare. I want you here to find ... I [] have [] 

some [] situations and [] some [] pictures. I want you to [] 

match [] the pictures and the situation.  
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(...) the teacher corrects the activity she explained some minutes before.  

39 TB: ... the situation [] that [] happened to [] these [] people. So, 

[] what [] happened to her? She has ... [] cut. Something [] that 

[] just [] happened. [] What [] happened to this woman? She 

has [kt] cut [] her finger. She has just [] cut [] her finger. [] Look. She was 

very [] fat [] and now she is thin. She's lost a [] lot [] of [] weight. She 

has lost a [] lot [] of [] weight. Here, he's broken his glasses. See the glasses on 

the sofa, he has broken his glasses. Just [] happened. [] They've [] just 

[] got [/] married. See, [] at [ the end [] of [] he wedding, so, [] 

they've [] just [] got [] married. Here, they broken the bank, they [] 

robbed the bank. [] These [] two men, they are leaving the bank, so [] they've 

[] just [] robbed the bank. He's broken his arm. His arm is [] still broken. He 

has broken his arm. He's won the [] race, competition. He's broken his roller-skate. 

There, he's broken his [] leg. His [] leg [ still broken. [] Not [] he [] 

broke [] his [] leg [] two years ago. He has just broken. [] They've [] 

bought [] the new car. You know, they are very happy [] with [] the kids, so, 

[] they've [] just [] bought [] a new car. He's [] had [] an accident. 

So, he's [] still [] bad, he's just [] had [] an accident. And Ann has [] 

made [] a [] cake. She's just [] finished [] the [] cake. Remember we 

were talking [] about [] Present Perfect? What's the form [] of [D] the 

verb? So, we [] have [] here, broken, won, [] cut, lost, been, broken again, 

[] robbed, [] had, [] bought, [] made. What's form [] of [] the verb 

is this?  

40 S4: Present Perfect 

41 TB: Present Perfect, [] but [] the [] specific. 
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42 S4: Participle.  

43 TB: Participle, the third column. Remember? So, when we [] have [] this has or 

[] have, the verb is in the third column. Very [] good! You were all correct. You 

didn't [] get [] any wrong. You can go [] back to your sits.  

(...)  

44 TB: We are going to [] finish [] unit [] 2 and [] start number 3 today. 

[] Page [] five. ++ [] Page [] five, so let's [] have [] a [l] 

look [] in the grammar box. Present Perfect is simple, for past actions and present results. 

[j] Use [] the Present Perfect is simple to [] talk [] about [] the past action 

[] which [] has a result in the present. [] It [] is [] not [] 

important when the action [] happened. You often [juz] use [] it [] to 

[] describe [] changes. [] Chuck [] has lost his [] job [] 

in the factory. You often [] use [] just to [] emphasize [] 

something has [] happened very recently. [] I've [] just [] made 

[] the laundry. [] I've [] just [] finished [] my first day in work So, 

[] let [] repeat. [] They've [] just [] got [] married. The [] 

have ... they [] have [] robbed the bank. So things just [] happened 

recently, it's [] not [] important when, two minutes ago, an hour ago. The 

important is [] what [] happened.  

45 S8: Robbed is the same the of stolen?  

46 TB: There's a little [] difference. We [] steal people. I was [] stolen. 

[] But [] we [] rob [] things. My car was [] robbed, my [] house 

[] was  [] robbed, [] but [] I [] was [] stolen. You [] rob 

[] things [] but [] you [] steal people. So, number [] one. Any question 

[] about [] this? When you [] use [] Present Perfect? OK? [] Look 
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[] at [] these [] Past Participles: lost, [] finished, decided, [] bought, 

[] tried, [] made, [] become, found, written, [] read, drunk. [] 

Write [] down their [] infinitive [] and past simple forms. So, [] lose 

[] is the [] base [] form, lost, simple past. For [] finish. How can we do? 

You are writing here, I'm here, I'm waiting here and [] if [] you don't pay attention 

what's happening, you will never know. Again. [] Look [] here. Number [] one, 

everybody here, number [] one. [] Look [] at [] these [] past participles: 

lost, [] finished, decided, [] bought, [] tried, [] made, [] 

become, found, written, [] read, drunk. [] Write [] down their [] 

infinitive [] and past simple forms. What's the [] base [] form [] of [l] 

lost? [] Lose, simple past, lost. Now [] finished. What's the [] base [] form 

[] of [] finished?  

47 SS: Finish.  

48 TB: [] Finish. Simple past?  

49 S8: Finished.  

50 TB: [] Finished. So, [] continue [] and do everything and then we 

will [] check.                                    

(...) 

51 TB: [] Decide, the past? Decided. [] One [] by [] one. So Daniel, 

[] bought.  

52 S8: Buy.  

53 TB: Simple past?  

54 S8: Brought.  

55 TB: [bt] Bought. The [] same.  

56 S8: And brought teacher?  

57 TB: [] Brought [] is form bring. Past [] of [] bring. Gabriel, [] tried.   
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58 S5: Try.  

59 TB: Try. Past?  

60 S5: Tried.  

61 TB: [] Tried. João, [] made.  

62 S3: Made, make, made.  

63 TB: []Made, // made. Clarice, [] become.  

64 S4: Become, became.  

65 TB: [] Become, [] became. Lara, written. 

66 S1: I don't remember.  

67 TB: [] Write.  

68 S1: Write. 

69 TB: Past? Daniele, [] read, [] read. This [] one [] the only thing [] 

that [] changes is pronunciation, OK? In [] base [] form, say [] read 

[] and in the past, say [] read. The rest is the [] same. Drunk, what's the 

[] base [] form?  

70 S3: Drink.  

71 TB: Past?  

72 SS: Drunk.  

73 TB: Drank, OK? Pronunciation drank and now drunk is participle. So drink, drank, 

drunk. I will play the CD and ... to listening to the sentences. I'm sorry. Do number 2. Do 

number 2. [] Write [] the verbs in parenthesis in the Present Perfect form. Remember 

Present Perfect? Has or [] have? And the verb in the participle.  

(...) 

74 TB: Has or [] have [] plus + past participle. I [] have [] lost my [] 

job. [] Like [] Clarice [] said, in number [] 5, the verbs are already in 

participle, OK? [] Not [] in the [] base [] form. (the students were doing the 

exercise number 2).  
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75 TB: For everybody to hear.  

76 S7: I've bought a new car and now I drive to work.  

77 TB: I [] have [] bought [] a new car and now I [] drive [] to work. 

Lara.  

78 S1: His has bought a new house and now he lives in San Francisco.  

79 TB: "Tá". "Olha" [] one [] thing. [] If you say his, then his has nothing. [] If 

[] you [] put [] his old [] house [] or he has an old [] house. And [] 

not [] his has. [] One [] or the other. Tatiana.  

80 S2: He has finished the book and now she is watching TV.  

81 TB: [] Good! Clarice, number 4.  

82 S4: He has drunk .... (difficult to understand) 

83 S3: She has written me a letter I'm reading now.  

84 TB: She has written me a letter I'm reading now. Let's do sounds  OK. I will play the CD 

and I want you to pay attention [] because [] many times this has ... Oh, his 

[ rut, it's [] not [] very [] pronounced. OK? You [] cannot 

[] hear better here. Just for you to know.  

(...) After the listening activity. The teacher is explaining the next activity.  

85 TB: In pairs, very quickly I want to [] talk [] about ... you are going to [] 

receive [] it. [] What [] has [] happened. Ten things [] 

happened in this second [] picture. So, this first [] picture [] that's 

[] second [] picture. So, things [] happened. So, try to [] use 

[] these words. So, you [] have [] here [] bite, fall, [] catch, [] 

drop, climb, build, [] hit, cross, post, [] drive. So, here [] some [] verbs 

[] that [] happened. So, what's [] that. What's to [] bite? Ah, you 

[] bite, OK? Fall, Ok. [] If [] you are running a thing fall. [] Catch [] a ball. 

Ok? You [] catch. [] Drop. [] If [] I [] have [] my pen, ou I [] 
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dropped [] my pen. Climb. [] If [] you want to go [] up [] in a tree, so you go 

and climb a tree or climb a ... Build. [] If [] you want to [] make [] a [] 

house. You build the [] house. [] Hit. [] If [] I [] hit [] her, or [] if [] 

you are playing baseball, you [] hit [] the ball. Cross. [] If [] I [] have [] a 

[] line, I cross the [] line, you cross the [] street [] to go to the other [] 

side. Post. When you [] get [] a mail you post the mail in the post [] office ... is 

[] what [] you do there. And [] drive [] is [] drive. So, you two, you 

two, you two and you two.  

(...) After the pair activity. 

86 TB: ... No problem. We don't [] have [] all the class to [ finish, OK? Let's 

[] write [] some [] sentences than you [] complete [] with 

[] the others, [] what [] the others [] did. So, Gabriel, Daniel, say [] one 

[] sentence.  

87 S8: The woman has dropped her egg.  

88 TB: The woman has [] dropped her eggs. Do you agree the woman has [] 

dropped her eggs? Here, the woman, she has [] dropped her eggs.  

89 S2: "Ah, é" eggs" 

90 TB: They think [] it [] is, [] imagine [] it [] is. [] Because [] of 

[] the ... It's [] not [] the important thing is eggs or [] not. [] But [] she has 

[] dropped something. Number two, Christiane, Joáo.  

91 S6: The dog has bitten the postman.  

92 TB: The [] dog [] has bitten the postman. Clarice, Tatiana.  

93 S4: The car has crossed the bridge.  

94 TB: The car, I [] would [] say, the [] truck. OK?         

95 SS: Ah, teacher.  
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96 TB: It's [] like [] a [] truck, isn't [] it? The [] truck [] has [] 

crossed the [] bridge. So, say Daniele, or Lara, say Lara.  

97 S1: The girl has fallen ... 

98 TB: The girl has fallen ... Lara, let's [] complete [] like [] I [] did 

[] with [] them. The girl has fallen on a banana peel, OK? Gabriel, Daniel, another 

[] one. I [] need [] ten here.  

99 S5: The man has fallen in a ... 

100 TB: The man has fallen in the river. João, Christiane.  

101 S3: The ball has hitten on his hand.  

102 TB; Ah, the ball ... 

103 S3: ... has hitten on his hand.  

104 TB: Has [] hit [] the man's hand [] because [] we don't know who he is. 

His hand. Who is he? The man's hand.  

105 S4: Hit, hit, hit?  

106 TB: "É". [] Hit, [] hit, [] hit. Clarice, Tatiana.               

107 S4: The woman has crossed the street.  

108 TB: The woman has ]] crossed the [] street. Lara, Daniele.  

109 S7: "A gente não tem mais frase".  

110 TB: No [] one? OK. Gabriel, Daniel.  

111 S8: The girl ...  

112 TB: The girl ... 

113 S8: OK. The girl has built a wall.  

114 TB: The girl has built a wall. [] Nine, ten. I want ten.  

115 S2: "Ah, professora, pára.  

116 TB: I want to see another [] picture. Can't you see another thing?  

117 S4: The cat has climbed the tree. 
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118 TB: The [] cat [] has [] climbed the tree. Do you [] have 

[] another [] one [] no? OK João. Go on João.  

119 S3: The woman has crossed ...  

120 TB: The [] street? It's here. It's number seven.  

121 S6: The man has posted a letter. "Como é que se fala", teacher?  

122 TB: The man has posted a letter. Posted a letter in the mailbox. The [] public 

[] mailbox. The mail collects. OK, so [] use [] it when the things just 

[] happened. OK? So, [] one [] thing [] that [] was in [] one 

way then in the other picture, [] it [] changed. Very [] good!  

123 S8: Teacher, what are you doing?  

124 TB: What I'm doing now?  

125 S8: Yes. 

126 TB: I'm writing words and I want you ... as I want to think [] of [] 

celebrations. I want to think [] of [] celebrations related to these words. 

Books [] closed. Things [] that [] we [] celebrate [] in Brazil, do 

you [] relate [] to [] each words? So, [] with [] turkey. Do you know  

what's [] turkey?  

127 S4: Christmas.  

128 TB: So, what's turkey, João? And [] flag?  

129 S3: Independence Day.  

130 TB: [] Independence [] Day.  

131 S6: A parade, teacher. 

132 TB: A [] parade [] too. [] Chocolate, ah, [] chocolate-

eggs, sorry. Easter. Costumes. [] Costume [] is when you [] use [] like 

[] a Cinderella clothes. It's a [] costume. [] If [] I [] use [] a Mick 

[] Mouse [] clothes. It's a [] costume.  
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133 S2: Ah, is "a fantasia".  

134 TB: Yes. Dancing.  

135 S8: "Carnaval".  

136 TB: Carnival. Fireworks.  

137 S2: "O que que é "fireworks?  

138 S6: New Year.  

139 TB: New Year. [] Speech. When you [] have [] something then you 

go in front, madams and sirs, I'm here ....  

140 S7: "Casamento".  

141 TB: Do you think? [] Speech [] on a wedding. [] But [] I don't think a 

wedding is really a [] speech, it's more a sermon. Really [] speech.   

142 S2: "É casamento, é"? 

143 TB: Wedding, yes. [/] Speech. What's celebration we always [] have [] a 

[] speech? [] What [] celebration do we usually [] have [] a 

[ speech? A person [] that [] goes there in front and reads ... 

144 S8: Ah, "formatura".  

145 TB: Yes. How do you do [] that [] in [] English? Graduation. These, most 

[] of [] the events, are Brazilian events. Do you know anything [] about 

[] American events, American [] celebration?  

146 S5: Halloween.  

147 TB: Halloween. OK Is a [] good [] celebration. [] What [] do 

you know [] about [] Halloween?  

148 S5: Costume.  

149 TB: Costumes. [] Like [] in Halloween they [] use[ ] costumes.  

150 S7: Eggs.  

151 TB: They throw eggs in Halloween? No.    

152 S7: "Claro que sim, se não dá doce".  
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153 TB: Ah, OK. [] Trick [] or tricks. They throw eggs ... (It's the end of the first 

part. 2
nd

 tape, side B). .... Thanksgiving is an American celebration where they [] get 

[] the family together, it's a holiday, it's often from a Thursday ... they [] stay 

together on Thursday till Sunday.  

154 S8: "Dia de Ação de Graças", teacher?  

155 TB: Yes. And they [] give [] pens, it's a traditional celebration. They [] 

give [] pens for the harvest. They [] give [] [] pens. So, [] what [] 

do they [] have in the Thanksgiving? They [] have [] turkey, they [] 

have [] pumpkin pie, they have special food. The family is always together, so 

people travel to [] stay together [] with [] the family. So, they [] eat [] a [] 

lot. Do you know when is the American [] Independence [] Day?   

156 S6: July, yeah? 

157 TB: Yes.  

158 S6: Four of July.  

159 TB: [] 4
th

 [] of [] July. They also [] have [] a [] lot [] of 

[] fireworks in celebration for the [] 4
th

 [] of [] July. I want you to 

open your books on [] page [] 6. Number 3. It's a listening. [] One [] in 

two groups. We are going to hear Barry from Australia talking [] about ] the 

important events in Australia. OK? So, [] what [] you [] have [] to do. Go to 

[] page [] 58 ... I'm going to [] divide [] in this way. You 4, as you 

listen, you [] have [] to answer these questions here, from [] page [] 

58, number 2 you answer these questions. You 4, you go to this [] page [] and 

you [] have [] to answer these questions. You are [] group [] B. These 

questions, OK?  

160 S5: "Pode responder as outras"?  
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161 TB: No. I want this [] group [] to be B and this [] group [] to be A. 

[] Because [] then we are going to mix. This [] group [] answers the 

part A and [] that [] group ] answers, part B. So [] read [] your 

questions silently ... understand I will play the CD. You [] have [] different 

questions. You answer your questions individually. You answer your questions 

individually. OK? We are going to mix in the other [] exercise. So, let's do this 

first. You listen and answer. OK? Daniele and Daniel, Clarice and João, Christiane and 

Tatiana, Lara and Gabriel. Fast [] because [] we [] have [] only [] 

five [] minutes. And go [] back [] to [] page [] 6 and you [] 

have [] to [] complete [] this table here [] about [] Australia. So, you 

[] have [] to [] answer number 4 [] about [] Australia. Go 

there, Gabriel. Gabriel, Gabriel, go there. So, you [] have [] to [] have [] 

different answers to help [] each [] other to answer these questions, OK? So, [] 

what [] did [] it [] call? The [] Melbourne  [] Cup. Who does ... when 

does [] it [] take [] place? So [] group. So, [] group [] A has [] 

some [] answers. [] Group [] B has other answers. So, you help [] each 

[] other to [] complete. So, [] what [] it [] calls. For everybody, the 

[] Melbourne [] Cup. [] Write [] down the [] Melbourne 

[] Cup.                      

162 S8: Teacher, repeat what did you say. 

163 TB: So, you [] have [] to [] complete [] this table. That's the 

question: [] What [] is [] it [] called?  [] What [] it [] call ... you 

answer, The [] Melbourne [] Cup.  

164 S8: But, Australia.  

165 TB: Australia. You [] complete [] only Australia.  
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166 S4: But we are not going to complete. 

167 TB: No. We don't [] have [] time [] to do. Next class you [] 

complete.   

168 SS: Ah! 

169 TB: Australia. Let's [] complete [] Australia. Now, question [] 

one. When does [] it [] take [] place? [] Group [] A has this answer, 

the [] date. [] Group [] B doesn't [] have. So, the people from the A, say 

this. No, you don't [] have, [] but [] she has. (the students were discussing the 

questions about the Melbourne Cup till the end of the class).        

 

 

Teacher C 

TC: teacher C S1: student 1 S2: student 2 S3: student 3 S4: student 4 S5: student 5 S6: 

student 6 SS: more than one student + short pause ... incomplete sentence 

 

01 S1: Teacher, are you sure about the date of the paper? Isn't it 22? 

02 TC: The final paper is 22
nd

, October 22
nd

.  

03 S2: ... a gift you are giving to me. 

04 TC: Why?  

05 S2; My birthday is 24.  

06 TC: Congratulations.  

07 S2: Ah, but is September. September 24. Why are you giving congratulations now? 

08 TC: [] Because [] this is my gift for you. OK. This activity is brainstorm, OK? 

Do you [] have [] a [] piece [] of [] paper? Two groups.  

09 S2: 3 here.  

10 S1: No. 3 here.  

11 TC: ... for you to [] get [] closer, [] please. [] What [] are you 

going to do [] with [] this? I will ask you to [] write. I will [] give [] an 
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example first and then you [] have [] to [] come [] up [] with [] your 

own ideas, OK? You [] have [] one [] minute, [] one [] minute. 

For example, you [] have [] to [] come [] up [] with [] five [] 

things [] that ...[] five [] types [] of [] music, then you [] have 

[] to [] come [] up [] with [] five [] types [] of [] music. 

Very fast! You [] have [] 30 [] seconds only, [] not [] 1[] 

minute. 30 seconds.  

12 S2: Who wrote the ...   

13 TC: No. First you are going to ask the questions to the other [] group, OK. I'm [] 

not [] going to ask any question. You [] have to, to invent, OK?   

14 S2: So, I have to invent the questions ... 

15 TC: For the others. [] Five [] types [] of [] music, [] five 

[] examples [] of [] fruit, [] five [] whatever. OK? [] But 

[] done [] busy. Ask four examples.  

16 S2: We have to write these things and then make questions.  

17 TC: No. You just [] put: [] 1, [] five [] things [] of ...  [] five 

[] countries, [] five [] flowers, [] five [] whatever. And 

the others [] have [] to do [] that + in 30 seconds. 

18 S4: What's the brainstorm?  

19 TC: Brainstorm is to say whatever comes to your mind related to the [] topic. You 

[] write [] whatever comes to your mind.   

20 S4: Teacher, he didn't understand.  

21 TC: No? You [] have [] 30 seconds  ... [] five + fruits.  

22 S2: OK! I write five fruits.  

23 TC: No. You don't [] write. You just say.  

24 S2: Ah, just say.  
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25 TC: So, banana ... OK? You [] have [] 30 seconds. [] But [] I don't want 

to ask you. I want you to ask them and then they ask you, OK? Yes.  

26 S2: OK, now, five types of cars.  

27 TC: Yes! 30 seconds.    

(...) The students were discussing the exercise. 

28 TC: [] Good! 

29 SS: Ah, Marco! 

30 S2: "Tá, tá, eu sei".  

31 TC: In [] English, [] please.  

32 S2: We have to know the answers.  

33 TC: You can [] use [] material, you [] have [] plastic, you 

[]  have [] wood, you [] have [] leather ...[] five [] things in the 

classroom, [] five []  things you can find in the [] street, on buss or ... [] 

five []things in the bedroom, in the kitchen ...  

(...)  

34 TC: OK?  

35 S2: No.  

36 TC: Just [] one?  

37 S2: We have to know the answers.  

38 TC: [] Five [] things [] made [] of [] plastic, [] five [] 

things .... in the classroom, [] five [] types [] of [] movies, types [] of 

[] music, [] five + actors. 

39 S2: How many ...?  

40 TC: How many .... questions? 

41 S2: Yes. 

42 S4: Finish.  

43 TC: [] Finish. OK?  

44 S2: OK! OK! Just two, yes.  
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45 TC: Yes. Just two [] finish?   

46 S2: Just two yes.  

47 TC: OK. Only two [] because [] we are taking too long.  

48 S4: "A gente fez cinco".  

49 TC: [] Five! Oh, [] good! OK. So, we are going to ask then [] five. Yes, so 

you [] start, [] please. 

50 S4: Five American actresses.  

51 S2: Madonna, ... 

52 SS: Madonna, no.  

53 S1: Sometimes she is an actress.  

54 S2: Meg Ryan ... 

55 TC: [ Meg [] Ryan  

56 S2: Ah, what else... 

57 TC: Nicole Kidman.  

58 S1: Sheron Stone.  

59 TC: Sheron [] Stone. OK. Now the other [] group.  

60 S4: Five countries in Asia.  

61 TC: [] Five [] countries in Asia.  

62 S3: Madagascar ... 

63 S4: "Madagascar é na África".  

64 S5: China, Tawan, Russia, Japan and ...  

65 TC: Question. No point. [] Come [] on!  

66 S5: "Ah, que brincadeira mais chata".  

67 TC: Only [] because [] you were [] late.  

68 S4: Five kinds of food.  

69 S1: Five kinds ... 

70 S5: Rice, bread, potatoes...  

71 S4: "Não, tipo arroz, feijão "...  

72 TC: Dishes.   
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73 S2: Spaghetti, "lasanha", pizza, hamburger, french-fries.  

74 TC: OK. Go on. "Ufa"! [] Five [] dishes. OK. Now the question.  

75 S2: Five names of cars.  

76 TC: Cars? In [] English?  

77 S4: Mercedes Benz ... 

78 S5: Fiat Stilo, Corsa, Gol, Pálio. 

79 TC: OK. Another question.  

80 S4: Five flowers.  

81 TC: Five flowers. [] But [] in [] English?    

82 S2: Rose, violets ....  

83 TC: [] Five [] means [] of [] communication, for you.  

84 S4: Television, radio ... 

85 S5: Phone, body language ... 

86 SS: Fire.  

87 TC: [] Internet, e-mail. Another question, for you. Let's see. [] Five [] 

things you [] use [] in the kitchen.  

88 S2: Knife, fork ...  

89 S1: Glasses ... 

90 S2: Plates, cup.  

91 S1: Teacher? 

92 S2: I was going to say "guardanapo" but I forgot .. teacher "guardanap", teacher.  

93 TC: Napkin.  

94 S2: Ah, napkin. I was going to say kidnap.  

95 TC: Ah, my [] God. [] Five [] things [] made [] of [] leather.  

96 S6: Of what?  

97 S2: "Couro, couro".  

98 S5: "Calça, jaqueta"...  

99 S2: You can say anything. 

100 S6: Jacket ... 
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101 S4: Pants ... 

102 S6: Sofa, tennis shoes, chair.  

103 TC: [] Good! Very [] good! OK. Now, to [] finish ... ah, a point here, I 

[] forgot. The last [] one, very difficult.  

104 S6: What's the meaning of brainstorming?  

105 TC; Brainstorming is when you [] write [] everything [] that [] 

comes to your mind. [] Five [] things [] that [] bring [] good [] 

luck.  

106 S1: "Pé de coelho".  

107 S2: Rabbit's foot. 

108 TC: OK.  

109 S2: How do you say "trevo de quatro folhas"? "Não passar embaixo da escada", ah, but 

it's bad luck.  

110 TC: Types [] of [] movies, OK, movies.  

111 S2: Drama, action, comedy, terror ... 

112 TC: Horror.  

113 S2: Horror.  

114 S5: Teacher, "eles dizem as coisas em português e a professora repete a palavra ..." 

115 S2: She didn't ask you to say the ... 

116 S1: Ah, today is Monday.  

117 TC: Yes, today is Monday. So, [] page [] 10, let's [] finish [] unit 

[] one, finally. Remember we were talking [] about + profession.  

118 S2: Profession? Engineering. 

119 TC:  [] Have [] you decided [] about [] your profession?  

120 S2: We have already discussed.  

121 TC: Remember, I [] asked you [] what [] kind [] of [] 

profession ... Girls, girls. [] About [] your profession, [] have [] you 

decided? I don't remember. Last class we [] talked [] about [] it, OK?  
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122 S6: What page? 

123 TC: [] What [] page? 10. Do you [] have [] a [] slid [] idea 

[] about [] what [] you are going to do in the "vestibular"? Remember it's a 

test. You are going to [] decide [] it [] today. Carolina, [] have [] you 

decided? [] Not [] yet. Mariana.  

124 S5: Biology, maybe Biology.  

125 TC: Maybe Biology. OK. So, let's do together this test [] at [] the end you are 

going to [] have [] the answer and let's see [] if [] you agree, [] if [] you 

agree, OK? [] Page [] 10. Number [] 1. Do you enjoy games [] that 

[] require concentration, [] such [] as chess?  

126 S2: I like concentration but ... 

127 TC: Do you [] like [] games [] that [] require concentration 

[] like [] chess, playing chess...? Yes, do you [] like?  

128 S1: Yes.   

129 S6: No.  

130 TC: No?  

131 S6: No. 

132 TC: You [/Qv] have [] to [] write [] only yes or no. So, [] put [] no. 

Yes. Number 2. [] If [] you [] have [] to [] take [] a [] course [] in 

[] school, [] which [] you select: Astronomy, Biology and [] Math, rather 

than History, Philosophy, art? [] Would [] you prefer the three first ones than the last 

three ones? The three first ones: Astronomy, Biology and [] Math, you refer, [] 

put [] yes. [] If [] you prefer History, Philosophy and art, no, OK? 

133 S5: "Eu gosto de filosofia e odeio Matemática".  

134 TC: You don't [] like. 

135 S5: "Eu odeio Matemática "... 
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136 TC: I [] hate [] Mathmatics  

137 S6: Biology and Math ... 

138 TC: [] If [] you prefer Astronomy, Biology and [] Math, yes. [] If [] you 

prefer the three last ones, no, OK? Three. Do you usually remember [] specific 

[] facts you [] have [] read [] or heard? Do you usually remember?  

139 SS: Yes.  

140 TC: [] What [] did [] you [] eat [] during [] lunch?  

141 S2: I don't remember.  

142 TC: Yes? Yes. Four. [] If [] you [] had [] your [] choice, [wud] would 

[] you rather do few things very well or many things very well? Do you prefer many 

things or few things?  

143 S2: Few things very well.  

144 TC: A few things very well, very well [] done. [] If [] you prefer few things, 

yes. [] Because [] when we do many things, usually we don't do very well. [] 

If [] you do [] English, French and tennis and many things together, sometimes you 

don't do very well. OK. [] Five. Do you [] keep [] records [] such as 

budgets, a [] telephone [] number and soft things to do?  

145 S3: Budgets?  

146 TC: Budgets? You go [] shop [] to [] store and you want to know the [] 

price [] of [] things, you ask for [] budget. For example, how [] much 

[] is this? And then you saw to see [] if [] you can pay for [] that. This is 

[] budget. You want to rebuild your kitchen, so you call for the papers and you want 

them to [] make [] a [] budget [] for you. You can say, tell me the [] 

price [] and then you are going to see [] if [] it's possible or impossible for you. 

Do you usually [] keep [] in a drawer or something [] like [] that ... budgets, 
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lists [] of [] things to do, [] what [] else, [] telephone [] book, 

verb-agendas, [] like, things [] like [] that, do you usually [] like [] 

lists [] of [] things to buy...  

147 S4: Yes.  

148 TC: Yes. Do you [] have [] agenda? Do you [] write? Every year I 

buy and never [] write. It's brand-new.  

149 S1: "Eu nunca escrevi", teacher. 

150 TC: Yes. So don't [] keep. So, no. [] If [] you [] keep, [] if [] you [] 

like [] writing things down, [] put [] yes, OK? Can we go on? Six. Do you 

[] keep [] up [] with [] new vocabulary in the things [] of [] science, 

technology and [] medicine? [] Keep [] up is to he updated. Do you [] 

read .. what's the [] name [] of [] that [] magazine [] you [] 

said...? 

151 SS: "Superinteressante".  

152 TC: "Superinteressante" to know [] about [] these topics, [] about 

[] medicine, geology, do you [] like? To [] keep [] up, to be updated ...  

153 S6: But I don't read.  

154 TC: You don't [] read [] but [] you [] like [] to [] watch [] on TV 

maybe. You [] stoped, oh, they invented. 

155 S4: "Não pode ser mais ou menos", teacher?  

156 TC: No, you [] have [] to say, or yes or no. Seven. As a child, [] did [] you 

enjoy taking things [] of [] part to see [] what [] they don't work? Ah, 

children [ ]like [] it. They [] have [] a [] choice, they try to [] take 

[] the parts and see how they wok [] inside. Do you [] like [] doing 

[t] that?  

157 S2: Always.  
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158 TC: Always.  

159 S2: I still do it.  

160 TC: [] Eight. Were Mathematics and Sciences easy for you [] in [] school?  

161 S5: Ah, teacher, Sciences yes, Mathematics, no.  

162 S2: For you.  

163 TC: [] Nine. [] If [] you were given a [] paid-month [] 

vacation, [] France, [] would [] you [] spend the [] time 

[] exploring Paris or [] some [] other [] places there rather than 

see all you [] could [] of [] the entire country? Two choices. Or you see Paris, the 

whole Paris, [] because [] you just [] have [] a [] mouth, [] one 

[] mouth [] to see Paris in deeper, deeply or you can know the whole country 

[] but [] very fast. [] What [] you prefer? The whole country? So, [] put 

[] no. [] If [] you prefer Paris, the very well, very deeply, yes. OK?  

164 S6: "Eu prefiro" shopping.  

165 TC: Go shopping? OK? Paris, yes. The whole country, no. Ten. Do you usually prefer 

novels to factual materials, [] such [] as biographies, [] institute 

[] publications, [] scientific [] books and articles?  

166 S5: Novels.... 

167 TC: Novels are books, books, novels. Fiction. 

168 S5: "Ah, depende do .... 

169 TC: Factual material, no, real material 

169 S4: Depends on the...              

170 S6: "Eu prefiro" shopping.  

171 TC: [] If [] you prefer novels, [] like, [] if [ju] you are [] 

romantic, [] if [] you prefer fiction than reality, reading "IstoÉ", "Veja", [] if [] you 

prefer novels, yes. [] If [] you prefer reading "Veja", "IstoÉ", "Superinteressante", no. 

Ok? You're [] welcome! Do you usually prefer to [] spend your [] 
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spare [] time [] with [] people rather than reading? During your free [] 

time, I [] have [] to [] translate, during your free [] time, do you 

prefer being [] alone [] or [] with [] friends?  

172 S1: With friends.  

173 SS: Depends on.  

174 TC: "Tá", [] with [] people, yes, reading, doing a hobby [] alone, no. 

OK? Most [] of [] the [] time, are you [] alone [] or [] with [] your 

friends?  

175 S3: She is with her dogs and cats.  

176 TC: [] Twelve. Eating [] alone. Do you [] dislike [] eating 

[] alone?  

177 SS: No.  

179 TC: Do you [] like?  

180 S5: "É a hora que eu paro pra pensa". 

181 S3: "Ah, eu também acho".  

182 TC: [] About [] your [] life, [] about [] you boss .... So, [] if 

[] you [] like, [] put [] no. Do you [] dislike? No. I [] like. OK? 

Thirteen. Do you enjoy new people, places and things?  

183 S5: Yes. 

184 TC: Depends on. ... new people, [] nice [] people. Forurteen. Do you select 

clothing [] that [] has to ware and commends attention? Call the attention [] 

like [] orange ... 

185 S5: Never.  

186 TC: ... or something [] that [ju] you call the attention when you [] arrive? Do 

[] you like [} calling attention?  

187 S5: No. Naiana, yes.  
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188 TC: So, everybody say, Naiana is coming. [] Orange. Fifteen. Can you do 

several things well [] at [] the [] same [] time? Many things well [] at  

[] the [] same [] time [] like [] to [] get [] English, [] 

Spanish [] and tennis? I don't. I can't. Sixteen. Do you usually feel sincerely interested 

when you are [] with [] people who are [] much [] older or younger 

than you? Do you feel comfortable when you are [] with [] children or [] 

with [] the older people?  Children. Are you? Do you [] like? You [] hate 

[] children? Do you feel comfortable playing ...?  

189 S1: No.  

190 S2: I like children.  

191 S5: I have four childrens.  

192 TC: Four children. And [] with [] older people [] like [] forty, fifty, 

no, [] much [] older, sixty, seventy, do you [] talk?  

193 S2: Yes. They have a lot of experience. 

194 TC: A [] lot [] of [] experience. Can you ... talking ...?  

195 S5 Ah, it depends.  

196 TC: OK Seventeen. Do you feel friendships easily, I think is difficult to [] have 

[] one [] lasting [] friendship, a [] friend [] that [] you 

[] have [] for a long [] time. Do you [] have [] this?  

197 S5: I have one.  

198 TC: It's difficult nowadays to [] keep [] that. I think so. Do you [] have 

[] one + lasting [] friendship [] since [] you were a child? Do you 

[] have ] one? Yes.  

199 S2: No. I ...  

200 TC: I think when you [] study in the [] same // school during several 

ages... 
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201 S3: I have. 

202 S2: Do you have?  

203 TC: Do you have? [] Still [] keep [] in [] touch? 

204 S3: My city is really small and when I .... 

205 TC: Where are you from?  

206 S3: "Bagé".  

207 TC: Is [] small, "Bagé"?  

208 S2: Yeah.  

209 TC: It's [] not [] a [] big [] city. So, do you [] keep [] in [] touch 

[] with [] them [] since [] you were [] small [] children? 

How do you [] keep [] in [] touch? Do you send e-mails? Do you [] meet?  

210 S3: We send e-mails, we meet. "Oh, Maurício, cala a boca"! 

211 TC: [] Please, [] close [] your [] mouth, [] please! She is 

talking [] about [] "Bagé".  

212 S2: Ah, OK. Very beautiful!  

213 S3: I told before, I go to "Bagé". 

214 S5: I have a friend I just see at the "verão". 

214 TC: Summer. [] But [] do you [] have [] a [] good [] 

friendship? [] But [] only in the summer? Don't you call her?  

215 S5: Yes. She ... (it's the end of the first part. Tape 3, side B).  

(It’s the beginning of TCs class, tape 4, side A). 

216 TC:  ...[Did [] you [] finish?  

217 SS: No.  

218 TC: Number eighteen now. Do you enjoy learning new facts and [] skills even 

though you [t] cannot [] necessarily []use [] them on [] time?  

For example, you are going to learn Japanese [] but [] you don't know when you are 

going to [use [] it. [] But [] you want, makes you curious and you want to 
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know this. So, I'm going to [t] take [] a [] course [] about .... I don't know, 

computer . Things you don't [] need. Latin, for example. You want to know.  

219 S6: "Alemão".  

220 TC: German, yes. 

221 S1: German is very easy to use.  

222 TC: Is easier to [] use [] than Latin.  

223 S4: "Aquela língua que ninguém fala, como é o nome"?  

224 TC: "Esperanto". Let's learn "Esperanto". They invented in order to [] 

communicate [] with [] the world. That's nobody using. It's very easy. It's similar to 

"Espanhol".  

225 S1: "É fácil de aprende, assim ...." 

226 TC: "É" [] but [] you don't know [] what [] word, they will want to 

[] use [] when they are working or something …. [] that [] you want [] 

because [] of [] what? []Cause [] you are curious. Yes or no? Meeting, for 

example, do you [] like [] meeting? Meeting. [] Not [] to [] talk 

] about ] the other people … I don't [] have [] this [] skill, this 

ability So, how to [] analyze your [] score. [] If [] you ] have 

[] many point yes, answers to the first [] nine [] questions are the most 

important ones …. How many. Let's see.. [] Up [] to number nine and than the others, 

OK? [] But [] up to number [] nine, how many yes? [] Up [] to number 

[] nine, how many yes? 

227 S4: Eight. 

228 TC: Only the yes, OK? The first [] nine [] and the last [] nine. 

229 S3: Finish.  

230 TC: How many Naiana? 

231 S3: Eight for the first … 
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232 TC: [] Eight [] for the first and … 

233: S5: Seven for the first … 

234 TC: Seven first?  

235 S5: And four for the second.  

236 TC: And you Aline?  

237 S6: Eight 

238 TC: Seven and the last [] nine? 

239 S6: I have eight and four. 

240 TC: [] Eight [] and four.  

241 S1: Six. 

242 TC: Six (an) and [] eight? 

243 Ss3: Seven.  

244 TC: Seven. [] Like [] Naiana. Lorenzo.  

245 S2: Nine first … 

246 TC: [] Nine [] first and, and …. 

247 S2: Five.  

248 TC: [] Five. So let´s see. Who has more yes for the first [] time? Naiana, 

Lorenzo and Flávia, yes?  

249 S3: No, not Naiana, Carolina.  

250 TC: You are talking to [] someone [] who enjoys …. So you are going to 

be scientist, laboratory researcher, accountant, artist… So different. So [] varied. 

[] Did [] you [] like? This is just to [] laugh. And the [] opposite [] is 

... Tell me … will probably be best in jobs where you [] have [] to work [] with 

[] people and you [] need [] a [] good [] background. Teacher, 

Ok, banker, librarian, doctor, [] nurse. [] Did [] you [] like? Any [] of 

[] them? 

251 S5: Doctor.  
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252 TC: Doctor?  

253 S5: Naiana is gong to be a nurse. 

254 TC: A [] nurse. It´s [] great! 

255 S5: Teacher and the two. 

256 TC: And the second [] one? Many more yes, your [] great [] 

strategy is working [] with [] people, politician, lawyer, actor … OK, So this is the 

end [] of [] unite [] one, [] if [] you haven't given the [] workbook, 

do this. Lat´s [] talk [] about ] health [] problems. [] Have 

[] you ever felt headaches? ] Have [] you ever [] had [] a serious ] 

health [] problem?  

257 S2: Health problems with …  

258 TC: Any kind ] of [] health [] problem. [] What? [] What 

[prbm] problem can you [] have? Any kind ] of [] health [prbm] 

problem. 

259 S7: Headache …  

260 TC: ] Strong [] like [] migraime? [] Migraime [] is, 

how do you say? "Enxaqueca". [] What do usually you do? Do you [] take [] 

nay [] medicine? Or do you [] take [] a treatment?  

261 SS: Stomachache.  

262 TC: [] Stomachache. 

263 S5: “Bronquite,  renite …” 

264 TC: Everything [] that [] is “ite“, you [] have. You don´t go to the doctor, 

you don´t [] take [] any treatment. 

265 S5: “ Ah, eu ia né”.  

266 TC: Now ...  

267 S5: “Ah”, teacher, “bronquite melhora quando tu vai ficando velho” 

268 TC: So now you are very old.  
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269 S5: I don´t have anything else.  

270 TC: Thanks [] God! And you?  

271 S4: No I don´t have.  

272 TC: Anything?  

273 S4: “Gripe”.  

274 TC: Flu. Only flu? Flu is normal.  

275 S4: “Ah, mas eu tenho, o que, uma vez por mês, eu acho”  

276 TC: [] Once [] a [] month? I [] have [] never [] had [] a 

flu. Never, is so hard. 

277 S4: “Oh, meu Deus!”        

278 S1:Once a year I have.  

279 TC: [] Once [] a year. [] Not [] strong.  

280 S2: When I was a baby I got little frog, “sapinho”.    

281 TC: Little [] what?  

282 S2; I don´t know how to say “sapinho.”  

283 TC: “Sapinho!” 

284 S2: But when I was a baby.  

285 TC: Ah, you don´t remember. OK. Backaches. [] Have [] you ever [] had 

[] backaches? 

286 S7: When you do wrong exercise. 

287 S2: While walking.  

288 TC: [] What [] do you think is [] bad [] for your [] back? The 

backpacks very heavy, very heavy backpacks.   

289 S2: We have to carry.  

290 TC: A kind [] of [] pigehole, a kind [] of [] motor to [] keep [] the 

backpacks. 

291 S5: Ah, então vou para de estuda.  
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 292 TC: [One [] thing [] that [] is necessary. That´s true. OK. Let´s see 

here [] some [] ways … First, [ one [] strategy to prevent 

backaches. Let´s see. Milene, first.  

293 S8: Exercise.  

294 TC: “É”.      

295 S8: Exercising with regularly … 

296 TC: Regularly. 

297 S8: … with strength strategy.  

298 TC: Yes.[] Strengthning. That´s [] it.  

299 S&: What´s stretch?  

300 TC: Ah, something you [] have [] to .. you go to the gym you [] have [] 

to [] strain.  

301 S4: “Alongar”.  

302 TC: “É”. 

303 S5: “E o outro ali?”       

304 TC: [] Stretching? [] Strengthning. When you [] use [] the 

[] strength, you are  [] strong you [] have [] strength. 

305 S5: “Esforço”.   

306 TC: Yes. That´s [] it. When you [] use [] the, your [] strength. So 

when you do [] weight [] lifting, do you do this [] at [] the academy, gym? 

[] Weight [] lifting? Weighting lifting [] of [] the … you are working [] 

out [] your muscles. You are working out your muscles, you are doing all the exercises 

to work [] out [] your muscles, [] not [] that [] you always. That´s the only 

... Everybody does [] it. So you are using your [] strength, OK. You are getting 

[] stronger. So it´s important to prevent backaches. [] Some [] people 

say [] that [] strengthening is [] not [] good [] for [] your 

[] back.  
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307 S6: Ah, teacher … 

308 TC: [] Because ] of [] the [] weight.  

309 S5: Yes.  

310 TC: [] If [] you do correctly, [] with [] a personal trainer, [] 

someone [] to help. The other [] one, for example, yoga, meditation, [] Have 

[] you ever [] tried yoga? [] Stand and [wk] walk [] are the other [] 

one.  

311 S7: Stand and walking with good buster, I can help so.  

312 TC: Do you think you [] walk [f] of [] that? [] Like [] this, lie on 

Naiana. 

313 S3: … close to the body …. 

314 TC: [] Close [] to your body.  

315 S3: It depends. 

316 TC: It depends on how [] much [] you are [] scared. The other [] 

one? You are jogging.  

317 S4: Use your legs not your back.  

318 TC: You [] have [] to [] use [] your legs [] not  [yr] your [] feet. 

That´s [] it. Any other [] one?  

319 S2: Support your leg and back while driving.  

320 TC: While you are driving you [] have [] to support your lower [] back 

[] here So, this is a chair, car, OK, so you [] have [] to [] seat, this me driving 

very well, and you [] have [] to support, you [] have [] to [] keep [] 

your lower [] back [] close [] to the [] sit. 

321 S5: My grandmother, if she “não chegar o banco copletamente pra frente ..”    

322 TC: She is very short. 

323 S6: My father is tall.  
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324 TC: How tall is he? [] One [] miter and [] eight [] something? 

Nobody can [] seat [] in the [] back [] sit. 

325 S5: My father not.  

326 TC: OK. The next [] one.  

327 S7: …eating junk food.  

328 TC: While driving?  

329 S2: My father does that.  

330 TC: I don´t know when you [] drive [] from long distances, only from here 

to "São José".              

331 S8: Practice secure ergonomics in, on at your buss…  

332 TC: Ergonomics? [] Have [] you ever heard [] about [] 

ergonomics?  

333 S2: No.  

334 S7: “Alongamento”.    

335 TC: It´s an [] exercise. 

336 S5: “Levanta sempre a perna ...”   

337 TC: Yes, yes, it´s something [] like [] that. Oh, my [] God, OK. The other.  

338 S1: Lose extra hard that causes strike on back muscles.  

339 S5: Sleep in a bad … 

340 TC: This is a [] bed, [] believe [] or [] not, this is a [] bed, OK? So 

you [] pout [] here … a pillow 

341 S5: “Ah, meu pai dormia num que parece uma madeira.” 

342 S2: It´s very heavy.  

343 TC: Ok. The last [] one.  

344 S3: Tied … 

345 TC: [] Tied [] muscles. [] Have [] you ever had [] [] 

cramples? [] Scramps? Yes, I [] have [] this when I …  

346 S4: “Quando eu fazia natação, me pé ficava todo puxado, transparente ...” 
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347 TC: First you [] have [] to [] stretch. This [] week [] I …. Ok. Let´s 

see the conversation, the conversation, [] Page [] twelve [] and thirteen, 

the conversation. [] What [] is going on. [] Take [] a [] look. Don´t [] 

read. Just try to guess. [] What [] is going on? [] What [] is going on? Are 

they having breakfast?  

348 S2: The girl is writing.  

349 TC: The girl is writing something. The little girl.  

350 S2: The boy is happy.  

351 TC: Do you think the boy is happy?  

352 S1: No.Sad.  

353 S7: I guess that the boy is speaking out … 

354 TC: They are very ugly, really ugly. And then, what happen here? The next picture.  

355 S5: The mother ….. 

356 TC: The mother yeah, maybe she goes …She is very [] stupid.  

357 S2: Teacher, teacher, she is walking, she broke … 

358 S4: She broke the skate.  

359 TC: OK. [] Close [] your books. I want [] one [] 

component [] of [] each [] group [] to go [] outside, [] but [] 

come [] back, don´t go [] home.  

360 S4: “Ah, Lorenzo, você não deixa a professora fala.”  

361 S5: “É, o Lorenzo”. 

362 TC: He is a man, so his [] voice [] is 

363 SS: Ah!!!! 

364 S3: “Ficou vermelho.”           

365 TC: [] Lat [] me explain. [] One [] component [] of [] 

each [] group goes [] outdoors. [] Outside. And you play the 

conversation. You are going to listen here and when the person comes [] back [] you 
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[] have [] to tell [] what [] you [] have [] understood. I will 

play just [] once, OK? Then I will ask questions only to the people who were 

outdoors. You can´t help. So, try to remember as many details as you can, I will ask only 

the people who were outdoor, [] outside.  

366 S4: “Eu vou.”  

367 S2: I go.  

368 TC: She wants to go.  

369 S2: She is very smart.  

370 S1: I want to go too.  

371 S2: I prefer to answer the questions.  

372 S1: I will open the door for you.  

373: Open the door but I … 

374 TC: OK, OK,[]  one.  

(after the listening) 

375 S4: Ah, teacher, “já me esqueci tudo. ” 

376 TC: The first [] one [] is very easy. How many people are there in this family?  

377 S2: “Naiana, Naiana!” 

378 S1: “Se tu acertar, ponto pra gente.” 

379 TC: How many people? Four people, I´m sorry. 

380 S2: The daughter ..  

381 S1: “Ela ouviu, foi a Naiana que falou.” 

382 TC: Now, question. [] Please, [] put [] your hand in your [] head. Let´s 

see. [] What [] does the mother do? What´s her profession?  

383 S1: What she does is….  

384 S3: “Eh, Oh o cochicho aí atrás!! 

385 S5: I don´t know. I don´t know.  

386 S6: She is a doctor.  

387 TC: Yes. Why is she [] at [] home [] today?  

389 S1: Because she has back … 
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390 TC: Trouble, [] backache?  

391 S6: No, no. “Não pode pegar essa dica.”  

 392 TC: She has [] back [] trouble, it´s [] not [] the reason she [] took 

[] the day [] off.  

393 S4: “Ah, é.” 

394 TC: I ... [] give [] the point to the other [] group.  

395 S5: Because… 

396 TC: Why? Why is she [] at [] home [] today? [] Please, [] what 

[] is she planning to do? She has a day [] off, yeah?  

397 SS: “Ela acertou, ela acertou, ela falou errado...” 

398 S&: “Na hora do vestibular não tem duas chances.” 

399 S3: “Oh, vai fazer vestibular na UFSC.” 

400 TC: [] But [] she is planning to [] get … She is planning to [] have [] a 

dinner also.  

401 S6: “É uma brincadeira pra discontraí, gente.” 

402 S1: Ok, give the …  

403 S5: “A teacher acha que eu mereço um ponto.” 

404 S4: “Um ponto pra gente também. Desse jeito eu aceito.” 

405 TC: She is kidding. [] What [] are the father and mother´s plans for [] 

tonight? Yes, ready? [] What [] happened to the woman?  

406 S7: “eu não, sei, caiu....”  

407 TC: She felt…   

408 S7: …in the “escadas ...” 

409 STC: …in the [] stairs … 

 410 S7: “em cima do skate.” 
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411 TC: Yes, on the [] skate. That´s [] it. Ok. [] At [] the end [] of the 

[] story, she felt the [] stairs and the last question, where [] did she [] 

have [] to go?  

412 S1: Hospital.  

413 TC: To the hospital. She is a doctor, she really heavy [] because [] she [] 

took [] the day [] off, she can´t [] stay [] at [] home [] and after all 

she has to go to the hospital as a patient. Number two. [] Starting [] with 

[] Lorenzo, [] each [] one [] reads [] one. OK. [] Each [] one 

[] reads [] one.  

414 S3: You mean you don´t have to go to the hospital and call.  

415 S4: That´s right. I asked them no to call me unless it´s absolutely necessary.  

416 S3: What are you planning to do with us in your free time?  

417 S1:Maybe I will do the attic. 

418 TC: It´s the upper part [] of [] the [] house. Usually the houses don´t [] 

have [] an [] attic [] anymore. Usually people [] keep [] what [] 

in the [] sótão?  

419 S5: Things teacher.  

420 TC: Yes, [] stuff; `People usually [] keep [] stuff [] there. Useful 

things. Latina basement too.  

421 S5`”Ah, eu tenho uma roda …”  

422 S3: Remember we were not supposed to …  

423 S2: Now, who is the doctor? You or me?  

424 S3: The difficult one. I want to have any more mad at home.  

425 S4: The doctor said to take it.   

426 TC: [] Mad? You know? Don´t [krItsaIz] criticize, don´t bother me. OK.  

427 S6: Don´t forget you are invited for the dinner tonight.  
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428 S8: What time are we suppose to be there? (it´s the end of teacher C´s class – second 

part, 4
th

 tape, side A) 

429 S2: You don´t believe how much stuff I get rid off.  

430 TC: What´s the meaning of I´m getting [] rid [] off? I´m getting free [] off. I´m 

throwing away. [] Get [] rid [] off [] this.  

431 S8: What of … you are OK?  

432 S7: Did you hurt yourself?  

433 S6: Yes. I have chocked them between my shoulders. And I think I might have …  

434 S4: How many times have I told you you have to leave your cars around?  

435 S1: I guess I go to the hospital after all. 

436 TC: I didn´t explain for you this.  

437 S5: “É” teacher! 

438 S2: Teacher, two questions.  

439 TC: Two questions. 

440 S2: What´s the meaning of sharp pain …  

441 TC: Sharp pain … 

442 S2: Helen second game.  

443 TC: Second helen.   

444 S2: About scram.  

445 TC: [] Scram. You  [] scram your uncle.  

446 S6: Bye teacher.  

 

Teacher D 

TD: teacher D S1: student 1 S2 student 2 S3 student 3 S4 student 4 S5 student 5 SS: 

more than one student + short pause ... incomplete sentence 

 

01 S1: I´m going to Criciúma because we have the relatives there.  

02TD: You´re gonna travel. You´re going to Beto Carreiro. You´re gonna travel. And you 

Alexandre?  

03 S2: For the weekend? Not especial.  
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04 TD: OK. And you Dani?  

05 S3: I think I go to my house. At house, home.  

06 TD: You´re going [] home. Where? Your parents´ [] house? Do you [] 

live [] with [] your parents?  

07 S3: No, no.  

08 TD: No.  

09 S3:  

10 TD: Ah, OK. You´re gonna [] stay [] at [] home.  

11 S3: Yeah.  

12 TD: Working?  

13 S3: No.  

14 TD: OK guys. Do you remember [] what [] we saw last class?  

15 S4: What?  

16 TD: Do you remember [] what [] we saw last class?  

17 S4: Yeah.  

18 TD: Comparison, comparison. We´re gonna [] practice [] this comparison a 

[] lot [] more today. [] Not [] any [] a [] bit [] more, [] but [] a 

[] lot [] more, I´m feeling [] that [] you are [] secure. So let´s [] 

start [] the class comparing things. Can you compare [] sleeping [] at [] 

night [] and [] sleeping during the day?  

19 S5: What page?  

20 TD: No,[] Not [] in your [] book. Can you compare [] sleeping [] at 

[] night [] and [] sleeping during the day?  

21 S4: Ah, compare. I think that sleeping at night is better than sleeping at day. Because 

sleeping a day you get tired. 

22 TD: Do you agree? 

23 SS: Yes.  
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24 TD: Maybe you don´t rest. You don´t [] have [] enough [] rest [] if [] 

you, [] if [] you [] sleep [] during the day.  

25 SS: Yes.  

26 TD: So, [] sleeping [] at [] night [] is better than [] sleeping 

during the day. Watching a movie [] at [] home [] and watching a movie 

[] at [] the movie theater.  

27 S2: I think sometimes to see a movie at the theater is better than to see a movie at home. 

Sometimes you almost …  

28 TD: Why?  

29 S2: Because it depends it is raining, depends the content of the movie.  

30 TD: Do you agree? Watching a movie [] at [] a movie theater is always better than 

watching a movie [] at [] home. Can you compare singing in the shower and 

singing [] at [] a [] karaoke?  

31 S4: Singing in a shower is … 

32 S1: Singing in a shower is better than singing in a karaoke. In a karaoke you have a 

“platéia”. Only this.  

33 S2: Is less terrible to sing at the shower than to sing …  

34 TD: Less terrible?!      

35 S2: “É”, you can “improvisar” ….. 

36 TD: [] Improvise.  

37 S2: … iprovise better in the …  

38 TD: In the shower. 

39 S2: In the shower. You make the second voice.  

40 TD: Maybe singing in a shower is less embarrassing than singing in a karaoke. 

Depending on who is listening to you singing. Maybe [] if [] I guess, embarrassing too. 

What´s the [] difference [] between walking on the [] beach and walking 

on the [] streets?  

41 S1: Big.  
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42 TD: There's a [] big [] difference.  

43 S1: Yeah. 

44 S3: Is better to walk on the beach.  

45 TD: OK. Walking on the [] beach [] is better than walking …. 

46 S2: Is better than walking on the street.  

47 TD: OK. Do you agree?  

48 S5: More or less.  

49 S4: Because of pollution.  

50 TD: Uh? 

51 S4: Pollution. 

52 TD: [] Because [] of [] the pollution?  

53 S4: Yes. 

54 S1: How can I say… 

55 S4: No pollution.  

56 TD: There's no pollution.  

57 S4: There is no pollution.  

58 S3: We can´t take a shower in this…  

59 S1: How do we say teacher, take a shower?  

60 TD: Ah, OK. Reading a [] book …. Can you compare reading a [] book [] 

and reading the newspaper?  

61 S3: Ah, as good as.  

62 TD: As [] good [] as.  

63 S3: As good as.  

64 TD: As [] good [] as. I don't accept the answer.  

65 S3: A book is as good as reading a newspaper.  

66 TD: OK. [] What [] do you think guys?  

67 S2: The easy. The book.  

68 S1: I think reading a book is more interesting than reading a newspaper because you 

have more “profundidade?”  
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69 TD: [] Because [] the [] book [] is deeper.  

70 S1: Deeper than the newspaper.  

71 TD: And usually, well, nowadays we only [] read [] about [] 

violence... 

72 S1: Yes.  

73 TD: On the newspaper. What´s the [] difference [] with …can you compare, 

[] not ] the [] difference. Can you compare wearing a shoes and wearing 

casual clothes?  

74 S1: Wearing what?  

75 TD: Wearing a shoes or wearing casual clothes.  

76 S2: On free time is better to wear a shoes than wear a casual …  

77 TD: Don't [] forget [] to [] use [] ing, OK? 

78 S2: On free time is better wearing causal than wearing a shoes. 

79 TD: There is anything to say.  

80 S4: He always says everything.  

81 TD: Can you compare [] studying [] English [] and [] 

studying [] Portuguese?  

82 S5: Studying English is easier than studying Portuguese.  

83 TD: Do you agree [] with [] him? [] Studying [] English [] is 

easier than [] studying [] Portuguese?  

84 S3: No.  

85 TD: No. You think [] studying [] Portuguese [] is easier?   

86 S3: It´s the same. Not too difficult. 

87 TD: Do you agree? [] What [] do you think?  

88 S1: English is easier than Portuguese.  

90 S4: Is easier because speak Portuguese.  

91 S1: “Como que é desde?” 

92 S4: Since. 
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93 TD: [] Since.  

94 S4: Since we were child and it´s easier. But I like to study English.  

95 TD: [] But [] Portuguese [] is easier for you.  

96 S4: Yes. I think so.  

97 TD: Do you agree?  

98 S1: But Portuguese is difficult and English easy but more interesting …  

99 TD: I think [] English [] is [] much [] easier than [] 

Portuguese.  

100 S4: The language yes.  

101 TD: [] If [] you [] study [] English [] and [] 

Portuguese ..  

102 S2: The pronunciation in Portuguese is much more easy than the pronunciation in 

English.   

103 TD: Is [] much [] easier.  

104 S2: Easier.  

105 TD: [] Much [] easier.  

106 S4: Of course. Because we are Brazilian.  

107 TD: OK. 

108 S2: “No inglês você tem diferentes sons pra mesma letra.”     

109 TD: Yes. So, you think … 

110 S2: “Diferentes sons pra mesma letra.”           

112 S4: My God, it´s terrible.  

113 S1: With, with … 

114 S4: I think Portuguese is more complicated language than English. But we know 

English since we, we … 

115 TD: [] Portuguese.  

116 S4: Ah, since we were child, then …  

117 S2: English is so easier … 

118 TD: [] Much [] easier.  
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119 S2: Much easier.  

120 TD: Can you compare eating …  

121 S4: I need to use every much easier than? 

122 TD: No. [] Much [] easier when you want to intensify.  

123 S4: Easier than.  

124 TD: Easier than. Eating [] rich [] food [] and eating vegetables. 

125 SS: Rich food? 

126 TD: [] Rich [] food ]] is a [] food [] that [] is [] rich [] in 

sugar, butter …  

127 SS: Ah, tá.      

128 TD: [] Like [] a [] chocolate [] cake [] is [] rich [] in sugar.  

129 S5: Eating vegetables are more disgusting than eating rich food. 

130 TD: OK.  

131 S3: Rich food is very delicious.  

132 TD: Yes. Is very delicious. [] But [] eating vegetables is, [] not [] are, you 

[] said [] are. Eating vegetables is … 

133 S5: Sorry.  

134 S2: Yes. Eating rich food is better than eating vegetables, en geral, nost … 

135 TD: In general.  

136 S2: In general.  

137 TD: Can you compare taking a test and doing [] research?  

138 S2: The question.  

139 TD: Taking a test and doing [] research. 

140 S2: Research, pesquisa.   

141 TD: Yes.  

142 S5: Taking a test is faster than doing a research.  

143 S3: Doing a research for me is faster than doing a … 

144 TD: A test. Really?  

145 S3: Yes.  
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146 TD: [] It [] depends on the [] research. As Helen, for example, she's 

been doing [] research [] since ... 

147 S1: Since ninety-ninety-nine.  

148 TD: Nineteen-ninety- [] nine. It's a long [] research. [It] It [] 

depends on the [] research. [] But [] I think [] that [] you learn more 

[] with "researches" than you do on the test. OK. Then the last, the last [] one. 

Running a company and working in [] one. Being an employee or being an employer. 

Running in a company or running in [] one.  

149 S2: I haven´t understood.  

150 TD: Running a company when you are the manager on a company. Or working on a 

company as an employee.  

151 S3: It depends.  

152 TD: Depends on a company. [] It [] depends. [] But [] in general.  

153 S1: Running a company is more difficult than working in a company,  

154 TD: In a company. Do you agree?  

155 S4: For me yes. There is more problems …  

156 TD: There are more problems.  

157 S4: There are more problems working …. 

158 TD: A [] walk.  

159 S4: …working as a employee than working as manager  

160 TD: Maybe Alexandre can answer this [] one. 

161 S3: Running a company …  

162 TD: [] Much [] better.  

163 S1: You save more money.  

164 S3: But you have much more responsibility.  

165 TD: Yes. Responsibility.  

166 S1: Yes. More responsibility, more problems and more money.  

167 S3: And you have to stay more time in the company too.  
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168 TD: I [] believe [] when you [] talk [] about [] a company, 

problems and money [] walk [] together. More money you [] make, the 

more problems you [] have. They are there together. Ok guys. I think [] it [] was 

a [] nice [] warm [] up. So now, let's do a listening on [] page [] 

twelve. We're gonna listen to three people Carlos, Paul and Julia talking [] about 

[] their summer jobs. And you [] have [] to answer where [] each [] 

person works and [] write the [] right [] name [] under [] each 

[] picture [] because [] you see there are three pictures here [] but [] 

they are [] not [] in order. You [] have [] to [] put [] in the correct order. 

[] Take [] a [] look [] at [] the first [] one. [] What [] did [] 

this woman here is doing? What's her [] job? [] What [] do you think her 

[] job [] is?  

169 S4: What?  

170 TD: The first woman. [] What [] do you think she does?  

171 S1: Very sorridente. Sma 

172 TD: [] Smiling. [] Smiling.  

173 S4: Smiling.  

174 S1: Very smiling.  

175 S3: A manager.  

176 S4: Yeah.  

177 TD: Do you think she is a manager? 

178 S4: Yeah.  

179 TD: [] What [] about [] the second picture?  

180 S5: Programs. 

181TD: Programs. Maybe. And the third [] one?  

182 S1: A chef.    
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183 S4: How can I say in English a chef, cook?  

184 TD: [] Chef.  

185 S4; In this case, can I say chef. 

186 TD: You can say [] chef. [] Chef [] is the more [] specialized 

[] cook. I don't know [] if [] anyone [] here is a [] chef. You are cooks. 

So, let's listen.  

(after the listening)  

187 TD: Where dose she work?  

188 S3: She woks on a company, she atende the telephone.  

189 TD: She makes calls.  

190 S3: She makes calls.  

191 TD: It´s a marketing company, [] right? So, maybe she receives calls to [] give 

[] some [] information [] about [] the company.    

192 S5: She sells things.  

193 TD: She sells things, yes. [] But [] maybe she can [] give [] some  

[] information [] about [] the company.  

194 S4: Maybe she can give some information about the company. 

195 TD: Usually she calls people.  Does she [] like [] her [] job? Do you 

remember she likes her [] job? Does she [] like her [] job?  

196 SS: Yes.  

197 TD: Yes. Number two. Who's number two?  

198 SS: Carlos.  

199 TD: Carlos.  

200 S3: He … an English for children.  

201 TD: He teaches …  

202 S3: He teaches… 

203 TD: He is a teacher. He works in … 

204 S3: Something for children.  

205 TD: A center.  
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206 S4: What?  

207 TD: Learning center.  

208 S4: Learning center.  

209 TD: Learning center for kinds. Does he [] like [] his [] job?  

210 SS: Yes.  

211 TD: Number three. Who's number three? The last [] one. Paul. Where dos he 

work? 

212 S3: She don't like the cooker.  

213 TD: Doe he [] like [] to be a [] chef? [] But, is he a [] chef?  

214 SS: No. 

215 TD: Assistant.  

216 S4: Assistant. 

217 TD: [] What [] does he do in the restaurant?  

218 SS: He cuts vegetables and washes the dishes.  

219 S4: And helps the chef. 

220 TD: He helps the [] chef.  He's [] not [] the [] chef. And he does the 

[] market, [] right?  

221 S1: What he said about money? I think I understand bit money.  

222 TD: [] What [] did [] he say [] about [] money?  

223 S33: He needs the money.  

224 TD: Yes. He needs the money.  

225 S1: And the motivo?  

226 TD: The reason.  

227 S1: The reason he works there.  

228 TD: Does the [] job [] pay well?  

229 S3: The money is not bad.  

230 TD: He doesn't [] like [] the [] job [] but [] the money is [] not 

[] bad. So he needs the money.  
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231 S2: The money is good.  

232 S5: The money is not bad. 

233 TD: The money is [] not [] bad. OK guys. I'd [] like [] you to work in 

groups. Ah, well, can [] have [] two groups here. Three people and two people 

[] because [] there is no way to [] cut [] Alexandre in two. Boys 

and girls. I don't know. You three here, you work together. You're gonna [] choose, 

you're gonna try to answer these questions and compare these jobs you [] have [] in 

these [] strange [] color box, I don't know. I don't know [] what [] 

color [] it [] is. So you [] have [] pros and cons [] of … You're gonna 

[] talk [] about [] pros and cons [] of [] all [] these [] 

professions here. So you [] have [] there baby-sitter, a [] dance [] 

instructor, hiking trail [] guide… [] If [] you don't know any [] of [] these 

[] professions, [] stop [] me. Ah, assistant in a museum, a [] chef 

assistant, a park ranger, a [] dog [] walker, a [] telephone [] 

operator.  

234 S4: Hiking trail guide.  

235 S3: Take tourists.  

237 TD: Yes. A man who takes tourists, [] if [] you want to [] take [] a tourists to 

know Lagoinha do Leste, you [] guide [] them to go.  

238 S4: Hiking trail.  

239 TD: Hiking trail is the trail you [] have [] to [] walk [] on to go to 

Lagoinha, Pedra Branca, places [] that [] you [] can [] not [] go by your 

car.  

240 S5: Park ranger.  

241 TD: Park ranger is the person who takes care [] of [] the park. So here we [] 

have [] some [] of … [] of [] what [] to do. For Example, [] which 
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[] job [] do you think [] that [] pays more? [] Which [] one has 

better hours? [] Which [] one [I] is more interesting? Harder. More challenging. 

More re-wordy Do you remember re-wordy? You do. [] What [] are he advantages 

and disadvantages [] of [] each [] job? Do you remember Kan? What's Kan? You 

[] have [] a [] good [] memory. [] But [] please, draw 

comparisons here, don't say just the baby-sitter's [] job [] is more interesting, harder, 

harder than [] what. OK? You [] have [] to compare. So [] get [] 

together and work and [] talk. [] Speak [] English.  

(after the group activity)  

242 TD: [] Which [] one [] is more challenging, for example.       

243 S2: … is the more challenging.  

244 TD: The most challenging.  

245 S2: The most challenging.   

246 S3: I think that hiking trail guide is the most challenging.  

247 TD: You see here we [] have [] that [] old problem. You [] said 

[] that ...  

248 S1: The most challenging … 

249 S2: A park ranger is the most challenging.  

250 TD: A park ranger is the most challenging. Is the park ranger more challenging or his 

profession?  

251 S5 Being a park ranger … 

252 S2: Being a park ranger … 

253 TD: I [] have [] been working as a park ranger. Being a park ranger, [] not 

[] a park ranger. It's [] not [] about [] his .. it's [] about [] the 

profession.  

254 S4: But I can say, a baby-sitter, a telephone operator are the most stressing jobs. No?  
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255 TD: Than you can say, than you can [] use [] have. Baby-sitter and [] 

telephone [] operator [] have [] the most stressing jobs.  

256 S4: Ah, tá.  

257 S2: And the which one has bad hours; A hiking trail guide is the one has bad hours.  

258 TD: Who has the best, the best hours. You are using superlative here. [] What [] 

do you [] have [] there [] about [] the hours?   

259 S5: About the hours?  

260 S4: Hiking trail guide has better hours than the telephone operator.  

261 TD: [] Which [] job [] do you think pays more?  

262 S2: What?  

263 TD: [] Which [] job [] do you think pays more? [] Which [] 

jobs guys? 

264 S5: A park ranger.  

265 TD: A park ranger?  

266 SS: Yes.  

267 TD: Be a park ranger is better [] paid. A parker ranger is better [] paid 

[] than who, than all he other profession?  

268 S4: I think that a dog walker earns more money than a … 

269 TD: A [] dog [] walker! For sure! [] Which profession is the 

more interesting?  

270 S4: The most interesting profession is hiking trail guide. 

271 TD: And in your opinion?  

272 S5: Working as an assistant in a museum is more interesting.  

273 TD: I don't know. The most interesting [] of [] all the others, the other jobs. [] If 

[] you are comparing just two … 

274 S4: … is more interesting than being a dance instructor.  

275 S2: Is tem most.  

276 TD: [] Which [] one [] is the harder? 
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277 S3: Being a baby-sitter is the hardest.  

278 TD: Really? [] What [] do you think guys?  

279 S2:  … the more harder 

289 SS: More harder.  

281 S4: It´s harder.  

282 TD: Only harder.  

283 S2: A telephonist, a telephone operator is the hardest or being as a is the hardest?  

284 TD: Working as or being a [] telephone [] operator is harder than 

being a chef's assistant. [] Which [] one [] is more challenging?  

285 S1: Hiking trail guide.  

286 TD: Hiking trail [] guide. [] What [] are the advantages and disadvantages 

[] of [] each [] job? [] Choose [] two [] and [] talk [] about 

[] that. You don't [] have [] to [] talk [] about [] all the [] eight 

[] jobs.  

287 S1: Being a dance instructor you can … more people and being a telephone operator 

you get stressed … 

288 TD: [] Stressed. 

289 S1: Being a telephone operator.  

290 TD: What´s the advantage [] of [] being a [] telephone [] 

operator? [] Did [] you find any? 

281 S1: Maybe … first. 

282 S4: They retire. 

293 TD: Are you sure they retire first?  

294 S1: I'm not sure. I think.  

295 TD: Can you [] imagine [] if [] they don't? And there's no advantage 

[] at [] all. And you guys?  

296 S2: The disadvantages … 
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297 S1: But you can think that a telephone operator, you can get a … I know some people 

that this happened.  

298 TD: So, maybe they retire first.  

299 S2: Being a dog walker is so tired as… 

300 TD: Tiring 

301: S2: Tiring. 

302 TD: Tiring [] some.  Being [] what? A [] dog- [] walker? 

303 S2: Yes.  

304 TD: Depends on your timetable. Can you see an advantage of being a [] dog 

[] walker? 

305 S3: Yes. You take a dog to walk … 

306 S1: Not always.  

307 TD: It´s so funny.  

(it´s the end of the first part of TD´s class, 5
th

 tape side A) 

308 S2: Being a dog walker makes he get more …  

309 TD: OK guys. I'll [] give [] you … It's [] not [] this [] sheet [] of 

[] paper her. It's [] not [] related to [] what [] you're seeing on the 

[] book. It's an extra [] exercise [] to see how well you can follow 

instructions. It's in [] English. It's [] done [] in [] five [] minutes. 

I'll [] give [] you [] eight [] minutes as you are learners, no [] 

English [] speakers, [] native [] English [] speakers. Can you 

follow the instructions? The following test is to see how well you can follow instructions. 

[] But [] you only [] have [] five [] minutes, let's [] make [] 

it, how many [] did [] I say? Seven, [] eight?  

310 S3: Eight.  

311 S2: Ten.  

312 S4: You said ten.  
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313 TD: I didn't say ten. In [] which … No, ten minutes is [] much. You only 

[] have [] five [] minutes, ten minutes in [] which [] to [] 

complete. So, you will [] have [] to work quickly. [] Have [] a pen or a pencil 

ready and begin when your teacher says: [] start. You must [] stop [] 

immediately when your teacher says times [] up. You must [] not [] talk [] to 

anyone else in the class or [] let [] them see your paper. Ok .So, I'll [] give [] 

you ten minutes. Ready? Do you [] have [] a pen? A pencil? Ready? [] Start. 

(after the extra material activity) 

314 TD: [] If [] you [] read [] sentence [] one, [] read [] through 

the questions carefully first, [] did [] you [] read [] through the questions?  

315 S2: Yes.  

316 TD: [] Did [] you?  No. You didn´t.  

317 S5: What?  

318 TD: He [] did [] it. [] Did [] you [] read [] these [] 

questions?  

319 S1: All the sentences first. 

320 TD: [] If [] you [] read [] to all the questions first, and you [] take [] a 

[] look [] at [] the last [] one you [] have, now [] that [] you [] 

have [] read [] to all the sentences you are going to … 

321 S5: … (difficult to understand) … 

322 TD: Yeah. Me too.  

323 S1: I know but I didn't … When you need a job. sometimes they, they give tjis test.  

324 TD: [] But [] you know [] what, I [} gave [] you [] too [] 

much [] time. I [] should [] have [] given you [] five [] 

minutes [] because [] then you, [] because [] if [] you [] have 

[] just [] five [] minutes to [] complete [] and you see how 
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many things you [] have [] to do and it's very hard [] that [] you [] take 

[] sometime [] to [] read [] all the questions, you [] start [] in a 

hurry.  

 325 S4: I read only the four sentences first than I … 

326 TD: [] Read [] the last ones. So you knew the test already. So for you guys 

[] that [] read [] all the instructions … 

327 S2: When I read the first sentence I “precebi …” 

328 TD: [] Noticed.  

329 S2: Noticed the …  

330 TD: The [] trick.  

331 S2: The trick.  

332 TD: So, you saw the [] trick. You see I'm [] not [] so original teacher. [] 

Not [] a real ... OK guys. Now just [] let [] me [] give [] you ... You [] 

have [] readings for the weekend. [] These [] are texts you [] have [] to 

[] read [] for next class. It's [] much, [] much, [] much [] more 

interesting than the other [] one. It's [] about [] remembering days, 

[] about [] memory. I think you're gonna [] like [] it. So, [] read 

[] it for Monday. We discuss on Monday. And now we also [] have [] a reading 

[] but [] on the [] book. We really [] have [] the [] workbook 

[] too. [] Unite [] two … 

333 S4: What?  

334 TD: [] Workbook. [] Unite [] two, number four. [] Have [] 

we done [] number four? 

335 S4: Not yet. 

336 S3: Yes. 

337 TD: Oh, yeah. So we [] have [] to do [] five, six, seven and [] eight.  
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338 S1: I think so. 

339 S3: Five, six … 

340 TD: From [] five [] to [] eight. This [] one [] is faster than he previous 

[] one [] but [] I [] like [] the first [] one [] better. Don't you 

think the first [] one [] is better than this [] one? [] Cause [] you [] use 

[] the adjectives. Ok, Now we [] have [] a text on [] page [] thirteen. 

[] Strategies for keeping your [] job. Do you [] use [] or do you 

know any [] strategy [] for keeping your [] job? [] What [] is 

important to know or to do? [] Not [] to [] loose [] your [] job.  

341 S1:It´s necessary to do, no, to make assíduo … 

342 TD: Assiduous. [] But [] you can't miss …  

343 S3: Efficient. To be efficient.  

344 TD: You [] have [] to be efficient.  

345 S1: You need responsible, responsabilidade.  

346 TD: Responsibility. You [] have [] to be responsible. 

 347 S4: How can I say buscar mais conhecimento?  

348 TD: To [] look [] for [] knowledge [] about [] your [] job. 

To [] keep [] yourself updated. [] Have [] you [] said [] 

update? [] What [] concerns your area. You [ [] have [] to [] 

update, to be updated. This text is updated. 

349 S2: It´s wrong to say to be updated? 

350 TD: No. [] What [] else? Do you [] use [] any [] strategy?  

Do you try to [] keep [] yourselves updated? Yes. Always. Do you miss many 

days [] of [] work? Do you miss … days?  

351 S1: No. Miss é deixar?  

352 S4: No. Perder.  

353 S1: How can I say deixar?  
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354 TD: I left. 

355 S1 I left.  

356 TD: Are you [] positive?  

357 S4: I think so.  

358 TD: I think is terrible when you [] have [] a call worker [] that [] 

always says [] bad [] things [] about [] everything, [] about 

[] the day, the work, the text. The person complains [] about … Maybe, to be 

[] positive [] is expected. [] Not [] expected [] but [] 

influences. [] Took [] staff [] cutback. When a company is going [] 

through [] a difficult [] period, [] sometimes [] they [] decide 

[] to [] cutback [] the [] staff [] and to send [] some [] 

people to fire, [] make [] a kind [] of [] an agreement. Remember Banco do 

Brasil [] some [] years ago, I know [] because [] my mother [] used 

to work there …  

359 S1: Administration work can … 

360 TD: I remember the ones a [] huge [] cutback, Banco do Brasil [] 

some [] years ago. I know [] because [] my mother was an employee, they 

were trying to [] make [] agreement  

361 S3: “Demissão incentivada”.  

362 S4: You need to be an apple-polish  

363 TD: Do you know [] what [] an apple-polisher is? Apple-polisher, you know 

[ those [] students who [] give [] to the teacher an apple, they [] 

polish [] the apple first, “puxa-saco” in [] English. And there're always. OK. So, 

[] read [] the text, I'll [] give [] you [] some … [] five [] 

minutes to [] read [] the text.  

(After reading the text.)  
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364 TD: Do you thing the information is interesting? Yes. Any vocabulary you don't 

understand. New words for you.  

365 S3: Push your ideas.  

366 TD: [] Push [] your ideas. To [] push [] é empurrar, so, almost [] like 

[] “forçar”, when people are talking [] about, I don´t know, writing a contract. 

To [] push [] your ideias, “vamo tenta junta umas idéia ...” 

367 S3: “Pegar no tranco.” 

368 TD: No. “Não é pegar no tranco.” It's different. [] Imagine [] I work in the 

[] same [] company [] that [] Carla and Razan work, and they are 

talking [] about [] I don't know, panting the wall and I try to [] make [] 

my idea being heard. “Tu dá uma empurrada na tua idéia.” 

369 S2: “Pra vende teu peixe”.  

370 TD: “É, pra vende meu peixe”.  

371 S3: Very important. “Uma imposição.”  

372 TD: To [] push [] your idea.  

373 S3: Skills.  

374 TD: [] Skills. [] Skills [] are capability. To [] speak [] 

English [] is a [] skill. Abilities you [] have. [] What [] do you think 

[] about [] make [] sure everyone knows you? You see, they're saying 

[] that [] being a [] good [] worker is sometimes less important than 

making sure people know you're [] good [] worker. So you [] have [] to 

[] make [] your work and yourself visible. Do you agree [] with [] that? Do 

you agree? Are you lost?  Do you know … Are you lost?  

375 S4: Yes, yes.  

376 TD: I'm talking [] about [] the first part …  

377 S2: What they believe …    
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378 TD: I'm talking [] about [] the first item. [] Make [] sure everyone 

knows you. And I'm checking [] it [] you agree [] with [] this information or 

[] not. OK. Any other word you don't understand. OK. Are the [] strategies 

written in the article useful for places you, where you work? 

379 S2: Try to make a move to sails.  

380 TD: [] Like [] a [] change [] or “começar, try to [] make [] a 

[] move. “Começar a trabalhar com vendas.”  OK guys. Are you ready for discussion? 

Help me. I'm asking questions you are [] not [] answering. Do you think [] 

these [] strategies are vailable or [] not? No. Do you [] use [] any 

[] of [] these [] strategies here?  

381 S3: I arrive early in the … 

382 TD: You [] arrive [] early in the .. so, you try to impress your boss.  

383 S1: I try to be positive.  

384 TD: You try to be [] positive.  

385 S5: I try to learn everything that have in a job.  

386 TD: Do you try to [] make [] yourselves visible?  

387 S1: Sometimes.  

388 S5: Sometime you don't have time.  

389 S3: I try to use this strategy.  

390 TD: [] Strategy.  

391 S3: I appropriate the American culture. There are “marca da concorrência.”  

392 S2: It depends on the “empresa.” 

393 TD: [] It [] depends on the area you work.  

394 S3 I think in Brazilian more livre, so “ concorrente”  

395 TD: I think so.  

396 S1: American is more…. 

397 S4: I think that the “Mercado” …  
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398 TD: I think many [] strategies … 

399 S2… to work to collect … in most of the casesthe “entrevistas”, interviews .. to get the 

job. I think when they …  

400 TD: [] It [] depends on. [] If [] you are [] like [] a …  is easier. I 

think many fits here. Many [] strategies in the text, I think, are more 

[] appropriate [] to be [] used in an [] office.  

401 SS: Yes.  

402 TD: [] Because [] it [] depends. In our profession [] like [] 

push [jr] your ideas, [] make [] yourself visible, we try to do a [] good 

[] job [] and [] have [] nice [] ideas. It´s different. You see. [] 

It [] depends on he area you work. [] But [] I think [] that [] being 

[] positive [] is a [] topic [] that [] is [] good [] for every area. 

All area. There are people [] that [] are [] like [] “gato preto” [] if [] you 

cross [] with [] them, they [] give [] you seven years [] of [] bad [] 

luck, so [] negative [] they are. And I don't know, [] like [] to impress 

your boss. Maybe in an [] office. [] Not [] in my [] job. I don't know in your 

[] job.  

403 S1: In my no.  

404 TD: I try to impress myself checking this [] at [] home. I think improving 

your [] skills also, is also important  

405 S4: When you learn anything, everything can help. 

 406 TD: In your area, [] of [] course.  

407 S4: Yes, in my area.  

408 TD: So, That's why I think it's more [] appropriate [] for [] office [] 

to work. 

409 SS: yYes.  
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410 TD: So guys, according to the article, you … two questions and you [] have [] 

to find the most [] appropriate [] information. So, number [] 

one, being employee, [] five [] A,OK? Are you there? Are you [] with [] me? 

Be employee whose [] job [] is least likely to be [] cut. Do you understand this? 

Least likely.  

411 S4: “Menos provável.”  

412 TD: “Menos provável” to be [] cut. Elza, can you [] read [] it, [] please.  

413 S1: …her department have one unpatient. For Deby, Carla.  

414 S4: She is always finding something good to say about her father.  

415 TD: Aqueu.  

416 S3: She always gives her opinion about her department and her section.  

417 TD: [] Which [] one is least likely to be [] cut?  

418 SS: Deby.  

419 TD: Do you agree?  

420 SS: Yes.  

421 TD: Yhe employee [] which [] one [] is the most likely to be [] cut? 

422 SS: Albeert.  

423 S3: He takes his extra time to destroy them.  

424 S2: He …his extra time to … 

425 S1: He … his extra time to talk about … responsibility.  

426 TD: [] Which [] one is most likely to be [] cut?  

427 SS: Albert.  

428 TD: Albert?  

429 S4: Yes.  

430 TD: He's [] not [] exchanging his [] knowledge. He's doing 

just he work, well just his work. This question is interesting. Don´t you think?  

431 S4: I like it.  
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432 TD: OK guys. We [] have [] discussed the questions for discussion on part 

B. In fact we [] have [] used then, we [] have [] talked [] about 

[] them [] at [] the beginning before the text. So we [] have [] already 

[] discussed [] that. Already. That's [] it [] for today. Don't [] 

forget, you [] have [] the readings and the [] workbook. And [] have 

[] a very [] nice [] weekend.  

 

Teacher E 

TE: teacher E S1: student 1 S2: student 2 S3: student 3 S4: student S5: student 5 S6: 

student 6 S7: student 7 S8: student 8 S9; student 9 SS: more than one student + short 

pause ... incomplete sentence 

     

 01 TE: I [] got [] worried [] with [] you. I [] thought: what's hurry [] 

up [] with [] Sérgio?   

02 S1: Now I'm coming to the classes again.   

03 TE: Yeah It's [] good [] to [] have [] you [] back in your beautiful 

[] mood. Yeah, he was [] not [] well. Sometimes …   

04 S1: ... I did the most time … 

05 TE: Ah, people from capital … 

06 S1: Yeah.  

07 TE: …are  moody. … Are they moody. Do you agree [] with [] that?  

08 S1: Doctors said.  

09 TE: Ah, the [] science.  

10 S2: I don´t believe the science because people, the person ... 

11 TE: People.  

12 S2: Science is not, is not matter.  

13 S1: New student.  
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14 TE: In a way, she … [] Forget. She is here today to [] visit [] you. She 

wants to see how beautiful you are, you know. She is [] not [] the [] student 

[] of SENAC, she is from somewhere else and she is here just to pay a [] visit 

[] to you. And you Cíntia, you haven't [] said [] anything so far. So 

[] quiet. Very [] quiet.  Isn't she [] quiet [] today? As always, 

[] right. So, we were talking [] about [] moody, go on.  

15 S3: What page?  

16 TE: I'm just checking again the vocabulary we [] had [] last class [] 

because [] she wasn´t here. She [] missed the class so she …. Than we [] have 

[] punctual. Who is punctual in this class? Just you. You are punctual. He has to 

be punctual [] because [] one [] day he is going to be king, isn't [] that 

[] so? And the king has to be punctual. 

17 S1: Extremely punctual. 

18 TE: Extremely punctual.  

19 S1: I'm punctual.  

20 TE: Yeah, Sérgio is punctual.  

21 S4: I'm also punctual.  

22 TE: That's [] it. Now you [] have [] to find a punctual queen for yourself, [] 

right? 

23 S4: Yes. 

24 TE: [] Because [] if [] the queen is punctual. He says you're probably are 

[] not [] getting anything [] of [] this. He [] said [] that [] one 

[] day … we are talking [] about [] plans for the future and his plans are in 

the future he is going to be the king [] of “Armação”. He is going to declare 

[] independence [] of [] the …  

25 S4: It´s not the right word. You said I´m going to be the king of … 
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26 TE: It´s just a matter [] of [] how [] big [] your kingdom is going to be. We 

can [] decide [] that [] later on. Well and reliable [] what [] is, 

[] what [] does [] it [] be, to be a reliable person? Try to explain to her. What's 

[] that? You are a reliable person. Try to explain to her.  

27 S5: Absolutely. 

28 TE: [] But [] she is curious to know [] what [] reliable person is       

29 S6: I forgot, teacher, I don't understand reliable.  

30 TE: You [] look [] up [] reliable. What's reliable?  

31 S6: What's the meaning of reliable? 

32 S4: You can trust me.  

33 TE: OK. You can trust him. So, a person you can trust, a person [] what [] he or 

she says is .. to do. Well, this person is reliable, [] right?  

34 S6: Confiável, né? Reliable, “confiável”?  

35 TE: Yes. [] Someone [] you can trust. OK. [] What [] about 

[] strict?  

36 S2: Very hard.  

37 TE: Do you think Sérgio is a [] strict father? 

38 S7: He seams not a king.  

39 TE: Ah, don't say [] that. He's wearing this to [] get [] used to the idea [] 

of wearing a crown, you know. This is to [] get [] used to the crown, you know. 

Yeah, you [] have [] to [] get [] used to [] have [] something 

in your [] head. OK. So, We [] have [] been … Remember we [] had [] 

a conversation, the listening was [] about [] personalities. So, then we 

went to the [] clause, remember?  

40 S2: Cause with because.  
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41 TE: Causes [] with [] because. So, when you want to say, when you [] 

have [] to justify, say the reason [] of [] something … Last class you [] 

looked [] sad, [] what [] was [] that? You, [] give [] me an answer.  

42 S1: I was disgusted because of my mother. 

43 TE: Hello! You are punctual [] but [] not [] punctual [] enough. 

[] Not [] punctual [] enough. Here. [] Sit [] down.  

44 SS: Oh! 

45 TE: You are [] not [] punctual [] enough [] here. 

46 S1: She always is punctual.  

47 TE: Yes. She is always punctual. She always arrives six twenty [] shot. [] Not 

[] before in a [] half. It's always six-thirty [] shot.   

48 S8: Sorry.  

49 TE: No problem. Than I [] asked you [] at [] home [] that [] was 

your homework for next class.  

50 S6: Writing … 

51 TE: Writing [] about [] a [] job, [] about [] want a [] job. 

OK. [] Good! Something, something you [] would [] be [] good [] at [] 

or something you wouldn't be [] good [] at. I will tell you later Milena. We were 

talking [] about [] the [] good fa …[] of [] people for certain jobs, 

[] right? For example, you [] cannot [] see [] blood. Yes, [] if [] you 

faint when you see [] blood, you couldn't be a doctor. Neither [] could [] you be 

a [n] nurse, [] right? So, [] that [] what [] our homework will to be 

exactly [] about [] that, [] right? You [] write [] a paragraph [] of 

[] so telling me [] at [] least three reasons for your [] choice. Why [] 
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would [] you be a [] good [] engineer or [] nurse [] or a doctor or 

why [] not. OK? So. She is feeling so [] hot. She seams a [] hot [] girl. 

52 S8: And happy. 

53 TE: [] Hot [] and happy. Why are you so happy? Tell me. Justify. [] Use 

[] because. [] Give [] a, [] give [] a [] sentence [] with [] 

because. Go [] ahead.            

54 S8: How do we say “pedaço” in English?  

55 TE: “Pedaço”. Well, depends a [] piece [] of [] what. A [] piece [] of 

[] bread, [] a piece [] of [] paper, [] of [] what.  

56 S8: A piece, the bad way, you know.  

57 TE: Ah, you mean “ pedaço de mal canminho” meaning a [] big [] piece [] of 

[] bad [] way. OK. That's a really [] bad [] situation. You saw a 

really [] handsome [] guy 

58 S1: E essa alteração da mulher, como é que fica.  

59 TE: That's pre-menstrual [] syndrome. That's [] not, the [] case [] is 

[] not [] being [] moody. That's something [] of … you know, this happens 

[] with [] women. You wouldn't understand [] if [] I told you everything. 

60 S3: (impossible to understand) 

61 TE:  … we [] get [] extremely happy. OK. So.  

62 S8: What's a humiliation! 

63 TE: So, I [] would [] like [] you to go, I [wud] would [] like [] you to 

be, to go in pairs, pair work. You two here, Jaime and Sérgio, you two there and you 

[] make [] a trio. Than I [] would [] like [] to go to [] page 

[] sixty-five [] please. I will [] give [] you [] some [] five 

[] minutes to go through this reading,  underline [] the words you 

don't understand and then we are going to [] talk [] about [] this, we are going 
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to [] have [] a little discussion on .. [] What [] was [] that? Nothing. 

Nothing serious. I [] thought [] it [wz] was Sérgio´s car. OK. [] Would [] you 

do [] that? You two? [] Underline [] the words you don't understand…. 

64 S6: I don't understand anything.  

65 TE: You don't understand anything.  

(during the pair work) 

66 TE: It´s the [] opposite [] of [] shy.  

67 S8: “Desinibido.” 

68 TE: Yeah, in a way. It´s the [] opposite [] of [] Cíntia. You know, 

outgoing, the person likes to [] talk [] to people, is extraverted, extraverted. Vai.  

69 S1: Extraverted.  

70 TE: Yeah. It´s [] not [] shy. 

71 S6: Teacher, are you anxious or not?  

72 TE: Me?  

73 S6: No. Me.  

74 TE: Yes. You [] have [] to … 

75 TE: … try to [] pick [] it [] up [] and then answer. Ok. [] Finished. 

[] Finished? OK, OK. Don't worry! He´s [] not [] today in his better. OK. 

[] Finished? [] Right. OK? c Finished? Let's go!  

76 S8: No.  

77 TE: Yeah, [] Not [] finish [] yet?  

78 TE: You [] could [] not [] be in either [] of [] these [] cases [] if 

[] you are an [] artistic [] type, [] which [] profession you 

probably [] would [] not, [] would [] not [] be sensible for you, [] 

right? OK [] Finished [] now? [] Finished? Problems in vocabulary? OK. 

Can we [t] check [] it [] now? OK. So, according to the text you [] read, 
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according to … Ok you can [] finish [] that [] later on. According to the 

text, is [] it [] easy to find the [] job? Is there, is there a [] right [] job 

[] for you? Is there the [] right [] job [] for you? How can you find? Is there 

the [] right [] job [] for you?  

79 S1: I think I can be all kinds. 

80 TE: You can [] take [] all kinds [] of [] jobs? You [] have … Well 

you [] have [] all six types of personality. He's a genius. The genius [] out [] 

of [] the box.  

81 S8: Superman.  

82 TE: Superman. OK. So, [] what [] are the main kinds of personality we [] 

have? [] Realistic, [] investigative … [] What [] does [] it 

[] mean to [] keep [] track? To follow details, you know exactly how things 

begin, how they [] continue, how they are going to end [] up, all the little, to be, 

to know all the little details [] of [] the thing. So, then we [] have [] the other 

[] type [] is [] artistic [] and function enterprising, cooperation and the 

conventional. You are all [] of [] them. 

83 S1: I like to work with machines.  

84 TE: So, people who [] like [] to work [] with [] machines and tools, 

they are [] what [] kind? So, people who [] like [] to work [] with [] 

these [] tools are [] what? [] What [] kind [] of [] 

personality do they are?  

85 SS: Realistic.  

86 TE: They are the [] realistic [] type. Ok. You [] could [] be [] 

what [] else? [] What [] other type [] would [] you be?    

87 S1: Investigative because I like...  
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88 TE: [] Investigative.  

89 S1: Investigative because I like to … situations.  

90 TE: I always saw you [] have [] a kind [] of, a kind [] of [] Sherloc 

[] Homes [] style, you [] like [] to find [] out [] things, you 

discover, [] investigate. [] What [] else do you [] like?  

91 S1: Artistic side. 

92 TE: Creativity. 

93 S1: I think that I am Picasso because I know that wash the dish I´m an artistic man.  

94 TE: You are an [] artistic [] man. You know how to … 

95 S1 I sweep the floor… 

96 TE: You [] sweep [] the floor. He's in a [] state [] of [] chock [] 

because [] this last [] week [] he [] discovered [] that [] his 

[] wife [] and his mother were [] sick [] in the [] same [] time. So 

he [] had [] to sweep [] the floor, he is really [] artistic [] type.  

97 S1: Natural.  

98 TE: Ah, they say you are a laughter [] because [] you lie a little [] bit. [] 

What [] else? Are you enterprising too?  

99 S1: The social type.  

100 TE: The social [] type. [] What [] is [] that?  

101 S1: I like to help everyone.   

102 TE: You [] like [] to help everybody. [] But [] in fact, in fact you prefer 

[] that …helps you, [] right? Especially [] with [] this sweeping and 

washing and cooking.  

103 S1: I think I born this. 

104 TE: You were born. 

105 S1: I were born.  
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106 TE: The second Jesus Christ. OK. Now. So. [] What [] do [] realistic 

[] conventional? [] What [] kind [] of [] jobs [] 

could ] conventional people [] have? Conventional people.  

107 S1: Routines. 

108 TE: People [] that [] follow routines, yes. A secretary. Being a secretary. 

Another here.  

109 S1: Work with details like...       

110 TE: Details. So you are a conventional guy as well. 

111 S2: People work perfect … manager …  

112 TE: To deal [] with …  

113 S2: Perfect, you see …  

114 TE: [] Like [] details, focus on details. 

115 S2: Perfect … 

116 TE: You [] like [] everything [] done [] perfect. 

117 S6: Teacher.  

118 TE: Yes.  

119 S6: I forget a protection life.  

120 TE: A protection [] life. They are [] what? Yeah, people, now we [] still 

[] have [] those [] jobs. Remember Industrial Revolution when they 

[] introduced, in England, for example, the protection [] life [] were a 

kind [] of [] valid. So, you do always the [] same. [] Repetitive 

[] jobs. Always the[] same [] thing 

121 S8: “Bancário, bancária, também é assim.” 

122 TE: Yeah, yeah. [] What [] kind [] of [] personality do you 

think this is?  

123 S6: Conventional.  
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124 TE: Conventional, yeah. [] What [] about [] an [] artistic [] 

guy? A person [] that [] has this artistic kind [] of [] personality. 

[] Would [] you feel happy in a factory work, working in a factory, doing always the 

[] same [] thing? 

125 SS: No.   

126 TE: Ok. [] If [] you are [] artistic, let's do checking list here, the [] 

artistic [] type, tell me the [] job [] here [] that [] he [] could 

[] possibly [] not [] take, where he [] would [] not [] be happy. 

[] Artistic [] type. Are you [] artistic? The [] artistic [] 

type [] you couldn't be, [] would [] not [] be a [] good [] idea for you 

to work. 

127 S4: Computer programmer.  

129 TE: Yeah, and computer [] science, yeah a computer programmer. [] Good. 

You can't be as [] negative, ah, you didn't [] read [] it. Conventional. No. [] 

If [] you are the kind, the conventional [] type [] you [] could [] not [] be 

…  

130 S8: Temper.  

131 TE: [] Because [] if [] you are the conventional [] type, you are [] 

not [] creative. You [] could [] not [] be an inventor. [] If [] you are 

the enterprising [] type, [] which [] profession du you [] 

eliminate [] from the list?  

132 S2: A painter. 

133 TE: Yeah, why? Politician. Politician. [] What [] kind [] of [] 

personality in general terms? You know there are exceptions, [] of [] course! They 

are usually [] creative, very [] creative …  

133 S3: Artistic.  
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134 TE: [] Artistic.  

135 S9: They like to help people.  

136 TE: Yeah, they [] like [] to help people. So, they are social as well. Ok. Now, 

[] if [] you are the kind [] of [] investigative, you [] could [] not 

[] be [] what, [] what [] couldn't be a [] good [] idea? And the 

[] realistic [] type [] now. [] What [] did [] you [] check 

[] out?  

137 S8: Carpenter.  

138 TE: [] What [] is a carpenter? [] What [] does a carpenter do?   

139 S6: Come to your house. ] 

140 TE: The carpenter, the carpenter is your …[] but [] you´re is just a king. Any 

other word you didn't understand? It´s OK. Is [] that [] an alarm [] clock? OK. 

You are the social [] type ..be the [] check [] out.  

141 S2: Writer.  

142 TE: Writer. Why?  

142 S3; Because the writer very lonely, creative, article, novels … 

143 TE: So, you are … 

144 S2: You need, he needs a, he needs very lonely, it be ... 

145 TE: Concentration.  

146 S2: Very concentration.  

147 TE: He needs concentration.  

148 S2: Concentration. 

149 S1: But I thin a writer can help other people.  

150 TE: Yeah, [] but [] than it's the [] book [] you [] write. [] What 

[] he does, the final result, his work can affect him. Yes. That's true. They say [] that 

[] a [] book [] is a very powerful tool, can [] change [] your mind, can 

[] change, many books [] have [] caused [] great [] 
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revolution, you know guys? [] But [] this is the final product. We are talking now 

how the things are [] produced during the process, [] right? The process [] of 

[] writing a [] book [Is] is a solitary [] exercise. You [] have [] 

to post, you [] have [] to send [] it, you and the computer in your … to inspire [] 

it. Do you agree [] with [] that? Any other problem here [] with 

[] vocabulary? Nothing? [] Good! [] Good! For Monday, [] what 

[] do we [] have [] for Monday? Monday, [] deadline [] for 

summary [] of [] chapter three [] of [] the [] book, [] right? For 

Monday you bring me the summary [] of [] chapter three [] House [] by 

the See, OK?  Everybody has the [] book?  

(this is the end  of the first part of Teacher E´s class. Tape 5, side A) 

151 E: You [] have [] to … Oh, [] let [] me see, let´s … Last Monday we 

[] finish [] our [] workbook [] on [] page [] 56. We 

[] did [] up [] to ... last Monday. So, I'll [] give [] the weekend to go on 

[] with [] this two next pages, [] right? [] Good! You are talking to [] 

each [] other. Yeah, a summary [] of [] the chapter three, next Monday. 

152 S1: Next class.  

153 TE: This, a [] small paragraph [] about [] the [] job [] you 

[] would [] be [] good [] and [] finish [] the [] workbook, 

[] unite [] ten. 

154 S8: “Faltou esse.”  

155 TE: [] Good! [] Good! [] Good! 

156 S8: “Agora falta meu pontinho.” 

157 TE: Yes. I will, I will. I will do [] that. OK. Now, [] what [] do you 

understand by the word landmarks? A landmark. A landmark. I will tell you. When you, 
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when you, when you think [] of [] Rome, [] what [k] comes to your mind, 

the first …[] Rome, you [] associate [] with [] Rome? The [] 

Pope. OK. When you think [] of ... OK. Now. You don't … Telling the [] truth … 

you [] should [] have [] done [] that. [] What [] about [] ah 

New York? When you think [] of [] New York, cc what [] comes to your mind? 

[] What [] kind [] of, [] what [] kind [] of [] building?  

158 S2: “Estátua da Liberdade.”  

159 TE: OK. The [] Statute [] of [] Liberty.  

160 SS: World Trade Center.  

161 TE: The World [] Trade [] Center was a landmark [] but [] it [] 

was down. The Empire [] State [] Building.  

162 SS: Big City.  

163 S8: Brooklyn, Manhattan …  

164 TE: Yeah, [] but [] when we think [] of [] landmarks, are 

[] those [] historical places, [] statues or things [] that 

[] represent, [] that [] are significant for the city, for the country. For 

example, when you think [] of [] New York … 

165 S8: Big Apple.  

166 TE: That's the [] name, [] but [] Big [] Apple, is the [] 

nickname [] of [] New York. It´s [] not [] a [] case. 

167 S6: Central Park.  

168 TE: Yes. Central Park. Yeah, [] but [] then it's [] not [] exactly a 

landmark [] because [] it, yes, [] it [] was in a way built, [] made, 

[] manmade. Everybody [] that [] goes to New York visits New York, 

yes. [] But, mainly when you think [] of [] New York, [] what [] comes 
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to your mind? The [] Statue [] of [] Liberty and The Empire [] State 

[] Building and, [] of [] course, [] used to be, [] not [] 

anymore, the World [] Trade [] Center, that's, [] these [] are the 

[] touristic [] attractions, [] these [] are the places.  

169 S1: And the Manhattan Bridge?  

170 TE: Yeah, Brooklyn [] Bridge [] is famous. Yeah. There are many bridges. 

Manhattan is an island that's connected to the other places by many bridges. The most 

famous is Brooklyn [] Bridge, yes, Brooklyn [] Bridge. Now, when you think 

[] of [] Paris,  

171 SS: Tower … 

172 TE: Heiffel Tower. That's a landmark. And everybody [] that [] goes to Paris 

visits  

173 S2: Teacher, “Museu do Luvre”.  

174 SS: Luvre Museum.  

175 TE: The Luvre Museum is a historical [] place  … 

176 S1: Champs …    

177 SS: Champs Eliseuxr.  

178 TE: The Champs Eliseux.  

179 S6: Light, luz … Light City, City Light … 

180 TE: The City [] of [] the [] Light, yes, the City [] of [] the [] Light. 

Yes, so beautiful and …  

181 S1: Culture ... 

182 S8: Kan-Kan, teacher.  

183 TE: Kan-Kan. Where, oh, yes, there is a [] place …What's the [] name [] 

of [] the [] c place? OK. I [] forgot.  

184 S9: Mulam Rouge. 
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185 TE: Mulam Rouge, Mulan Rouge. Well, in Paris going to Mulan Rouge is a must, 

everybody asks, all tourists go there and in a way it's a landmark, you know why? [] 

Because [] long [] time [] ago [] it [] was the center [] of [] a 

city culture.  

186 S1: “Cidade Luz.” 

187 TE: Yes, “a Cidade Luz.” That's the [] nickname [] just New York is 

the [] Big [] Apple, the [] nickname [] of [] the city. Yeah.  

188 S2: “aA Praça Pirãmide.” 

189 TE: Ah, the [] Pyramid.  

190 S9: It's very beautiful.  

191 TE: Yeah, the [] Pyramid [] is [] right [] in front [] of [] the 

Luvre. It's [] inside [] the Luvre, in fact. The Glass [] Pyramid. The 

Glass [] Pyramid, yes.  

192 S4: Glass, glass.  

193 TE: The Glass [] Pyramid [] designed by a [] Chinese 

[] architect, Yeah. They [] have [] a kind ] of [] protection 

against the rain, against the weather for people [] that [] visit [] the Luvre.  

193 S1: Perfumes.  

194 TE: Perfumes, yeah. When you think [] of [] Paris, you think [] of 

[] champagne and perfumes. [] But [] then, [] champagne and 

perfumes are [] not [] landmarks [] because [] they are products 

[] that [] you buy and sell, buy and sell on the market. Now, when you think [] of 

[] Rio de Janeiro, [] what [] kinds [] of … 

195 SS: “Cristo Redentor.”  

196 S6: “Caipirinha e Carnaval. Mais conhecido.”  
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197 TE: OK. OK. The focus now … perhaps you're the [] top [] of [] that, the 

carnival. OK. Now. The beautiful [] that [] he is, so you are [] impressed. 

So, [] but [] when you think [] of [] these, carnival, caipirinha, samba, [] 

these [] are cultural activities. This is culture, belongs to the people, people do [] it. 

When you [] talk [] of [] landmarks.  

198 S6: “Corcovado, Pão de Açúcar.”   

199 S7: Sugar Low. 

200 TE: You [] mentioned?  

201S7: Sugar Low. 

202 TE: When you want to represent you can [] choose, usually “Cristo Redentor” is 

[] what [] represents.  

203 S7: Sugar Low. 

204 TE: Sugar low, yeah. That's a [] Geographic, was [] not [] made 

[] by man.  

205 S7: “Maracanã”.  

206 TE: “Maracanã”. Well. That's a [] place [] where all people go. [] What 

[] about [] Florianópolis?  

207 SS: “Hercílio Luz.”  

208 TE: “Hercílio Luz” is a landmark. 

208 S6: “Praia da Joaquina.” 

209 S8: “Box 32.” 

210 TE: “Box 32.” [] What [] else? “Latitude?”  

211 S6: “Praça XV.” 

212 TE: “Praça XV”, yes. The cathedral, “Praça XV”, “Hercílio Luz”, the tree. OK. Now. 

So … You are talking to [] much [] today. Don't [] need [] more 

exercises today. And [] what [] about [] Rome, I [] asked you [] 
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some [] minutes ago nobody told you [] what [] when you think [] of 

[] Rome, what's a landmark in [] Rome? 

213 SS: Rome.  

214 S7: Coliseum.  

215 TE: The Coliseum.  

216 S7: Pope.  

217 TE: Pope. [] If [] you want Pope. Coliseum, [] what [] else? Vatican, [] 

which [] is a [] state [] inside [] the city. When you think a landmark in 

Italy, Piza Tower. It's not going to fall. They [] fixed [] it [] up.[] One [] ze, 

[] not [] two zis, pizza is [] with [] two z.  

218 S5: What's the meaning of landmark in Portuguese?  

219 TE: OK. Now, I'm going to say we [] have [] been talking [] about 

[] that [] all [] the [] time. A historical [] site, a historical [] place 

[] like []“Ponte Hercílio Luz…” 

220 S5: “Pontos turísticos?” 

221 TE: Yeah, a [] touristic ]] but is related to the History.  

222 S5: … big car.  

223 TE: You go on [] like [] this, you will never be a king. Never be a king. OK. 

China. [] What [] about [] China? Landmark in China. [] Forget 

[] the [] food. [] Forget [] about [] the [] food [] now. 

[]  Forget [] about [] the people. Landmarks. Something … 

224 SS: Wall. 

225 TE: OK: I told you [] not [] to think [] about [] food [] by now.  

226 S4: Bicycles… 

227 TE: Bicycles. Lots [] of [] people. Lots [] of [] bicycles.  

228 S4: How can I say “muro?” 

229 S6: “Muro é” wall.  
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230 TE: “Muro é” wall. How [] big [] is the wall?  

231 S7: Several quilommeters.  

232 TE: Yes. Several Any idea [] of [] how, [] of [] how long the Wall [] of 

[] China is? Thousands [] of [] thousands, thousands. It's [] asked 

as [] big [] as [] suppose [] you [] could [] go [] if [] you were 

here in Florianópolis, you [] could [] go to Brasília and almost [] come [] 

back. Yes, you ... as [] big [] as the wall is.  

233 S8: My Goodness!  

234 TE: I don't [] have [] a …  

235 S1 … said the people can see the space  

236 S6: From Moon teacher.  

237 S1: From the Moon this wall. 

238 TE: So, it's the [] such [] big [] landmark [] that [] can be 

detected .. I don't know from the Moon, I [] cannot [] imagine, for 

example, the astronauts looking  [] out [] of [] the … Oh, [] look [] down 

there, [] what [] a [] big [] wall [] it [] is. Probably [] not [] 

exactly [] that. [] But [] what [] they mean is [] that [] The [] 

Big [] Wall China can be detected by the equipment, I mean, by [] satellite. 

Very long [] structure. I don´t know what kind of equipment they [] have [] 

on board [] of [] a [] space [] shaple,[] but, yes, they say [] that [] 

it [] can be seen from [] out [] to [] space. Ok. Now. Go to [] page 

[] sixty-six, [] please. That's where we are going now. So, we [] have [] 

here. ]] Look. The landmarks here. In China, [] Rome … 

239 S7: Thaj Mahal.  
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240 TE: Thaj Mahal, yes. Everybody [] that [] goes to India says the [] one 

[] of [] place [] you [] would [] want to [] visit [] is the Thaj 

Mahal.  

241 S1: A Thaj Mahal is a six … 

242 TE: Sorry. Six “o quê?”  

243 S1; Thaj Mahal is a … 

244 TE: Building.  

245 S1: Building.  

246 TE: It's a [] palace. In fact … 

247 S1: A palace.  

248 TE: Yes, yes. It's here. The tomb. It's a tomb for the [] wife  of [] the 

Emperor. [] It [] was the Emperor India [] Prince. He [] loved his [] 

wife [] so [] much. He [] had [] this [] great [] love [] for his 

[] wife. I saw in people and Arts, something [] like [] that … 

249 S1: Did you go to Thaj Mahal?  

250 TE: No. I haven't [] had [] the [] chance [] of [] visiting the Thaj 

Mahal. That's really something [] one [] of [] my [] students last 

semester, he is a yoga instructor and he usually goes to India every year, every two years, 

he goes to a yoga university and he [] brought [] pictures and pictures he [] 

took [] and his [] life [] and this things. [] Fantastic [] life [] it 

[] was. He saw beautiful things. It' s all [] made [] of [] mi ... Today is all, 

you [] cannot [] just go in there, you [] have [] to [] get [] the 

permission, a visa, a especial [] permit [] and you pay, I don] t know exactly 

how rupias.. Rupias is the curety, the money they [] use [] in India. Rupias, I think it's 

that's the way we [] write [] it. You pay [] quite, [] quite [] a [] lot to 

go in there and you must go to the minister [] of [] Culture and pay a visa to enter 
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there. [] Because [] it's a historical [] site, historical [] place [] and 

you [] have [] to be careful there [] [] to destroy anything, to [] keep [] it 

[] the way is there. So, I was telling you the [] Prince, this [] Prince [] or 

Emperor he [] loved his  [] wife [] so [] much [] and she [] 

died. When she [] died [] he decided he [] would [] pay a [] tribute 

[] building this tomb, yeah and [] it [] so [] big, so wonderful he wanted to 

[] create [] the most beautiful [] that [] everybody [] 

throughout [] History [] would [] remember how [] big, how 

] big [] his [] love [] was for this woman. And [] up [] to [] these 

[] days, [] up [] till today that's the [] place [] everybody goes in 

India.  

251 S1: I believe that there is a big … a beautiful palace and the people, the Indian people 

who died … 

252 TE: Yes. Indian is the land [] of [] contrast, [] big [] contrast, 

just [] like [] Brazil is. Maybe [] not [] that [] much [] here in the 

[] South, [] but we [] have [] this contrast in Brazil as well. [] Of [] 

course [] maybe in India is more choking [] but [] yes, yes, that's true.  

253 S1: Its population is more than one million.  

254 TE: Well we are going to [] separate [] this all I [] have, I wouldn't be 

able to tell you [] right [] now the number [] of [] people, who has the [] at 

[] home, who [] could [] investigate [] something [] 

about [] India, [] about the Thaj Mahal´s history, [] get [] the number 

[] of [] population in India. I never do. [] Would [] you do [] that, 

[] would [] you bring for next class? [] Good! [] Good! Go to any 

[] page-research, pages on [] internet [] or something or even you 
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can go to any other material you [] have. [] Good! Thank you very [] much! 

So, [] if [] you [] have [] the [] chance, [] which [] of [] these 

landmarks [] would [] you [] visit? [] If [] you [] could [] chose, [] 

if [] you [] have [] the money, [] suppose [] you [] have [] the 

money, [] which [] of [] these [] landmarks [] would  [] you 

… 

255 S6: I will invite …  

256 TE: Will or [] would?  

257 S6: Would.  

258 TE: [] One [] day will for the [] time [] is [] turned on a 

hypothesis.  

259 S6: I would visit Rome and India.  

260 TE: [] Rome [] and India. Can I go [] with [] you? Can I go [] 

with [ you? 

261 S6: Yes.  

262 TE: She doesn't seam very [] enthusiastic [] about [] I'm 

going [] with [] her. Yes, she doesn't want to [] take [] me. I don't want to go 

[] with [] you, [] right? [] One [] day when you [] become [] a 

king, tank goodness remembering me. Ok.  

263 SS: Ah, U2! 

264 S1: I have climbed for the mountain, we are repeating.  

265 S6: And you have a cloud … 

266 TE: I haven't [] choose. [] What [] did [] she do?  

267 S1: So we can choose, only to give the … 

268 TE: OK. OK.  

269 S2: “Ela gosta muito de U2.” 
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270 TE: How can I say [] that [] in [] English? OK. Say [] that [] in 

[] English.  

271 S2: She likes to like the U2. 

272 TE:  OK. … [] what [] U2 is … OK. [] Good! Now. [] Close [] 

your books [] please.  

273 S6: Teacher, would you turn on the air-conditioner?  

274 TE: [] Would [] you [] like [] to turn on the air-conditioner for a couple 

[] of [] minutes just to [] fresh [] up [] the room? [] Good! Now it's 

really warming [] inside. OK. I [] would [] like [] you just relax, [] 

close [] your books [] because [] if [] you don't [] close [] your eyes 

you won't be distracted by … Yeah, [] not, you are [] not [} going to fall by 

now. Rosa Maria didn't [] come [] today. Ok. Now. [] Come [] down, 

[] concentrate, focus on the listening, [] right? [] Close [] your 

eyes, just relax. Don't [] sleepy [] please! Listen. I [] would [] like [] 

you to tell me what's going on here. You listen and then we see [] what [] you [] 

got from the listening, [] right?  

(after the listening)                

 275 TE: Yes, they are tourists. Where are they? [] What … 

276 S2: Tourist visiting the Statue of Liberty.  

277 TE: OK. So, the [] place [] is … 

278 SS: New York.  

279 TE: New York. OK. Who are the people?  

280 SS: Tourists. 

281 TE: Tourists. Where are they going?  

282 S7: Repeat please.  
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283 TE: Yes, I will just see [] what [] you [] could [] get [] from the 

first listening. [] What [] else [] could [] you [] get [] just from 

listening [] once? They are going to [] visit [] a historical [] place, a 

historical [] site. A landmark. Is the landmark [] huge? What´s the meaning [] 

of [] huge?  

284 S6: Very high?  

285 TE: Very [] big, enormous, enormous. [] What [] are they going to [] 

visit? Milena.  

286 S6: I don't know.  

287 TE: Again. Listen again. Now, checking [] out [] the second … they are going to 

[] visit [] if [] you [] get [] what [] landmark, what´s the 

landmark they are going to [] visit?  

(after listening for second time) 

288 S6: 80, 86…  

289 TE: You heard something [] like [] 18?  

290 S6: 1886.  

291 SS1: A French gift to … 

292 S6: French.  

293 TE: You [] got, now you remember, yeah? [] It [] was [] what?  

294 S1: A French gift to the United States. 

295 TE: A French .. .to the people [] of [] the United [] States.  

296 S6: French people to the people …  

297 TE: The people of [] France  … a present to the people in the United [] 

States.  

298 S2: Designed by Bartoldo.  

299 TE: Bartoldo, yeah  So, this is the guy, the [] sculpture [] that projected 

and [] made [] it, [] right. I saw [] one [] of [] these [] days on 
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television, the way the [] Statue [] of [] Liberty was [] brought [] to 

New York. So, [] of [] course [] it [] was [] not [] brought, [] it 

[] was [] brought [] in pieces and putting together was hard work, really hard 

work 1886. And [] I'd [] like [] you listen for the little [] group … Why do 

you think the [] French [] people [] could [] give [] a [] statue, 

this [] size [] to the American people?  

300 S7: Political interest. 

301 TE: Political interest?  

302 S8: Money.  

303 TE: [] Of [] course! [] What [] do you think? [] Look [] at [] the 

[] date.  1886.  

304 S1: Independence.  

305 TE: Yes, yes. They were friends [] alive. Yes, [] France [] and Unite 

[] States [] have [] always been [] alive, yes, [] up [] to the 

Cold War, now, now, [] these [] days now [] Iraq, the war in [] Iraq, they 

[] disagreed on [] that. [] Right. 1886. When was the [] 

independence [] of [] the United [] States [] declared? When was the 

[] independence .. .Do you know?  

306 S2: July four.  

307 TE: In July the [] 4
th

, [] right? [] But [] what [] year? July the 4
th

 

[]… 

308 S2: But the year I don´t remember.  

309 TE: Why [] did [] French [] people [] gave [] this to the 

American people? [] One [] hundred [] anniversary [] of [] 

the [] independence [] of [D] the United [] States. OK.  

(after the third listening)  
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310 TE: OK. There is an elevator. What's another word for elevator? What's the synomim  

[] of [] elevator? Another word for [] it. . Lift. Lift, yes. Lift. So, there is an 

elevator [] but [] does the elevator go [] up [] there to the very [] top?  

311 SS: No.  

312 TE: OK. You [ get [] to [] take the [] stairs. Cíntia, [] could [] 

you hear, [] could [] you [] get [] how many [] stairs do you [] 

have [] to climb [] up [] to [] get [] to the [] top? To the crown [] of [] 

the [] statue? You see. [] Look [] at [] the … We know the elevator [] 

that [] goes [] up [] to here, this mark, they [] block, then the [] statue 

[] is, was [] put [] on [] top [] of [] here for the wall [] inside + you 

[] have [] to go to the [] stairs and you can go [] up [] to the crown. 

What's a crown?  What's a crown, Milena?   

313 S6: King.  

314 TE: A king. Crown is [] what [] he is going to wear the [] time [] when 

he gets, when he becomes the king. So, you can go [] up [] to the crown, [] up [] 

there, .. to go [] up [] to the crown, [] top [] of [] the [] head, you [] 

have [] to go through the [] neck, [] right? And there are no elevators, you [] 

have [] to climb [] one [] person [] at [] the [] time. Can go on a 

... you [] have [] to go [] up [] one … in the beginning is … Ok. It´s pretty 

[] large, [] not [] so narrow [] but [] by the [] time [] you go 

[] up, you [] walk [] up [] the [] stairs [] of [] the [] statue it´s 

very narrow the … to go [] up [] from [] one [] side [] and you go 

down on the other [] side. For two people [] at [] the [] time, [] like 

[] this, you know, that's the [] neck [] of [] the [] statue, [] 

suppose, and here is the crown. So, there are [] some [] stairs [] that [] 
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go [] up [] here, you [] watch [] it, you go in here, you [] watch [] the 

… and then you n[] have [] the [] stairs going down here. So, [] one 

[] wants to go [] up [] in another [] line [] to [] come [] down. 

So, very narrow. It's a narrow [] passage.  

315 S1: “Renato Aragão” was at the head of … 

316 TE: Yeah, I saw the arm.  

317 S6: The arm.  

318 TE: Yes, it was on the program, “Criança Esperança”, yeah?  

(it´s the end of the 6
th

 tape, side B and the second part of teacher E´s class. )         

319 TE: You see, there a [] lot [] of [] boat [] from Manhattan and they 

are going to [] because [] the [] statue [] is in an island, the [] small 

island [] that [] hold only the [] statue and here in the bottom there are 

[] some [] coffee-shops, toilets, restaurants, this kind [] of [] thing, [] but 

[] nothing more than [] that. So people go there kind [] of [] nine [] 

o´clock, they open [] it [] in the morning and go to [] nine [] or ten, I can 

remember. Exactly you go there, you [] visit, you go [] up, you climb [] up, you 

go down and then you [] take [] the [] boat [] back, [] back [] to 

Manhattan or you can go, you continue to another island nearby [] called [] Alice 

[] Island. [] Alice [] Island is a very, is a landmark in he history [] of 

[] the United [] States, [] not [] only New York. Do you know why? 

[] Because [ Alice [] Island was the island where all the immigrants … 

all the Italians, really you must [] have [] seen [] it [] on films, the port, the 

[] place [] where all the immigrants [] disembarked, [] right? And 

they [] have [] to [] stay there [] sometime … months, or sometimes 

two months before they were sent to other [] state [] of [] the United [] 
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States. That's the [] place [] where all the immigrants, the legal immigrants, 

[] that [] time [] all [] that [] came [] from [] Europe 

[] and they [] arrived there. [ Alice [] Island and that's where they 

[] stay for the … and health condition, [] which [] was really difficult [] at 

[] that [] time, many diseases on board on the ships ... you are [] good [] 

health condition you [] would [] go immediately, you were sent to [] some 

[] place, even to Texas, any other [] state [] in the country. And sometimes 

families were separated, the husband was OK, the [] wife [] was [] sick [] or 

the children were [] sick, they [] had [] to [] stay in [] Alice [] 

Island for two, three months until they were [] cured or they were sure they were sure 

[] that [] they wouldn´t [] contaminate [] other people, that's 

reasonable, [] right? And the husband was sent to [] one [] state [] and 

after two months when the [] wife [] could [] go, they would send the [] 

wife [] to Arizona or any other [] place [] and then sometimes [] these 

[] people were [] turned apart and they [] stayed apart for year and years 

until the [] time [] to discover where this woman [] had [] been sent or 

where the husband [] had [] been sent, this kind [] of [] thing. It´s a beautiful 

[] place, a very [] sad [] place [] to [] visit. You can go there and you 

[] have [] the songs, you listen to the songs, you listen to the [] tape [] with 

[] all the history [] of [] the American immigration. Very [] nice [] place 

[] to [] visit. Very beautiful interesting! OK. So, go to your [] book, [] 

page [] 66. Sorry, 67.  

(after the listening)  
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320 TE: Means to [] get [] nearer, [] approach. So. [] Look [] at 

[] here. I'm approaching Marizete, to [] come [] closer. OK. [] Huge. 

A synonym [] of [] huge. Synonym. [] Big. [] But [] not [] just 

[] big. [] Big [] and [] huge [] are [] not [] exactly the 

[] same [] thing. 

321 S6: Enormous.  

322 TE: Enormous, very [] big. It's [] big, [] but [] very [] big, [] not 

[] only [] big. Any other?  

323 S6: Harbor  

324 TE: Harbor is known …[] What [] is a harbor? The [] place [] where 

the [] ship [] goes to …  

325 S1: “Porto. “ 

326 TE: A kind [] of port, yes.  

327 S1: Stairs, escadas?  

328 TE: [] Stairs, yes, [] stairs, [] stairs, yeah. [] Stairs are 

[] formed by a number [] of [] steps. 

329 S2: “Mas a stair pode dize que é escada?”  

330 TE: Yes.  

331 S1: “Degrau que é” step. 

332 TE: Yeah, Jane, [] what [] are you confusing there? [] Look [] at [] this. 

Ok. [] These c are, [] should [] be [] stairs, so, [] these [] are [] 

stairs, now [] what [] step  

333 S1: “Tá faltnado giz.” 

334 TE: Yeah, yeah, kind [] of. “Vou me aposentar com pó de giz.” Oh, this [] one 

[] is better, OK. Ok now. You [] got [] it [] Jane?  

335 S2: Yeah, OK. “ E a outra escada, que fica em pé, é o mesmo nome?  
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336 TE: [] With [] steps as well. It's also [] step.  

337 S2: Top is the top …  

338 TE: [] Top. [] Top. What´s the [] top? [] Top c of [] the mountain, 

[] top [] of the list, the ones [] that [] are [] at [] the [] top.  

339 TE: (one word difficult to understand) 

340 S1:Bartold.  

341 S6: Bartolde. 

342 S1: Bartolde.  

343 TE: Bartolde is the [] name [] of [] the guy who [] designed, were 

responsible for the production [] of [] the hole [] statue. He’s an [] 

architect. What´s your family?  

344 S1: Bartolo.  

345 TE: Bartolo and Bartolde. It´s just a little [] bit [] different, [] not [] 

much, [] not [] much.  

346 S2: … to tell a designer inspirited in your mother for model of the State of Liberty.  

347 TE: You hear [] that, [] did [] you hear [] that?  

348 S2: I heard that State of Liberty, Bartoode inspirited in your mother, mother´s Bartolde.  

349 TE: Your mother, his mother?  

350 S2: No, him mother.  

351 TE: His mother.  

352 S1: His mother  

353 TE: OK, so Bartolde [] got [] his inspiration to build the [] Statue [] of 

[] his mother. His mother was an inspiration OK. [] What [] a beautiful! You heard 

something [] like [] that?  

354 S6: Teacher, teacher. 

355 TE: Yes.  

356 S6: Na frase there´s  no elevator, porque que o is vai na frente do there?  
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357 TE: Yeah, yes. When you ask a question you [] should [] put [] the verb is 

there, is there no elevator, yes.  

358 S6: There is no elevator.  

359 TE: Is there, you know there's, this is an informal way [] of [] speaking. No 

elevator is marking the question just for intonation. That's why … Grammatically, 

grammatically wouldn´t be exactly correct, yeah, [] but [] that [] what [] we 

do in everyday language you don't … everything. You can also marc informally.  

360 S6: Informally.  

361 TE: Yeah, you can also marc the question [] with [] the intonation, there is no 

elevator, there's no elevator, is different from there is no elevator, [] which [] is a 

[] statement, [] right? OK? Yes. We are now approaching the famous 

[] Statue [] of [] Liberty.  

362 SS: We are now approaching the famous Statue of Liberty.  

363 TE: [] Which [] has [] welcome [] visitors to New York 

harbor [] since [] 1886.      

364 Ss: Which has welcome visitors to New York harbor since 1886.  

365 TE: The [] sentence [] is wrong [] but [] you [] cannot [] 

make [] a [] big [] sots just the comma. We are now approaching the famous 

[] Statue [] of [] Liberty, [] which [] has [] welcome 

[] visitors to New York harbor [] since [] 1886. OK. Let's try 

individually. Who [] would [] like [] to do? Milena, [] would [] you?  

366 S8: Which has welcome visitors to New York harbor since 1886.  

367 TE: Ok. [] Complete [] sentence. From the beginning.  

368 S8: We are now approaching the famous Statue of Liberty, which has welcome visitors 

to New York harbor since 1886.  

369 TE: I [] noticed [] that [] you [] said [] no, é now, now, now, 

this moment. The woman was talking this moment. Uau. OK, you can do this beautifully.  
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370 SS: Uau!! 

371 TE: OK. She was [] scared. I know [] it [] was emotion. It's really, it's 

really something [] that [] have to .. .OK. Go [] ahead! Ah, incredible isn't 

[] it? 

372 SS: Incredible, isn't it?  

373 TE: Incredible, isn't [] it?  

374 SS: Incredible, isn't it?  

375 TE: Incredible, isn't [] it? You don't [] have [] to [] hush. Don't worry, 

incredible, isn't [] it? It's more a matter [] of [] putting together than going fast. 

You don't [] have [] to be in a hurry. Just [] make [] the connections. Isn't 

[] it? It's [] not [] a matter [] of [] being fast. OK. The [] Statue was 

given to the United [] States by the people [] of [] France.  

376 SS: The statue was given to the United States by the people of France.  

377 TE: Backwards now. By the people [] of [] France.  

378 SS: By the people of France.  

379 TE: To the United [] States by the people [] of [] France.  

380 SS: To the United States by the people of France.  

381 TE: Was given to the United [] States by the people [] of [] France.  

382 SS: Was given to the United States by the people of France. 

383 TE: The [] statue was given to the United [] States by the people [] of 

[] France.  

384 SS: The statue was given to the United States by the people of France. 

385 TE: It was [] designed.  

386 SS: It was designed. 

387 TE: It was [] designed by the [] French [] sculptor Bartolde.  

388 SS: It was designed by the French sculpture Bartolde.  
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389 TE: You know any other famous [] sculptor?  

390 S6: “Alejadinho.” 

391 TE: Ah, good! Alejadinho was a [] great [] sculptor. Do you know any 

other [] great [] sculptor? Famous in Italy?  

392 SS: Michelangelo.  

393 TE: Another [] one? [] What [] about [] Da Vincci?  

394 SS: A painter.  

395 TE: A painter and also a [] sculptor. He was everything. He was just [] 

like [] Sérgio, wasn't he? 

396 S1: He didn't lie.  

397 TE: He didn't lie. [] Good! [] Good! Let's go [] back! How [] did [] 

you say [] that? It's really [] huge. 

398 SS: It's really huge.  

399 TE: Do, do we [] get [] to go [] inside?  

400 SS: Do we get to go inside?  

401 TE: Do we [] get [] to go [] inside? [] What [] does this mean?  

402 S1: Can we go inside? 

403 TE: Can we go [] inside? Yes. Is [possible to go [] inside? [] Of [] 

course! [] Of [] course! [] Of [] course! 

404 SS: Of course! Of course!  

405 TE: You can climb the [] stairs all going [] up [] to the crown.  

406 SS: You can climb the stairs all going up to the crown. 

407 TE: [] Stairs.  

408 SS: Stairs.  

409 TE: There's no elevator. 

410 SS: There's no elevator.  

411 TE: It's [] not [] to the [] top.  
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412 SS: It's not to the top.  

413 TE: I think just 142 [] steps.  

414 SS: I think just 142 steps.  

415 TE: How many do you [] come [] to think [] of [] it? 142 [] steps. 

[] That [] would [] be equal to many floors do you think? I don't know exactly. 

416 S1: Each floor … 

417 TE: How many [] steps?  

418 S1: 15 … steps. 

419 TE: So, let's [[ suppose [] 15. [] That [] would [] make 

[] about [] 10 floors, [] right? It's [] not [] that [] much! [] 

Not [] that [] much! I can't remember how tall, how high the building is, I don't 

know. I'll bring the … next class, [] right? Really! Yes. I want yes.  

420 S2: 15 meters. I don´t know.  

421 TE: 15 [] steps. I don't know. I [] would [] know. People who haven't, 

who haven't handed in the [] homework so far, you [] have [] to do 4 as 

well and a little composition [] about [] the [] job, the [] job [] that 

is [] good [] for you or wouldn't be [] good [] for you, you know. 

422 S1: How many words?  

423 TE: Oh, [] not how many words, you are [] not [] creative [] 

Sérgio.  

424 SS: Bye-bye.  

 

 

 

Teacher F 

TF: teacher F S1: student 1 S2: student 2 S3: student 3 S4: student 4 S5: student 5 S6: 

student 6 SS: more than one student + short pause ... incomplete sentence 
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01 TF: I'm [] right, really? Now, [] look, [] if [] you didn't [] have [] 

time, then [] half [] is OK. [] If [] you didn't [] have [] time. And you 

[] have [] to try. You [] have [] to try. Let's [] wait [] for the other 

[] students to correct the [] workbook.  

02 S1: Yes. 

03 TF: You can't, [] cannot [] open your … the [] book. Or, do you know 

[] what? I think [] that. This grammar focus is very important, very important. I 

think it's better [] if [] we correct the [] workbook [] and we [] wait 

[] for the people to [] start this grammar focus. Let's correct [] because …  

04 S1: I didn't get found.  

05 TF: Found? Found is the past of find. [] Look. Where are the keys? Where are the 

keys?  My [] God! My keys. Ah, found. I found. I found. Found?  

06 S1:”Achar.”      

07 TF: [] Right. We [] still [] have [] the Eduardo, and we [] still 

[] have [] Ivan and Alexandre. Ah, the happy dollars. I'm sorry. Nilton you don't 

[] get ]] happy dollars. You don't [] have [] the happy dollars. You [] 

get [] the happy dollars only [] if [] you bring me the [] workbook [] 

done [] for the next class. And you [] have [] ten. Why? [] Let [] me [] 

check. You [] did [] everything already in the last semester.  

08 S2: “Teve algumas que eu não sabia. As mais difíceis”  

09 TF: In [] English. The most difficult exercises. Do you [] have [] ten 

dollars? Do you [] have [] ten dollars? Do you [] have [] ten? I think I 

don't [] have.  

10 S1: You don't give me any dollar, happy dollar.  

11 TF: No?  
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12 S1: Yes. You never gave me a happy dollar.  

13 S2: I have five.  

14 TF: [] Five [] dollars? OK. Now, it's [] because [] I didn't [] give 

[] the activities [] with [] the happy dollars and now I [] start giving the 

activity [] with [] the happy dollars. Now I [] start giving the activity [] 

with the happy dollars. OK. Ten. By the way, you [] have [] to [] give [] me 

the happy dollars from the last semester [] back. All the happy dollars from the last 

semester [] with [] him. You [] have [] to [] give [] it [] back.  

15 S2: No.  

16 TF: Yes. Yes. OK. Ah, remember, the [] dot, the [] dot [] now. [] Speak 

[] in [] English, you [] get [] the [] dot. [] Speak [] in [] 

Portuguese, I'm sorry. OK. Let's go! [] Page [] number [] 29. 

How does she [] look [] like? We [] look [] ahead [] now [] 

because [] this grammar focus is very important and needs the other [] 

students. Let's [] wait [] for them, maybe they're [] late. OK. How does he [] 

look [] like? [] Write [] the opposites [] use [] the words in the box. Dark.  

17 SS: Light.  

18 TF: Elderly.  

19 SS: Young. 

20 TF: [] Large.  

21 SS: Short. 

22 TF: Short.  

22 SS: Tall.  

23 TF: [] Good! OK. Two. [] Match [] the words in column A and B to 

[] make [] descriptions. [] Write [] the description.  

24 S1: Fairly-long.  

25 TF: Fairly-long. Three.  
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26 S2: Good-looking.  

27 TF: {] Good-looking. Four.            

28 S3: Mid-high.  

29 TF: [] Good! [] Mid-high. Everybody, [] mid-high.  

30 SS: Mid-high.  

31 TF: [] Good! [] Mid-high. I 

32 SS: You.  

33 TF: [] Middle-age.    

34 SS: Middle-age.  

35 TF: [] Good! OK. B. Ask the questions using the descriptions from part A. How 

long is his hair?  

36 S4: Fairly-long.  

37 S1: His or him?  

38 TF: [] Look. [] It [] because [] here his .... He is asking [] about 

[] the hair and the hair is [] it. Talking [] about [] the man he [] but [] 

the hair is [] it. So, [] it [] is … 

39 S4: Fairly-long.  

40 TF: Fairly-long. [] What [] color is his hair?  

41 S4: He has dark-brown-hair.  

41 TF: Dark-brown-hair.  

42 S4: Yes.  

43 TF: No problem. You can say he has dark-brown hair or he has fairly-long hair or [] it 

[] is dark-brown-hair. How old is he?  

44 SS: Middle-age.  

45 TF: OK He is [] middle-age.  How tall is he?  

46 S4: Mid-high.  
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47 TF: He is [] mid-high. OK. You can say he is pretty tall or anything [] but 

[] mid-high [] because  + we [] use [] these [] expressions 

in the box here. [] But [] that's, that's correct too, I can say. OK. Three. [] 

Complete [] the conversation [wIT] with [] questions. Let's go [] like 

[] this. [] One [] is Jim and [] one [] is [] Steve. Who wants to be 

Jim?  

48 S1: Steve.  

49 TF: [] Steve, OK. And Jim?  

50 S4: Jim.  

52 TF: OK. You are Jim.  

53 S4: What does she look like?  

54 S1: She's quite pretty.  

55 TF: [] Quite [] pretty.  

56 S1: Quite pretty.  

57 S4: Ah, how long is her hair?  

58 TF: [] Come [] in. 

59 S4: How long is her hair?  

60 S1: It´s middle-age.  

61 TF: [] Wait. How long is her hair? [] Great! How long is [] it? No problem.  

62 S4: How long?  

63 TF: Yes. [] About [] how long is [] it?  

64 S4: (very difficult to understand) 

65 TF: No problem.  

66 S4: How tall is she?  

67 S1: She's fairly tall.  

68 TF: [] Good! How tall is she? She's fairly tall.  

69 S4 How old is she?  

70 S1: She's in her early eights.  
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71 TF: [] Good! How old is she?   

72 S4: Does she like this?  

73 S1: Sometimes. I think she is very bad now.  

74 S4: I think I see her …  

75 TF: [] Because [] does she wear glasses? OK. I think I see her over there.  OK. 

I think, I think, ah, I see her “ela”. Ah, for example we are in a party and you say: I think I 

see her over there.” Over there. Understand?  

76 S1: Quit.  

77 TF: [] Quite. [] Look. [kwIt] Quit [] is [] stop. I [] quit 

[] smoking a year ago. [] Come [] in. I [] quit [] smoking a 

year ago. [] Quit. [] Quit. Q-U-I-T. [] Quit. To [] stop. I [] quit 

[] smoking a year ago. And [] quite, [] quite, “batante, ah faz frio”, 

OK? Let's [] repeat. [] Quit.  

78 SS: Quit.  

79 TF: [] Quite.  

80 SS: Quite.  

81 TF: [] Quit. 

82 SS: Quit.  

83 TF: [] Quite.  

84 SS: Quite.   

85 TF: [] Quit, quit.  

86 SS: Quit.  

87 TF: [] Quite. 

88 SS: Quite.   

89 TF: [] Good! Remember  …. Remember the [] exercise [] and 

Alexandre was the tall [] one, [] right, and after Alexandre there was Eduardo, 

[] right? Yeah, [] like [] a .. Eduardo is [] not [] tall [] like 
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[] Alexandre, [] right. Alexandre is tall. [] But [] he is fairly tall. Fair, 

fairly. You [] have [] other meanings. Another meanings.    

 90 S5: … pretty tall?  

91 TF: [] Could [] be pretty tall [] but [] then you're pretty tall, [] not 

[] fairly tall, you are fairly tall. Pretty tall no, pretty tall no, ah, “é” pretty tall.  

92 S6: Short, fairly short, tall and pretty tall? Fairly tall. Short, first.  

93 TF: Short … 

94 S6: Short.  

95 TF…and fairly short. 

96 S6: And fairly short.  

97 TF: “Razoavelmente.” 

98 S6: Tall ... 

99 TF: Tall...  

100 S6: Fairly tall.  

101 TF: Tall and fairly tall.   

102 S4: I'm curious of quit.  

103 TF: [] Quit. [] Quit. Q-U-I-T.  

104 S4: The difference is the letter I and E. The difference is the letter E.  

105 TF: E from elephant. E from elephant.  

106 S4: Ah, tá. Four lyrics here.    

107 TF: Than you! Thank you! Thank you!  

108 S4: I don't know why and Can't take my eyes of you and You are the only one and 

Bring to my life.  

109 TF: Ok. [] Good! OK. Number four. [] Describe [] yourself. How 

old are you? [] What [] do you [] like? [] What [] are you wearing today? 

Who wants to, who wants to [] read [] the description? Number four, who wants to 

[rid] read [] the description?   

 110 S2: I do.  

111 TF: OK.  
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112 S2: I'm 31 years old. I'm tall and I have mid … I have short-long hair and a little bald. 

“Como ue eu posso dizer to quase careca? “  

113 TF: Ah, you a little bald. He [] could [] say he is fairly bald. Fairly bald. fairly. 

A little, I'm a little bald. No problem.  

114 S2: I'm wearing blue jeans and red T-shirt and white tennis shoes. 

115 TF: OK. [] Good! Who [] else? 

116 S4: Teacher, I have a “dúvida.”  

117 TF: A [] doubt.  

118 S4: His aunt 20 old year or on old.  

119 TF: Ok. I'm 20, 20 years old or I'm 20.  

120 S2: I'm 31.  

121 TF: I'm 31, no problem.  

122 S4: I'm in my 30´s.  

123 TF: Yes. Perfect! Perfect! [] What [] else?  

124 S4: I'm 21 years old, I'm mid-high long brown hair. I'm looking good looking.  

125 TF: I [] have …  

126 S4: Very, very “modesta.”  

127 TF: OK. I [] have [] long hair.  

128 S4: And wearing a jeans and a blouse.  

129 TF: OK. You are, I'm wearing jeans … 

130 S4: No a jeans?  

131 TF: No. Jeans is plural.  

130 S4: Ah, “é verdade.” Brown .. and a blouse.  

131 TF: Brown [] what?  

132 S4: Brown hot. 

133 TF: Among, ah OK.  

134 S4: And a blouse?  

135 TF: OK. You know [] whose [] T-shirts are [] like [] this? For the 

summer? You call [] ten-top-t-shirt.  
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136 S4: “É regata, né?” 

137 TF: “Blusinhas.”  

138 S4: A new student?  

139 TF: No. She is just watching the class today. She studies at UFSC. What's your name 

again?  

140 R: Fernanda.  

141 TF: Fernanda, right. OK. Fernanda.  

142 R: Nice to meet you.  

143 S4: UFSC?  

144 R: Yes.  

145 S4: “Qual semestre?” 

146 R: The last one.  

147 S4: Ah, então não ...  

148 R: No, please, be natural.  

149 TF: She is watching the class [] because [] she is doing TCC “Trabalho de 

Conclusão de Curso” and this is to help her.  

150 S2: About.  

150 R: About whatever, whatever you want. Actually you act naturally. Don´t worry about 

me.  

151 TF: Who [] else [] wants to [] read [] the description? Who [] else? 

Who [] else wants to [] read [] the description?   

152 S3: I.  

153 TF: OK. Go on.  

154 S3: I'm 36 years old. I am pretty tall .. brown hair and a little bald. I'm wearing a 

yellow shirt, gray pants and brown shoes.  

 154 TF: Ok. [] Did [] you say I, I am, [] did [ju] you [] write [] I am 

awaring?  

155 S3: No. I am wearing.  

156 TF: Ah, I am wearing, Ok.  

157 S3: I am wearing.  
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158 TF: Sorry. [] Could [] you [] repeat [] I am?  

159 S3: I am wearing a yellow shirt, gray pants and brow shoes.  

160 TF: OK. [] Let [] me just [] take [] a [] look [] at [] 

something here.  

161 S3: I´m wearing yellow shirt …  

162 TF: Ah, OK. When ..  

163 S3: Wrong?  

164 TF: No, no problem. Just here when you say I am pretty tall and then [] strait 

[] brown hair. I am pretty tall and I [] have [] strait [] brown hair. I 

am pretty tall and then comma, I [] have [] strait [] brown hair. [] If you 

[] say, [] look. I'm pretty tall, [] strait [] brown hair. [] What? I'm 

pretty tall, [] strait [] brown hair it's OK, [] but [] to be more [] 

complete, you know. And, and I am a little bald. 

165 S3: And I have strait brown hair.  

166 TF: [] Right.  

167 S3: “strai, strait?” 

168 TF: [] Strait.  

169 S3: Strait brown hair.  

170 TF: Everybody. [] Strait.  

171 SS: Strait.  

172 TF: [] Strait.  

1’73 SS: Strait.  

174 TF: [] Strait.  

175 SS: Strait.  

176 S2: I want my happy dollar.  

177 TF: Ah, OK. Your happy dollar. I'll [] give [] you the happy dollar. I [] have 

[] one.  
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178 S4: How do you say “apontador?” 

179 TF: Sharpen. [] But [] did [] you do all [] of [] the homework?  

180 S2: Of course, teacher. Ten dollars. Ten happy dollars.  

182 TF: No. It's ten [] but [] you know [] what, I'm earning all [] of [] 

money. Ten. Do you [] have [] ten dollars?  

183 S4: I have ten.  

184 TF: Do you [] have [] ten?  

185 S4: I have ten.  

186 TF: Ah, you [] have. [] Did [] you do the homework? OK. [] Look. You 

two for the next class you bring the [] workbook [] with [] the [] unite 

[] nine [] done [] and you [] get [] the happy dollar. OK? Only [] 

one [] more thing. I am a, I am a little bald, a little bald, OK? OK. Let's see, say. No? 

You were going to say something?  

187 S6: This man is in his late 30´s and pretty tall. He has a black mustache and little 

“caeca”. He wearing a dark shirt jeans. He is in his late 30´s. Se has not beard.  

188 TF: A [] black [] mustache. Ah. OK. [] Look. He [] had. He 

hadn't. [] Did, didn't I tell you the [] story [] about [] verb to be, verb 

to be is [] strong, jumps, [] the story [] about [D] the verb to be: I 

didn't tell the [] story, [] right. You know the [] story. OK. [] Look. Has, 

[] have is an [] affirmative [] sentence, [] right? It's the present. 

So, [] it [] needs the auxiliary. He doesn't [] have, doesn't [] have. OK? He 

doesn't [] have, OK, he doesn't [] have [] a [] black [] mustache 

[] and he is Bald. [] Look. He has the [] black [] mustache. I think he 

has. He is wearing a dark shirt. What's wrong? He is wearing a [] light [] T-shirt and 

jeans. It's [] not [] dark. [] That [] was wrong. He is wearing a dark, a 

[] light [] T-shirt and jeans.  
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189 S4: Teacher, I think overalls, overall.  

190 TF: Yeah, I don't think it's an overall. I think a T-shirt and pants. [] What [] do 

you think? Do you think it's an overall?  

191 S2: I think so.  

192 TF: OK. [] If [] you do [] believe [] it's an overall, no problem.  

193 S4: “Comprar um dicionário melhor”.  

194 TF: You can say jumper too for overall. Number two. A volunteer for number two. 

Alexandre you're the volunteer.  

195 S2: This woman is a … She is very pretty. She is mid-high. Her hair is long and blond. 

She is wearing a black swatter and tennis shoes. She is staying near her motorcycle.  

196 TF: Motorcycle.  

197 S2: Motorcycle.  

198 TF: Motorcycle.  

199 S2: Motorcycle.  

200 TF: OK. And what's wrong? She is wearing a ... and boots. 

201 S2: And boots. Sitting on her motorcycle.  

202 TF: She is sitting on her motorcycle. 

203 S1: She doesn't have a blond hair.  

204 TF: Blond hair. I think she has no … a [] helmet. She doesn't [] have [] a 

[] helmet.  

205 S2: A helmet.  

206 TF: A [] helmet. H-E (de elephant) L-M-E-T, a [] helmet. Yes. She 

doesn't [] have [] a [] helmet.  

207 S5: She didn't wear the tennis shoes.       

208 TF: She isn't wearing the tennis shoes. [] Good! Number three.  

209 S6: She is wearing in his hair early pants. She is putting several … He has glasses in 

him. Strait blond hair. She is fairly tall and she is wearing a skirt and blouse.  

210 TF: [] Good! OK.  

211 S6: This woman is in her early 30´s.  
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212 TF: Yeah, that's OK. Just when you don't really know [] if [] it's 20 either. That's 

[] fine.  

213 S6: She is sad looking.  

214 TF: Serious looking, yeah.  

215 S6: She hasn't glasses.  

216 TF: Ah, again, [] Look. [] Have [] needs the auxiliary, [] right. Needs 

auxiliary. So, she doesn't [] have, doesn't [] have.  

217 S6: She doesn't have glasses.  

218 TF: She isn't wearing glasses.  

219 S4: Dressing? Dressing?  

220 TF: Wearing.  

221 S4: …get dressing?  

222 TF: No.  

223 S4: Ah, “então não entendi.” 

224 TF: Dress. Dress, for clothes.  

225 S4: “E vestir no sentido de” wear.  

226 TF: Yeah, wear for glasses. [] Look. For glasses, contact lenses. Omly wear, wear. I 

wear contact lenses. You wear glasses. 

227 S4: She isn't wearing glasses. 

228 TF: OK. No problem.  

229 S2: She isn't  have glasses.  

230 TF: She doesn't [] have [] glasses, [] could [] be.  

231 S2:She doesn't.  

232 TF: She doesn't.  

233 S2: Doesn't have.  

234 TF: Doesn't [] have. [] Not [] she doesn't has. Too [] much [] s. She 

doesn't has. NO. She doesn't [] have, OK?  

235 S4: “Nunca pode ser então um” haven't? “Porque precisa usar um auxiliar.”  
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236 TF: The auxiliary. [] But, yeah. This will be something for the next grammar focus. 

[] Wait [] for this. OK. Does she [] have [] strait [] long hair?  

237 S5: No, no. She has black.  

238 TF: [] Black. OK. She has ...  

239 SS: Curly.  

240 S1: Curly long black hair.  

241 TF: [] Right. [] Right. Let's [] repeat [] with [] this. [] Strait. 

242 SS: Strait. 

243 TF: [] Strait.  

244 SS: Strait.  

245 TF: Curly.  

246 SS: Curly. 

247 TF: Weave 

248 SS: Weave.  

249 TF: [] Strait.  

250 SS: Strait  

251 TF: Curly.  

252 SS: Curly.   

253 TF: Weave.  

254 SS: Weave 

255 TF: Weave 

256 SS: Weave.  

257 TF: No hair.  

258 SS: Bald.   

259 TF: [] Good! And OK. That's [] it. Number 6. [] Which [] clothing 

items are more formal and [] which [] are more informal or casual. [] Use [] 

the words from the list. [] Complete [] the [] charge. Formal or casual. 

Formal.  

260 S1: Cap.  
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261 TF: [] Cap.  

262 S4: Formal? Cap?  

263 TF: Oh, no.  

(it´s the end of ´the first part of Teacher F´s class, 7
th

 tape, side B) 

264 TF: [] Write [] a [] sentence [] about [] each [] person 

[] use [] the words in the box and cards. [] One. (difficult to understand) Two. 

Edward and [] Kate.  

265 S4: They are wearing glasses.  

266 TF: [] Good! [] Look. Edward and [] Kate [] are the ones wearing 

sunglasses. Remember the verb must be ing. Wearing.  

267 S4: Teacher, can I put are with wearing, ing?  

268 TF: Uh?  

269 S4: ing with be. Can I use? Ing with to be, are wearing. 

270 TF: Yes. Yes.  

271 S4: To be.  

272 TF: Verb to be ing. I am sitting on the table. I am talking.  

273 S4: What, what I can do? 

274 TF: [] What [] you can do?  

275 S4: Yes.  

276 TF: [] About …  

277 S4: “Eu sei que fica .. tem alguma coisa com ing eu não posso usar nunca, é o 

auxiliar”, do e does? “Com do e does eu não uso ing, é isso”?  

278 TF: No. There are [] some … We don't [] use [] the auxiliary [] with 

[] ing [] but [] there are [] some [] other verbs usually we don't [] 

use [] the verb [] with [] ing. There are [] some [] verbs you can [] 

use [] the ing. For example, go. Go shopping. Go swimming. Go [] skiing, The go, 

there's no problem. Now. After. After working. After working for a long [] time, 
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“depois de” after you [] use [] the ing. Before going [] home, before buying 

this, before walking. OK. So, Edward and [] Kate [] are the ones wearing sunglasses. 

Three.           

279 S5: Georgio is the one standing next to Alice. 

280 TF: Georgio is the [] one [] standing next to [] Alice. 

281 S2: Or he is the one standing next to ..  

282 TF: Uh?  

283 S2: Is the one standing… 

284 TF: [] Standing.  

285 S2: Standing.  

286 TF: Remember, after, after this [] structure you can [] use [] the verb 

[] with [] the ing or you can [] use [] a preposition. OK?  

287 S2: OK.   

288 TF: OK. Georgio and how [] about [] Alice.  

289 S4: Alice is the woman talking to the man.  

291 TF: [] Good! [] Alice [] is the woman talking to the man.  

292 S5: Or could be Alice is the one talking to the man?  

293 TF: Is the [] one, ah, no problem. Is the [] one, the [] one [] talking 

to the man or is the woman talking to the man. Mandy.  

294 S4: Mandy is the tall woman carrying a jacket.  

295 TF: Mandy is the tall woman carrying a jacket. Perfect.  

296 S2: Mandy is the tall … 

297 TF: Mandy is the tall  

298 S4: Tongue.  

298 TF: Tongue, yes.  

299 S4: Tongue. 

300 TF: My tongue.  

301 S4: “Morder é”...  
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302 TF: [] Bite. I [] bite [maI] my tongue. I [] bite [] my tongue.  

303 S2: You bite your tongue.   

304 TF: Or the past, [] I bit, I [] bit [] my tongue.  

305 S2: Because the “acentuação do americano.” 

306 TF: The accent.  

307 S4: “E o bite com é que se escreve, ,bi”  

308 TF: B-I-T-E. B-I-T-E. E, de elephant. And then the past, the past [] bit. I [] bit 

my tongue. OK. Answer the questions [] use [] the words given. OK. Number [] 

one. [] Which [] one [] is Carlos?   

309 S6: She is the one behind the …   

310 S5: She is the one next to me.  

311 TF: He is he [] one [] next to the … , behind the …, [] could [] be 

next to me.  

312 S4: Stand next to the coat.  

313 TF: [] Standing next to the …. Now problem. [] Which [] ones are 

there and singing?  

314 S4: The ones dancing next to Mary.  

315 TF: They are the ones dancing next to Marie or  

316 S5: They are the ones behind Marie. 

317 TF: They are the ones behind Marie  

318 S6: Next to the Marie.  

319 TF: Next to Marie. [] Look. For names you don't [] have [] to [] write 

[] the Marie. You don't [] have [] to [] specify [] like [] the 

Marie. The Bianca is… The Bianca is very beautiful. No. You don't [] specify 

names. [] Because [] there is only [] one [] Bianca in the world. 

There's only [] one [] Giovani in the world. Only [] one [] Ivan in 

the world. OK. Next …  

320 S2: I don't know… behind Marie.  
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321 TF: Behind Marie. No problem. [] What [] else?  

322 S1: Behind Marie.  

323 TF: Behind Marie.  

324 S1: But no preposition, in the Marie.  

325 TF: No. [] Look. They are the ones dancing, they are the ones dancing behind 

Marie. Behind is a preposition. Behind is a preposition. [] What [] else?  

326 S4: The Marie.  

327 TF: Uh? 

328 S4: The Marie.  

329 TF: No. [] Take [] the Marie.  

330 S4: No the Marie.  

331 TF: Just Marie. You don't [] use [] the.  

332 S4: The … yes  

333 TF: The …OK.  

334 S4: Behind the … 

335 TF: [] But [] for names you don't [] use [] the. OK. Four. [] Which 

[] one [] is Andrew?  

336 SS: She is the one sitting on the … 

337 TF: She is the [] one [] sitting on the …  

338 S4: The before one? 

339 TF: Ah, she is the [] one. This [] structure. She's the [] one. [] 

Because [] now you [] need [] to be [] specific. Now you [] need 

[] to be [] specific. She's the [] one.  

340 S4: “É aquela, né?” 

341 TF: Luciane.  

342 S2: She is the one with black pants.  
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343 TF: He is the [] one [] with [] black [] pants or he is the [] 

one [] with [] short-black-hair, no problem. [] But [] here, [] 

with [] is a preposition.  

344 S5: She is the one wearing black plants.  

345 TF: Ah, is [] not [] she, he. He is the [] one …  

346 S5: Have short-black-hair.  

347 TF: Having.  

348 S5: Having.  

349 TF: Having. [] Look. I will tell you something, There are [] some [] 

verbs we don't [] use [] with [] the ing. [] Have, [] like, [] love… 

350 S4: I'm having my breakfast.  

351 TF: Oh, yeah. For breakfast, [] lunch, dinner, no problem. We don't [] use [] 

it [] very often.  

352 S4: Having a snack or a snake?  

353 TF: [] Snake [] is sss.  

354 S4: “É, nunca sei.Eu sempre me confundo” 

355 TF: [] Snack. [] Snack [] you [] eat. [] Snake [] is sss.  

356 S4: Snack, snake.  

357 TF: So, here is the, he is the [] one [] with [] short-black-hair or 

he is the [] one [] with [] short-black-hair. For, example, [] love, 

we don't say I am loving you, I say I am in [] love [] with [] you. 

358 S2: I say, see you with white-long-hair.  

359 TF: Yes. Yes. [] But [] it's better [] not [] to. You wanna [] talk … 

[] some [] verbs [] with [] the [] ing. [] Nine. [] Rewrite 

[] these [] sentences and questions, find another way to say … Let's call the 
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[] one [] is A and the [] one [] is b. Who is A? You are A or B? You are B. 

OK Giovani. [] one, two  three.  

360 S6: Good morning! 

361 S5: Good morning! She is the one in the black pants. She is the one  wearing the black 

pants.  

362 S6: Who is/are the teacher? 

363 TF: OK. The teachers.     

364 S6: Who are the teachers?  

365 TF: Who are the teachers? Who are the teachers?  

366 S6: The ones in the …  

367 S5: They are sitting in the … 

368 TF: They are sitting on the … or they are the ones sitting on the … 

369 SS: Sitting on the …  

370 TF: You [] could [] repeat [] the ones sitting on the… 

371 S5: They are the ones sitting on the …  

372 TF: Three.  

373 S6: Rick … He is the guy wearing the coat. 

574 TF: Ah, [] look. Gay. Gay or guy?  

375 S6: Guy.  

376 TF: Guy. He is the gay, his hand …He is the gay, he is the gay. Do you see? He is the 

gay. Guy is cara, gay …  

377 S2: A guy, my guy.  

378 TF: I don't know. I don't know. My guy, no problem.  

379 S6: He is the guy wearing the coat. 

380 S2: Guy “também pode ser usado como alegria.” 

381 TF: Ah, OK. Gay. Gay can be happy. Oh, you're [] bad! You're [] bad! [] 

Look. Gay is happy too. [] But, [] at [] first, the meaning [] of [] guy 

[] used to be happy. And after [] turned [] could [] be “viado.” [] But 

+ this is very old. OK. Something very old. To say [] that, ah, I'm gay and happy is 
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something very old. They [] used this term a long [] time [] ago. Yes. [] 

It [] can be happy.  

382 S3: “O alegre dos alegres.”  

383 TF: I'm so gay today”! You can say [] that [] but [] it's [] strange. 

OK. He is the guy wearing the [] coat.  

384 S4: In the, “dá a impessão de ta dentro”, yes? “È assim mesmo?” 

385 TF: [] It [] could [] be. [] But [] if [] you think, I am in my [] 

coat. I am inn my pants. [] Look. I am [] inside. The pants I [] have [] to 

open and [] one [] and two, [] get [] in, [] right? I am in the [] coat 

[] too, go [] one [] and then I'm wearing a [] coat.  

386 S2: “Pode ser” he is the one in coat?  

387 TF: In the [] coat [] or be the [] one [] in [] coat. Be the [] one 

in [] coat. OK. Ten. [] Complete [] this description [] use [] the 

Present Continnous or the Participle [] of [] the verbs in the box. A volunteer.  

388 S3: Yeah. It's really difficult. Not have being happy. I look on my window that there is 

a good look in the way walking her dog.  

389 TF: Ah, OK. Walking her [] dog. Walking her [] dog. To [] walk [] 

your [] dog, you [] take [] your [] dog [] to the [] street [] for 

him to pee. You don't know pee, pee is “fazer xixi.” Pee. Everybody says pee. Pee. P-E-E. 

p double "e". Pee “é fazer xixi e” to poo. OK. So, is the [] one [] who ...  

390 S2: Is very funny, isn't it?  

391 TF: To [] walk [] your [] dog [] when you [] take [j] your [] 

dog [] to the [] street [] to pee or to poo and so on. [] Walk [] your [] 

dog.   

392 S5: One guy talking to …  
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393 TF: OK. There's a [] good [] looking in ways woman walking her [] dog 

and a young guy talking on the [] phone.  

394 S2: People standing next to him.   

395 TF: Are [] standing next to him.  

396 S2: The people standing, no?  

397 TF: No. [] Because. [] Look. [] If [] I [] wrote, [] if [] I [] 

wrote [] there are two people [] standing next to him, no problem. [] 

Because [] I am saying “Existem duas pessoas em pé ... Sorry. I can't [] 

translate.  “Existem.” [] If [] I [] use [] there are, there is, before, no problem. 

[] But [] you know. You [] need [] the verb to be.  

398 S3: I am wearing a … The people are standing… 

399 TF: The [] one [] wearing the [] small [] hat [] is my 

[] classmate. [] Some [] people are waiting, are waiting [] at [] 

the bus [] stop. You can say [] standing when you already [] use 

[] standing, so people are waiting [] at [] the bus [] stop.  

400 S6: On e woman is asking for the direction.  

401 TF: Is asking for direction. [] Good!  

402 S1: … are waiting for a woman carrying a backpack.  

403 TF: Let's [] repeat. [] Cute.  

404 SS: Cute. 

405 TF: [] Cute [] woman.  

406 SS: Cute woman.  

407 TF: [] Wait [] a [] minute.  

408 SS: Wait a minute.  

409 TF: [] Wait [] a [] minute.  

410 S2: What's cute woman.  
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411 TF: [] Cute. Ah, is so [] cute! “Bonitinho, fofinho, engraçadinho. “ Oh, 

[] cute, “lembra que C-U-T-E pode se ler cuti, cuti, ai que cuti, cuti.”  OK. Ah, “lá em 

cima”. [] Quiet.   

412 SS: Quiet.  

413 TF: [] Quiet.  

414 SS: Quiet.        

415 TF: [] Quiet. Ah, [] look I'm tall, [] quiet. The first [] 

sentence. The first [] sentence, [] quiet. [] Quit, [] quiet, [] 

quite. [] Quiet.  

416 S4: “Qual desses que é?” 

417 TF: [] Quiet. [] Quiet. [] Silence. OK. So let's [] repeat. 

[] Quit.  

418 SS: Quit.  

419 TF: [] Quiet.  

420 SS: Quiet.  

421 TF: [] Quite. 

422 SS: Quite.  

423 TF: [] Quit.  

424 SS: Quit.  

425 TF: [] Quiet.  

426 SS: Quiet. 

427 TF: [] Quite. 

428 SS: Quite.  

429 S2: Quite. Quit.  

430 TF: [] Quit. [] Quit, [] quit. [] Qui [] that. [] Quit. So 

[] quit… 

431 SS: Quit. Quite. Now I mime and you say, OK? I mime…  
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432 S2: Quite.  

433 TF: [] Quiet.  

434 S2: Quite.  

435 TF: [] Quiet. Now I [] mime [] and you say. 

436 S2: Is the last.  

437 TF: [] Look. [] What [] do you think? [] Look. Julia Roberts is [] 

quite [] pretty. Is [] quite [] pretty. Remember, she is [] quite 

[] pretty. It's [] quite. It's [] quite [] cold here. Do you understand 

[] quite? I think [] of [] the first, [] at [] the beginning [] of [] the 

[] workbook. By the way, can I turn [] off [] the air-conditioning? [] 

Good! Just a second. OK. This goes in this way. I [] mime [] and you say.  

438 S4: “O que é” mime?  

439 TF: [] Mime? For example, I [] mime.  

440 S2: “Mastigar ou comer.” 

441 TF: No. [] What [] did [] you say? [] Mime. I am miming this action. 

OK. [] Mime. [] What [] Am I doing?  

442 S5: Miming.  

443 TF: Miming. Miming [] what?   

444 S2: Eating a banana. 

445 TF: [] Good!  OK. All [] right. So, I [] mime [] the action and you 

say the verb, OK? OK.  

446 SS: Quiet. Quite. Quit.  

447 TF: [] Quit.  

448 SS: Quit.  

449 TF: [] Quit. Go. Go. Go Israel. [] Quit [] it, [] please. [] Quit [] 

it.  

450 S6: Qui it.  
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451 TF: [] Qui [] it. [] Quit [] it. The [] same [] as [] stop [] it. 

I [] quit [] smoking a year ago, two years ago. OK. [] Quit.  

452 S6: I quit the … 

453 TF: [] Quit. [] Quit.  

454 S6: Quit.  

455 TF: [] Quit. Everybody. [] Quit.  

456 SS: Quit.  

457 TF: [] Take [j] your hands. [] Take [] your hands. [] Take [] your 

hands. [] Quit.  

458 SS: Quit.  

459 TF: [] Quit.  

460 SS: Quit.  

461 TF: To [] stop.  

462 SS: Quit.  

463 TF: Everybody. [] Quiet.  

464 SS: Quiet.  

465 TF: [] Quiet.  

466 SS: Quiet.  

467 TF: [] Quiet.  

468 SS: Quiet.  

469 TF: [] Quite.  

470 SS: Quite. 

471 TF: [] Quite.  

472 SS: Quite.  

473 TF: OK. Everybody. [] Quit.  

474 SS: Quit.  

475 TF: Your hands. Your hands. [] Quit.   
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476 SS: Quit.   

477 TF: [] Quiet.  

478 SS: Quiet.  

479 TF: ] Quite.  

480 SS: Quite.  

481 TF: [] Quit.  

482 SS: Quit.  

483 TF: [] Quiet. 

484 SS: Quiet.  

485 TF: [] Quit. [] Quit.  

486 SS: Quit.  

487 TF: [] Quiet.  

488 SS: Quiet.  

489 TF: [] Quite.  

490 SS: Quite.  

491 TF: OK. Think [] like [] this. I [] love [] “guaraná” [] 

Quite. I [] love [] “guaraná” [] quite. So ..  

492 S1: I drink Kuat quite. No? I drink quite kuat.  

493 TF: “Não dá.”  What you say for example, I drink, I drink [] quite [] 

“guraná Kua”. [] Quite [] a [] lot. For example, [] quite [] a [] lot. I 

drink this, I drink [] coffee [] quite [] a [] lot. [] Quite [] a [] lot. I 

drink “guaraná” [] quiet, [] quiet [] a [] lot. [] If [] it [] helps, no 

problem. OK. Now. I do the [] mine [] and you say.  

494 S2: Quit.  

495 TF: Everybody.  

496 SS: Quit. Quiet. Quite. Quit.  

497 TF: [] Quit.  
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498 SS: Quit. Quiet.  

499 TF: [] Quite. 

500 SS: Quite. Quite. Quit. Quiet. Quit. Quiet. Quit. Quite. Quit. Quiet. Quite. Quit. Quiet. 

Quite. Quiet. Quit. 

501 TF: [] Good [] job! Don't [] forget.  

502 S2: Happy dollar for us.  

503 TF: Happy dollar. Happy dollar. OK. So let's [] repeat. [] Quiet.  

504 SS: Quiet.   

505 Ss: Here.  

506 TF: And here. This way. Here. Ah, just [] repeat [] the words in the vocabulary. 

[] Quiet.  

507 SS: Quiet.  

508 TF: Here.  

509 SS: Here.  

510 TF: [] Wait [] a [] minute.  

511 SS: Wait a minute.   

512 TF: Girlfriend.  

513 SS: Girlfriend.  

514 TF: Maybe you mean there's nothing different happening. [] Because [] you 

[] said + nothing ever happens here. Maybe you are saying, ah, I [] spy [] it 

[] because + nothing different is happening here. I [] spy [] it. [] One, 

yeah, maybe. Can be. OK. Number two. Who's Sally?  

515 S2: She has some guy near her.  

516 TF: Is she the [] one in the … ?: 

517 SS: At the right.  

518 TF: How tall is she?  

519 SS: Pretty tall.  

520 TF: Questions? No questions?  
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521 S4: No questions.  

522 TF: OK. Let´s go on.  

(it´s the end of side A 8
th

 tape,. Second part of Teacher F´s class)  

 523 TF: Ok. [] Look. Do you [] have [] to go?  

524 S2: No. 

525 TF: [] Understood [] that [] she [] said [] you [] have [] 

to go. 

526 S4: No teacher, “eu tava brincando. Como é que fala brincando?” 

527 TF: Kidding. Just kidding. I am kidding. OK. [] Look. I [] have [] gone 

[] to England. I [] have [] gone [] to England. And I went to England last 

[] week. OK. I [] have [] gone [] to England. When?  

528 S3: I don't know. “Não falou”.  

529 TF: When? Last [] week?  

530 S2: I don't know.  

531 TF: You don't know. Last [] month? Last year?  

532 S2: “Tem o” gone. 

533 TF: Yes. Just [] wait. [] Gone [] and to go. [] Gone “é o verbo da 

terceira coluna de” go. Go, went and [] gone. When? I [] have [] gone [] to 

England? When? I don't know. [] Right? I don't know. In my [] life. In my [] 

life. Now. I went to England last [] week. When?  

534 SS: Last week.  

535 TF: Ah. OK. So, when? Last [] week. So, [] look. This is the main [] 

difference [] between [] these [] two verb tenses. Here. I [] have [] 

gone [] to England. When? I don't know. I went to England last [] week. When? Last 

[] week. Last [] week. This is [] one [] verb [] tense [] and this 

is another verb [] tense. So [] one [] secret [] for you to know the 
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[] difference [] between [] this verb [] tense [] and this verb 

[] tense + is to ask when, ask when. I went to England last [] week. When? Last 

[] week. Or [] if [] I say I went to England “ e eu perguntar” when, “dá pra 

responder”. Ah, last [] week. Last year. Yesterday. Now, I [] have [] gone [] 

to England. When? I don't know.  

536 S2: One day.  

537 TF: [] One [] day. In my [] life. OK. Now. [] Look. “Isso da qui vai ser 

o” Present Perfect, OK. “Esse tempo verbal aqui é o” Present Perfect. “Então olha só.” 

[] Look. I'm gonna [] change. I [] have [] studied a [] lot. I 

[] have [] studied a [] lot. When? Last [] month, last [] week, 

yesterday. I don't know. Now. I [] studied yesterday. I [] studied 

yesterday. You see. This [] graphic [] and this [] graphic. I [] have 

[] studied a [] lot. .. “Qual que vocês acham, qual que encaixaria pelo o que 

vocês estão vendo? I [] have [] studied a [] lot. “Aqui é um” [] 

graphic [] “pra uma das duas setas e outro” [] graphic [] “pra outra seta. 

Aqui é o” Present “e aqui é o” Past. “As duas setas se referem ao” Past “e esse daqui é o 

momento” Prsent. “Quem acha que essa primeira é a que sim? Quem acha que não?” All 

[] right. [] Wait. [] Look. I [] have [] studied a [] lot, I don't 

know when. I don't know when. “Eu ainda posso tá estudando. Eu ainda posso tá 

estudando. Uma ação que não acabou ainda, que eu posso ainda tá estudando e” I 

[] studied, I [] studied yesterday “vai ser esse daqui porque” I [] 

studied yesterday “é uma ação que passou, que eu comecei, acabei, deu pra bola.”[] 

Finish. I [] studied yesterday. I [] star [] it [] and [] finish. 

“Comecei, acabei. E é um ponto específico do passado porque eu comecei aquilo, acabei 

aquilo e eu posso determina um ponto específico do meu passado. É uma ação que eu já 

comecei,  já acabei e deu. Por isso que tem o” yesterday. Understand? “Por isso tem 
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aquele” yesterday. “Agora” I [] have [] studied a [] lot, when, I don't know. 

“Essa ação acabou? Essa ação eu já terminei?” I don't know. “Eu posso ainda tá estudando, 

pode ser uma ação não acabada. Vai ser sempre” past “que nem esse aqui”, ,past. I don't 

know when I [] finished. I don't know when I [] finished. I don't know [] if 

[] I [] finished. That's why, OK? Remember this [] graphic. This … this 

[] started, [] finished, that's [] it.  

538 S2: “O que faz a diferença é o” have ou o a lot? “O Que faz a diferença?  

539 TF: “Aquele” a [] lot “[] ali não”, no problem. “Pode ser assim.”  

540 S4: “Esse have é do ter? Tenho que estudar?”  

541 S1: “Eu estudei ontem.”  

542 TF: !Não é eu tenho que estudar. Se você tem que estudar vai se escrito como?  

543 S4: “É” I have to study, “né? 

544 TF: I [] have to [] study.  

545 S4: !E o que é esse” Present Perfec? 

546 S1: “Eu estudei nas não tem um tempo definido.” 

547 TF: “Isso.”  

548 S4: “Não tá definido quando eu estudei.”  

549 S1: I studied yesterday, “Eu estudei ontem, hoje não tô estudando mais, mas ontem eu 

estudei.”  

550 TF: “Isso. Isso daqui é um tempo verbal passado que nem esse  passado aqui. É um 

passado igual. Eu posso falar eu estudei.” 

551 S4: I have studied.  

552 TF: “É. Eu posso traduzi pro eu estudei. Eu posso traduzir por eu estudei. É porque ela 

tem o passado que nem esse daqui. A” [] difference “é essa.” I don't know when 

and it's [] not [] an action [] that [] I [] started and then [] 

finished and I didn't [] finish. I'm [] still [] studying. “Eu ainda  posso tá 

estudando, uma ação não acabada, OK? Mas é um tempo passado que nem esse outro 

aqui.” 

553 S4: Então” i have gone to England “quer dizer que eu morava na Inglaterra.  
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554 TF: Yes. I [] have [] gone [] to England. That's [] it. OK?  

555 S4: Present Perferc “ se é passado, a gente pensa que é presente.” 

556 TF: “É. Mas nem se preocupem com nome de tempo verbal. Por isso que eu coloquei 

aqui que é” present “ e os dois tão se referindo ao passado.” Present “e os dois se referem 

ao passado, ao” past. OK? Do you understand? Past. You don't know when. [] Not 

[] finished the action. OK. Now. [] Look. Can I [] erase [] here? You are 

tall. Question. A question [] with [] this [] sentence.  

557 S4: Are you tall?  

558 TF: Ah, OK. Question. Are you tall? OK. Are you tall? The verb to be will jump, [] 

right? OK. I say the verb to be will jump [] because [] the verb to be is [] 

strong. [] It [] jumps. Now. You work [] at [] the bank. Question. Work 

you [] at [] the bank? Do you work [] at [] the bank? Work can't jump, [] 

right. [] It [] needs help. [] It [] needs the auxiliary. Now, you [] have [] 

a bird. Question.  

559 S2: Do you have a bird?  

560 TF: Ah, OK. [] Have [] you a bird? No. [] Right? Verb to be jumps “pra 

fazer a” question. Verb to be is [] strong. Jump, “pra fazer a” question. “Agora” 

[] have [] no. “Precisa de” help. [] Right? OK. Now. [] Look. I [] have 

[] drunk a [] lot [] of [] water. O [] have, “ele nunca vai consegui” 

jump. “Vai sempre precisar de” help. “Mas no” Present Perfect” o [] have, “ele vai ser 

[] strong, “que nem o” verb to be. Jump. “Que nem o” verb to be. “Daí ele vai 

ser” [] strong. [] Look. “Pra fazer uma” question “aqui.” [] Havve [] 

you drunk a [] lot [] of [] water?  

561 S4: “Tu não ... de um e de outro.” 

562 TF: You.  

563 S4: “Ah, usa verbo no passado.”  
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564 TF: “Olha só esse verbo aqui não é o verbo do passado. Esse é o verbo da terceira 

coluna.” 

565 S4: “Da terceira coluna. Que eu não sei tudo.”  

566 TF: “Olha só, esse daqui. O [] have [] do” Present, [] it [] can't jump. 

[] It [] needs help. [] It [] needs the auxiliary. Now, in the Present Perfect “o 

[] have [] dá pulo”, jumps. [] Have [] is [] strong in the Present 

Perfect and here, OK? O nome do verb, na third column, Past Participle.  

567 S2: Just have, another verb?  

568 TF: Here. Only [] have. [] Have [] plus past participle. ”E isso daqui é a 

dica pra vocês saberem que o [] have [] ta no Present Perfect, que o [] have 

[] não está no simple Present. OK?  

569 S1: OK. But I … speak do you drank a lot of water?  

570 TF: No.  

571 S1: No? Past of drink.   

572 TF: No.  

573 S1: As the drink?  

574 TF: Ah, drunk. Participle. Drank  

575 S2: Do you drank a lot of water?  

576 TF: OK. Do you drank … 

577 S2: Drank a lot of water?  

578 TF: A [] lot [] of [] water. Simple past, [] right?  

579 S2: Yes. Simple Past.  

580 TF: Simple past. [] Look. Simple past, [] did [] you drink? [] Did [] you 

drink?  

581 S1: “Aquela forma de cima não existe”, do you ...  

582 TF: No. [] Because [] the auxiliary in the past, here is the past, OK? [] 

Have [] plus participle.  

583 S2: Teacher, a question. “Posso colocar nesse caso aí” have you drunk a water?  
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584 TF: A [] lot [] of [] water.  

585 S2: Yesterday, “se eu colocar não vai o tempo certo, é passado.”  

586 TF: No. I can [] use: [] have [] you drunk a [] lot [] of [] water 

lately? Lately, “ultimamente”. Lately, recently. [] Have [] you drunk a [] lot [] 

of water lately? Recently, [] these [] days. I don't know when. [] These [] 

days. OK. You're gonna ... 

587 S1: “Sempre que o verbo está no” Past Participle “não se usa, nãao se dve usar” 

yesterday.  

588 TF: O /] have [] mais o past participle. It´s [] not [] specific. It´s 

not [] specific. OK?  

589 S4: Regular verbs “é igual ao particíoio passado.”  

591 TF: Ah, Ok. Yes. [] Like [] a,…[] study… First column, second column, 

third column. First column. Present. [] Study. Second column. Simple Past. 

[] Studied. Third column. [] Studied. Regular verb. Now, irregular, first, 

Present. Drink. Second column. Past. Drank. Third column. Participle. Drunk. Irregular 

verb. Regular verb. Regular verb is easy. [] It [] doesn't [] change. 

[] Studied. [] Studied. Now. Irregular verbs are something. Drink. 

Drank. Drunk. It changes. The verb. The verb changes. We're gonna work on. This, [] it 

[] seams a little [] bit [] difficult [] because [] it's a verb [] 

tense we don't [] have [] in [] Portuguese. [] But [] don't worry, 

this is just the first [] time [] that [] I'm presenting [] it [] to you. You're 

gonna work more, more and more on [] it. We [] have [] the whole [] unite 

[] to work on [] it. Don't [] panic! Questions. Questions. Questions. No?  

592 S4: Negative. 

593 TF: [] Negative? Ah, Ok. [] One [] thing. You are [] 

Japanese. [] Negative.  
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594 S4: Aren't you? 

595 SS: You aren't. You are not.   

596 SS; You don't have a horse.  

597 S2: You haven't.  

598 S4: You don't have.  

599 TF: You don't [] have, [] right. You don't [] have [] a horse. You drink 

[] coffee. [] Negative.  

600 SS: You don't drink coffee.  

601 TF: Why? “O” drink “não é” [] strong “que nem o” verb to be. “Só o” [] 

not [] “não vai dá conta da” [] negative. “O” verb to be é [] strong. 

[] Interrogative, verb to be, jumps to [] make [] the question, [] 

right? In the [] negative, verb to be [] strong, “só com” [] not, “já dá 

conta da” [] negative. “Agora, os  outros” verbs, “eu posso falar”  you drink [] 

not [] coffee, “posso? Eu posso falar” drink you coffee? No, You drink [] not [] 

coffee. No. “Precisa de” help the auxiliary, [] right? “E aqui o” [] have, [] 

have [] “também.” [] Right? No problems? So, you [] have [] 

worked latterly. [] Negative.  

602 S6: Work or worked?  

603 TF: [] Worked. [] Worked “aqui é da terceira coluna. Vai ficar” work, 

[] worked, []  worked. “o” [] have “[] aqui, ele precisa de” 

auxiliary?  

604 SS: No.  

605 TF: “Ele não vai precisar de auxiliar,” [] right?  

606 SS: You haven´t.  

607 TF: You haven't. “Ele não vai precisar de” auxialiary “no Present Perfect, só no Simple 

Past. OK? “Essa historinha do verbo to be complicou”?  

608 S4: “Não, só ajudou.”   
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609 TF: [] It [] helped? [] Good! [] Good! I'm [] glad [] now. 

Sometimes [] it [] sounds so [] stupid.  

610 S4: What's lately?  

 611 TF: Lately. “Ultimamente.” So, I can [] write: lately, recently, [] these [] 

days, [] because [] the [] time [] in the past is [] not, is [] not [] 

an [] specific [] time. OK? OK. Let's do a [] quick [] game. Let's 

[] close [] the circle.  

612 S3: Teacher, I have a question. She gone on a …”Não seria” she had gone  to …  

613 TF: No. She has [] gone [] to [] Spain. [] Because [] it's she.  

614 S2: The contraction is she's.  

615 TF: She's. Here you [] have [] the contraction ] with … Again,  [] 

what [] will help you, it's here, this [] broke [] out [] to know the [] 

difference. OK? We're gonna work more on this on the next class. OK? Next class we're 

gonna work on this. Let's [] close [] your books. And happy dollar, you are asking 

for happy dollar. I'll [] give [] you happy dollars now. No, no. [] Not [] like 

[] that. OK. Let's [] close [] he books. [] Get [] together. [] Get 

[] together. [] Come.] Come. OK. Begin this. You're going to think 

[] about [] a famous person who is already [] dead. You are gonna think 

[] about [] a person who is already [] dead [] and you are going to be this 

person. For example, I [] choose [] James Joplin. And you're going to guess 

who this person is I'm [] not [] going to say [] but [] I'm James Joplin. 

You are gonna ask me. How old are you? I'm in my [] late [] 20's or my early 

30´s. What's your profession? I'm a singer. When [] did [] you die? I [] died 

in the 70´s. [] What [] kind [] of [] music [] did [] you sing? I sang 

[] rock [] ´n´roll and blues. And you're gonna guess who I am. And [] if [] you 
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guess, you [] get [] a happy dollar. The person who [] starts think [] of  [] a 

famous people. We ask the questions and we guess who she is.  

616 S2: How old are you?  

617 S4: “Não tem mais” . I was 33 years old. No, 43.  

618 TF: Ah,”trinta”, thirty.  

519 S4: 33.  

620 S2: I guess is Jesus Christ. 

621 S4: Ah!  

622 TF: [] Wait.  

623 S4: “Mais ou menos, né” teacher.  

624 TF: [] About.  

625 S4: About 33.  

626 S3: He was pilot F1.  

627 S4: Yeah. 

628 S3: Ayrton Senna.  

629 TF: [l] Look. Were you, remember, were is the past [] of [] are. For the 

question, verb to be is [] strong. 

630 S3: Were you a pilot of F1?  

631 TF: Remember, were the past [] of [] are. Verb to be is [] strong. For the 

question, verb to be is “puf”, jumps. Where you a [] pilot? Verb to be doesn't [] 

need [] help to do the question. [] It [] jumps. OK. Who is next?  

632 S4: No.  

633 S2: “Não sei mais a idade do cara.” 

634 S4: Were you a “politico”?  

635 TF: A politician.  

636 S2: Yeah.  

637 S6: Were you a man or a woman?  

638 A2: I was a man. 

(this is the end of the 8th tape. Side B. Teacher F´s class.) 
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639 TF: The government says [] that [] I [] took [] myself. I [] 

murdered. Who [] else?  

640 S2: Where you a man or a woman.  

641 S1: A man.  

642 S5: Where you a singer?  

643 S4: How did you die?     

644 TF: [] Heart [] attack?  

645 S1: heart attack.  

646 TF: [] What [] kind [] of [] music [] did [] you sing?  

647 S1: Rock.  

648 S2: Elvis Presley.  

649 TF: Elvis Presley. OK.  

650 S2: My happy dollar.  

651 TF: Who is next? ... How old were you?  

652 S5: I was 98 years old.  

653 TF: I know. I know. I know. [] What [] was your profession?  

654 S4: Are you Roberto Marinho?  

655 S5: Yes. I am Roberto Marinho.  

656 S1: Were you man, woman or a bi?  

657 S6: I was a man.  

658 S2: How old were you?  

659 S6: Middle-age.  

660 S4: What was your profession?  

661 S6: A singer.  

662 S1: What you from?  

663 TF: Where are you from?   

664 S4: What kind of music did you sing?  

665 S6: Rock.  

666 S2: Cazuza. 

668 S1 What "estado" are you ... 
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669 TF: [] What [] state [] are you from?  

670 S6: "Rio, São Paulo." 

671 S1: When were you die? 

672 TF: When [] did [] you die? 

673 S4: Did you have family?  

674 SS: Ok teacher?  

675 TF: Ok. Bye.  

676 SS: Bye.  
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